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FOREWORD

Dr.	P.	D.	Vaghela
Chairman	

Telecom	Regulatory	Authority	of	India

 On the historic occasion when country is celebrating Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, on completing     

75 years of Independence, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) is also celebrating its silver 

jubilee. 

 It is a moment of great pleasure for me that this report is being made public amid these 

celebrations.  The government has concluded a very successful 5G spectrum auction and the whole 

telecom industry is now gearing itself towards early roll out and launch of the 5G network. As India 

plans to launch 5G, small cells can play a pivotal role in network upgradation and expansion. For 5G, 

higher frequency bands will be used to achieve high speed data downloads. However, use of higher 

frequency bands for 5G rollout will have shorter coverage as signals in these bands cannot travel 

through buildings or obstacles. Therefore, the macro cells will be required to be complemented with 

extensive deployment of small cells so as to support all kinds of uses and applications, at all locations. 

Even in cases where coverage is not an issue, small cells can be used for traffic offloading since the 

carrying capacity of lower frequencies, used by macro radio sites, are limited. 

 Use of Street furniture already available at these places like poles etc. can be used for mounting 

these 5G Small Cells, obviating the need for erecting thousands of new towers.  This will not only 

ensure faster deployment of 5G but also unlock true potential of underutilized street furniture at these 

critical places.  Availability of existing street furniture in form of millions of streetlights, thousands of 

bus stops, hundreds of metro pillars can be a boon for economical and fast deployment of small cells. 

However, the deployment of small cells and aerial fiber on street furniture can face many issues like 

identifying the suitable street furniture based on availability of backhaul, power, capabilities of street 

furniture for mounting suitable equipment, scalability, and concerns related to local approval, and 

safety. The right of way procedure, sharing of the street furniture amongst various users, permissions 

needed for power supply under state electricity laws, exemptions or bulk permissions for small cell 

deployment will also be required to be addressed. 
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 Thus, with the objectives of developing cross sectoral framework which promotes sharing of 

street furniture infrastructure among various central, state and municipal authorities to develop state 

of the art 5G network, TRAI had initiated pilots at Bhopal Smart City, GMR International Airport New 

Delhi, Deendayal Port Kandla and Namma Metro Bengaluru on use of street furniture for Small Cells 

and aerial fiber deployment. I am immensely happy that the four pilots that were initiated in March 

2022 have been completed successfully in the stipulated time frame. I congratulate COAI, all Telecom 

service providers, participating administrative authorities, and all the working group members on 

continuously aiding and ensuring the effective and timely completion of the pilots. These pilots would 

not have been so successful without the extensive and proactive cooperation extended by the Dept. of 

Telecommunications. I hope that this report, which is based on learnings from the pilots, would be able 

to bring together various industry and administrative stakeholders to develop consensus and 

strengthen the industry understanding of how these deployment practices can be used to enable 

proliferation of 5G small cells. I take note of tireless efforts all TRAI officers in carrying out this gigantic 

collaborative exercise involving multi-disciplinary stakeholders from DoT, MoHUA, DPA, GMR 

International Airport-New Delhi, Namma Metro Bengaluru and Administrators of Smart City Bhopal in 

addition to all participant from Telecom operators, central and state agencies and departments.

 TRAI has simultaneously initiated a consultation process to seek inputs from stakeholders on 

these issues. Based on the consultations and learning from these pilots, TRAI is also preparing its 

comprehensive recommendations to the Government on conducive regulatory and policy framework 

to ensure successful and rapid rollout of small cells and optical fiber using street furniture in all smart 

cities, other cities and towns, ports, airports, metro rails, Industrial parks, and estates etc. The 

emphasis of such recommendations is likely to be more on creating a regulatory framework which 

facilitates collaboration and participation among various departments, central and state agencies, 

local bodies, and service providers. The learnings from the pilots will serve as big input for coming up 

with right policy prescriptions to the Government.

(Dr.	P.	D.	Vaghela)
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CHAPTER	-	I
Executive	Summary

1. Indian society and economy in future will be heavily reliant on digital services across all walks of 

life. Therefore, it is important to synergize national efforts in building the digital infrastructure 

across the country. A significant part of this will be the wireless broadband segment which will 

exploit 5G technologies to deliver digital services. The impact of deployment of 5G networks will 

go far beyond current wireless access networks and will touch all verticals of the economy. The 

vision for socio-economic development of the country will majorly depend on delivery of 

services (G2C, G2B, B2B and B2C) through digital platforms which will require considerable 

presence of reliable digital infrastructure across the country.    

2. The demand for high-capacity data services through 5G networks necessitates deployment in 

higher spectrum bands, which will boost the network capacity and the data rate by several folds. 

A characteristic of spectrum is that the higher we go in the frequency bands, the signal 

propagation loss increases which significantly reduces the area that an individual cell site cover. 

Therefore, the TSPs must deploy hundreds of new Small Cells as compared to one large cell to 

ensure the end-users' connectivity for the same area. Thus, Small Cells are a critical component of 

5G networks, which are essential to deliver the higher data capacity and coverage over the areas 

where these digital services are to be consumed by end subscribers. Small cells can help densify 

the network to enable it to process large amounts of data – helping to bridge the gap in the 

existing wireless infrastructure. 

3. Given the fact that the TSPs must deploy hundreds of new Small Cells, the same cannot be 

achieved by deployment of more towers. Moreover, the form factor of these Small Cells being 

much lesser in size as compared to conventional antennas, makes it appropriate for these to be 

installed on street furniture like electricity poles, bus shelters, traffic lights, gazebos, utility poles, 

advertisement hoardings, metro pillars etc. 

4. Biggest beneficiaries of these small cell deployments would be administrative units who control 

critical infrastructure like ports, airports, metro trains, smart cities and industrial parks. One of 

the major benefits to these administrative units would come from immensely improved coverage 

in these areas. Another big advantage for these administrative units is that small cells network, 

will transform their enterprise communication landscape by enabling them to deploy various 

enterprise level applications which will enhance efficiency of their operations, reduce 

turnaround time of their critical operational activities, thereby reducing costs and increasing 

their profitability. 

5. Many countries have taken steps to exploit the use of existing national assets such as street 

furniture to facilitate and enable the need to densify the mobile networks for delivery of digital 

services. There is a need to understand what kinds of street furniture are available for Small Cell 

deployments at various public areas including Smart Cities, Dense Urban Areas, Airports, Ports 

and Metro/Railways. Use of existing street furniture which can be made available for deploying 

Small Cells and Aerial Fiber can enable speedy roll out of 5G networks and address the 

requirement of 5G network densification, thus optimizing capital expenditure and time required 

for network and service rollout in the country. 
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6. It is quite evident that the deployment of Small Cells will require the coordinated efforts across 

entities that own and operate the various street furniture assets such as Central and State 

Authorities, Urban Local Bodies, municipalities and other authorities having administrative 

control over street furniture assets, PSUs, and the licensed telecom service providers. It is 

essential for all these entities to work in a synchronous manner as is envisaged under the Prime 

Minister's GatiShakti initiative to work together to deploy small cells for this national 

requirement. This is necessary because different street furniture-owning agencies and their 

sectoral policy makers and regulators for non-telecom sectors must work closely together for a 

common goal. 

7. The Pilots had participation from four TSPs namely Bharti Airtel Limited (BAL), Reliance Jio 

Infocomm Limited (RJIL), Vodafone India Limited (VIL), Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) 

and asset owning authorities namely GMR Delhi International Airport, Namma Metro Authority 

(BMRCL), Deendayal Port Authority, Smart City Bhopal Authority. In addition to these 

authorities, DoT also participated actively in various ways including providing support for the 

allocation of trial spectrum for the project.  These pilots were well supported by respective 

central ministries like the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Ministry of Ports Shipping and 

Waterways, and Ministry of Civil Aviation. The pilots were conducted over a period of 120 days 

starting from the last week of March 2022. 

8. Deployment of Small Cells involved various challenges with regard to permissions from Single 

and multiple agencies at different locations. For example, Smart City Bhopal was having the 

unique problem of multiplicity of street furniture ownerships. Seeking approvals from each of 

these agencies for deployment of Smart Cells was a challenge. Likewise, seeking approval for 

laying of Fiber from the nearest Point of Presence (PoP) to Deendayal Port Trust was a challenge 

due to the distance between them. There were challenges with respect to the visual integration 

with the surrounding at Namma Metro as well as Delhi International Airport. This report tries to 

identify some of the common challenges, learnings and potential solutions which may be faced 

during the deployment of small cells and aerial fiber. The challenges identified from the pilot 

projects are elaborated in subsequent paras.

9. Considering that small cells and aerial fiber deployment on street furniture under different 

authorities and circumstances may be quite challenging, an execution template was prepared 

after extensive discussions between TSPs and authorities which were followed across all the 

pilot locations. The broad uniformity and prior planning of execution steps helped in timely 

completion of projects. It is also expected that these execution steps will broadly apply to most 

outdoor small cell's installations in future deployments irrespective of type of place. The 

indicative list of execution steps followed are here as under:
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Sr.	No.	 Activities	for	Overall	Project	Execution	 Responsibility	

1 Availability of Location for 5G street furniture Street Furniture owning agency

2 Demarcation of Target coverage area  Jointly by TSP and Street

  Furniture owning agency

3 Physical survey for identification of street furniture  Street Furniture owning

 within target coverage area  agency/TSP

4 Application for seeking Trial spectrum Respective TSP

5 Facilitation for Trial Spectrum allocation TRAI/DOT

6 Application for SACFA Telecom Service Providers (TSP)

7 Facilitation for SACFA clearances DOT

8 Site Layout/ TSSR( Technical Site Survey Report)/  TSP

 preparation of Bill of Material 

9 Structure stability of identified Street Furniture TSP/Street Furniture owning

  agency

10 Availability of Fiber laying duct to connect identified  TSP/Street Furniture owning

 street furniture  agency

11 Fiber Route layout submission to authority for ROW TSP

 (Right of Way) 

12 ROW availability of Fiber duct Street Furniture owning agency

13 Laying of Fiber TSP

14 Tool based Coverage Prediction report for 5G TSP

15 Preparation of Design & Planning Bill of Quantity TSP

16 Availability of Space and power Street Furniture owning agency

17 Ensuring FDB(Fiber Distribution Box) space availability Street Furniture owning agency

18 FDB deployment on Specified location Street Furniture owning

  agency/TSP

19 Fiber Termination on FDB  TSP

20 Inside Premises Material deployment  TSP

21  Inside Premises Installation & Commissioning TSP

22 Site Integration TSP

23 RFS (Ready for Service) Declaration TSP

24 Drive test SCFT (Single Cell Functionality Test)  TSP

 & Optimization 

25 Cluster Route drive test & Optimization TSP

26 Drive test Report Preparation TSP

27 Performance KPI Monitoring TSP
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 Individual pilot reports capture process flows as followed during the pilots in detail. During pilot, 

wherever feasible, efforts were made to simplify existing processes, if any, or define a new one if 

none is available. Individual reports also contain copies of applications, forms, permissions etc. 

as used as part of said process flow of respective pilots. The same have been made available so 

that street furniture owning authorities may have complete visibility of the end-to-end process 

and they undertake efforts to simplify it further keeping in mind faster commercial deployment 

in future.

10. The challenges identified from these four pilots can be broadly classified in following categories:

	 i.	 Variance	in	adoption	of	RoW	Rules: There is a need for all Street Furniture Asset owning 

Authorities to adopt the RoW Rules issued by DoT. Non-adoption of these rules by some of 

the Authorities can pose a major challenge.

	 ii.	 Finding	Appropriate	Street	Furniture	-	This includes the issues related to finding street 

furniture suitable for small cells deployment. It includes parameters like location, 

structural strength, nearest OFC (Optical Fiber Cable) point of presence, power availability, 

security restrictions etc.

	 iii.	 Provision	for	Backhaul	- This includes issues like selection of backhaul (underground 

OFC vs overground OFC vs Wireless backhaul), terms and conditions of sharing of fiber 

owned by the local Authority with TSPs, etc. 

	 iv.	 Provision	of	Power	Supply	–	Availability of uninterrupted power supply is an essential 

requirement. Installation of meters to measure power consumption and billing of use of 

power is another challenge.  As power is a major cost component, availability of power at 

affordable rates is also an issue. 

	 v.	 Coordination	with	Authorities	- This includes requirements pertaining to dealing with 

different owners of street furniture assets, complex internal processes within asset 

owning authorities for seeking internal approvals for final RoW permissions etc.

	 vi.	 Need	for	Site	Access	to	TSPs	for	Operations	and	Maintenance	– it was noticed that 

unfettered access is essential to TSPs for carrying out work related to installation, 

operations, repair, and maintenance of small cells. Lack of such access will result in delays.  

	 vii.	 Need	 to	 Align	 Procedures/Rules	 -	 This pertains to various acts/rules and related 

complexities being followed by different authorities who will give permissions for Small 

Cells and aerial fiber deployment. Since hundreds and thousands of Small Cells are to be 

deployed, the need for a facility to enable bulk submission and processing of applications, 

is essential.  

11.	 Salient	recommendations	that emerge from the experience gained in the Pilot are as given 

below:

 a) Adoption of RoW Rules -by all street furniture owning agencies including the charges as 

specified in the Indian Telegraph Right of Way (Amendment) Rules, 2022, issued by the 

DoT on 17th August 2022.  Non-uniform complex rules create a cost overhead for street 

owning agencies as well as for TSPs. This is one of the most critical steps to ensure seamless 

deployment of small cells.
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 ● GIS mapping for finding Street Furniture – Considering the fact that street furniture would 

be required in large numbers and all street furniture would not be suitable for its 

deployment, adoption of a digitally enabled process is very important. GIS mapping and 

cataloguing of street furniture can be a very good tool for identification of Street Furniture 

for deployment of Small Cells. Thus, GIS mapping should be done of all the street furniture 

by asset owning agencies that should be made available on DoT’s GatiShakti Sanchar Portal 

and updated from time to time. Digital cataloging of street furniture along with all the 

relevant information like availability of nearby POP for backhaul, structural strength, 

availability of power, details of coordinating nodal authority etc. will go a long way in cost 

effective design of small cell networks.

  There are immense benefits for street furniture owning agencies to do GIS mapping of their 

assets. This will enable them to offer their assets for utilization by TSPs and other 3rd 

parties on digital platform in most efficient and cost-effective manner. Other big advantage 

is cost savings resulting from greater efficiency, better decision making, better geographic 

information recordkeeping etc... Use of drones for GIS mapping of large terrain is 

commercially viable  and now being used widely by various industries of geotagging of 

their critical assets. These 5G enabled drones can go beyond visual range and can collect 

humongous amount of vital data about the subjects of interest in most efficient and cost 

effective manner.

 b)	 Provision	of	bulk	application	–	Since Small Cells are to be deployed in large numbers, 

provision for RoW, for such cases requires submission of applications in bulk processing 

and bulk approvals should be made available preferably in the DoT’s GatiShakti Sanchar 

Portal for deployment of Small Cell and Aerial Fiber.

 c)	 Online	 Process	 and	Nodal	 Officer	 –	To facilitate better coordination among various 

authorities, a high-level official who can interact with internal departments to grant 

permissions for use of street furniture, electricity provision, security clearance, access to 

operation area, etc. in a timely manner should be appointed as Nodal Officer by the 

respective authority. A clearly defined policy for granting such permission, including a stop 

clock, and deemed approval, should be implemented.

 d)	 Design	for	Future	Street	Furniture	-	Many street furniture, despite being strategically 

located, were not found suitable due to various technical issues related to their structure. 

To avoid such issues in future, it is advisable that while designing street furniture for 

greenfield projects in future, necessary provisions should be made for small cells and aerial 

fiber deployments on them.

 e)	 OFC	Open	Access	-	It was observed that many street owning authorities have a good fiber 

network available for their captive use and a lot of spare capacity is also available. Use of 

this spare capacity by TSPs should be promoted to take maximum advantages from this 

collaboration effort. Accordingly, the respective authority should establish proper 

guidelines to ensuring open, uninterrupted, and uniform access to the TSPs on a non-

discriminatory basis.
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 f)	 Provision	of	Access	to	TSPs	for	O&M	–	Considering the fact that small cells network 

would be running enterprise applications which may require service availability of highest 

grade, ensuring the uninterrupted services will require streamlined 24x7 access to 

maintenance personnel's of TSPs for repair, and maintenance of Small Cells. To ensure the 

same a proper permission process for TSPs/IPs engineers/technicians along with their 

testing equipment should be put in place by all street furniture owning agencies. 

 g)	 Power	Supply-			As discussed above, availability of uninterrupted quality power supply is a 

major challenge. Power supply is an area which requires huge policy interventions by 

States and State Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERC). Today the cost of provisioning 

power to macro tower sites constitutes a sizable part of overall costs for TSPs.  For small 

cells due to its scale of deployment this cost needs to be brought down. Technically also 

street furniture in general has very limited capacity to mount large battery backups so 

availability of quality source of power is of paramount importance. In addition, there are 

various other issues related to metering and billing which require suitable changes in state 

electricity policy. A facility for bulk applications and approvals for power connections 

should be provided. Further, provision should be made for single billing for multiple small 

cell  sites by each street asset owning authority to the Telecom Service 

Provider/Infrastructure Providers Category 1(TSP/IP1) deploying the small cells. Power 

should be made available at industrial rate to enable roll-out of affordable 5G service in 

India. 

12.	 Site-wise	Recommendations:	 	Above Para discusses overall recommendations of the pilots in 

brief. However, there are many learnings and challenges which are very specific to different pilot 

sites. So, recommendations need to be read in the context of a specific pilot to fully understand 

the challenges in a holistic manner. Based on the learnings from the pilots, following are the 

specific recommendations in brief related to different administrative set ups:

 a)	 Airports

  i. Levying high user charges by Airport authorities for use of Street furniture and 

fiber may completely derail 5G small cells deployment at Airports. Therefore, the 

charges / fees should be nominal to cover administrative cost of allowing access, 

which should encourage the TSPs/IPs in faster deployment of their equipment and 

should be in consonance with the Indian Telegraph Right of Way (Amendment) 

Rules, 2022, issued by the DoT on 17th August 2022.

  ii. It is recommended that airport authorities and TSPs conduct an exercise to identify 

the routes where TSPs can lay OFC. The availability of such routes, as well as the 

availability of spare capacity in common ducts (if available), may be provided to 

TSPs so that it can be considered when planning the small cell network for airport 

areas. In addition, information about availability of all passive infrastructure like 

OFC, street furniture should be GIS mapped and made available on a centralized 

GatiShakti Sanchar Portal . 

  iii. If the airport authority's fiber is to be shared, the airport authority should establish 

proper guidelines to ensure access to the OFC in a non-discriminatory and 

transparent manner to the operations and maintenance teams of the TSPs.
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  iv. Airport authorities should include the capability of processing applications in bulk 

through an online facility. It is recommended that airport authorities include 

provisions for a stop clock, bulk application granting permission within 7 days of 

filing applications and granting timely and deemed approvals.

  v. The Department of Telecom has already created a RoW portal called "GatiShakti 

Sanchar Portal". All airport authorities should integrate their RoW permission 

handling system with it and should handle all permissions centrally through this 

portal.

  vi. Despite being operated by a single administrative authority there are multiple 

internal departments which are involved in granting permissions which requires 

lots of coordination and persuasion. This time overhead needs to be reduced to 

ensure faster rollouts. It is therefore recommended that airport authorities 

appoint a high-level official (Nodal Officer) who can interact with airport’s internal 

departments to grant permissions for use of street furniture, electricity provision, 

security clearance, access to operation area, etc. in a timely manner. 

 b)	 Smart	Cities:

	  i. Non-uniformity of local RoW rules may result in considerable time and cost 

overruns for TSPs as well as street furniture owning agencies. Therefore, all street 

furniture owning agencies should align their policies with central policy to avoid 

such problems. States should notify and implement the Indian Telegraph Right of 

Way (Amendment) Rules, 2022 issued on 17th August 2022. Any charges by the 

street asset owning authority should be in consonance with these Rules. States/ 

Municipal bodies should have enabling policies in order to support the deployment 

of telecom infrastructure for broadband coverage throughout the entire country. 

The policy should call for the use of street furniture for the deployment of telecom 

networks on the same. Instructions should be given to all relevant local authorities, 

including municipal bodies, DISCOM, traffic police, metro rail, city bus service 

operator, special areas, industrial areas, PWD, advertising agencies for hoardings, 

to ensure that rules and regulations are framed in accordance with the policy 

directives are able to be implemented on ground. 

  ii. As the area of a Smart City is much wider covering various aspects of town 

planning, multiple authorities are involved in giving approvals in case of a Smart 

City. It is important that for all these bodies there should be one Nodal Officer in the 

Smart City Secretariate who will coordinate internally and will issue the final 

approval/ permission. For a faster and efficient deployment of 5G in the country, a 

single-window clearance through online application process for all RoW proposals 

can avoid time and cost overruns. All street furniture owning agencies under state 

jurisdiction may be directed that an appropriate agreement shall be maintained 

among multiple street furniture controlling agencies such that the TSPs seeking 

permission shall coordinate with only one single agency. The Department of 

Telecom has already created a RoW portal for this purpose called "GatiShakti 
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Sanchar Portal" hence, all authorities should integrate with it and handle all 

permissions centrally through it only.

  iii. Smart City authorities should include the capability of processing applications 

through above portal in bulk through. It is recommended that the authorities 

include provisions for a stop clock, bulk application granting permission within a 

specific timeframe with provision for deemed approvals after specific time. 

  iv. Every Smart City administration should endeavor to ensure that in their designs for 

new street furniture to be deployed- electric poles, street light poles, traffic signals, 

advertisement hoardings should have adequate structural strength to be able to 

bear the load of Small Cells. Prior coordination with TSPs/IP1s be done to design 

such new street furniture assets. 

 c)	 Ports:

	 	 i. It should be ensured that robust fiber connectivity is an integral part of design in 

case of new and upcoming ports. Fiber available with the port authorities should 

be shared on a minimal cost, open access, uniform rules basis to all TSPs. Lack of 

availability of spare fiber for sharing with small cell networks may pose challenges 

to quick roll out of networks. Therefore, special attention should be paid in 

enhancing fiber connectivity in the existing Ports as well. 

  ii. Aerial fiber as backhaul is a preferable option for small cell deployment, but aerial 

fiber may not be feasible in certain areas due to continuous movement of heavy 

vehicles and cranes etc. Therefore, low depth  Horizontal Directional Drilling( 

HDD) OFC is preferable in such areas at the Ports.

  iii. It was observed that port areas generally have high velocity winds and very few 

street furniture available there is sturdy enough to withstand the wind load. 

Therefore, wherever necessary, poles/ CCTV poles should be strengthened by 

installation of requisite no of guy wires to enable the deployment of Small Cells on 

it.

  iv. Extensive concrete structures at the port locations require that the Port 

Authorities should plan to provide options for earthing near the street furniture to 

enable suitable deployment of Small Cells.

  v. It is recommended that the port authorities should provide power for the telecom 

infrastructure in their premises at concessional rates to the TSPs/IPs. 

 d)	 Metros:

	 	 i. There should be a provision for carrying out emergency repairs/replacement of 

telecom equipment in the Metro premises at the times when the stations are closed 

for passengers.

  ii. A detailed information on the pre-identified locations where small cells can be 

deployed within the metro stations should also be made available to TSPs/IPs in 

addition to identified street furniture.
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13. As India is gearing up to embrace 5G, the demand for digital services through robust mobile and 

data connectivity will grow at a rapid pace. This report will help in understanding the importance 

and need for the deployment of small cells for mobile 5G network with suitable densification to 

enable the delivery of digital services in all public areas. With the learnings gained in doing this 

Pilot for Airports/Ports/Metros and Smart Cities with a focus on unlocking the potential of street 

furniture assets we are sanguine that this report will be useful and beneficial to various 

Authorities at the Central, State, Urban Local Bodies, Municipality levels. This report will help in 

formulation of guidelines, policies and regulatory provisions for usage of all types of Street 

Furniture and deployment of Small Cells and Aerial Fiber by the concerned authorities. Once 

implemented in right spirit, our cities and towns will immensely benefit from the 5G and its 

enabling technologies due to its power to transform economy and governance.
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CHAPTER	-	II
Introduction	&	Background

1. In a mobile wireless telecom network small cells supplement macro cells to improve coverage 

and capacity, allowing for a more rapid and optimized network rollout. Small cells are Low 

Powered Base Stations (LPBTS) for radio access with a range of a few meters to a few hundred 

meters. Small cells characteristics are such as to make them portable and easy to deploy on 

common street infrastructure which are smaller, shorter, and have lesser structural strength in 

comparison to traditional mobile towers. Small Cells will play a critical role in network upgrade, 

densification and expansion as India prepares to launch 5G. With the increased adoption of 

smartphones and the resulting insatiable demand for digital services, the average traffic 

consumption per user has increased significantly. Higher frequency bands will be used in 5G to 

achieve fast data downloads.

2. The use of higher frequency bands for 5G rollout, will result in shorter coverage areas because 

signals in these bands cannot travel far or through buildings or obstacles. Lower cell radii for the 

proposed 5G higher frequency bands will necessitate the need for network densification using a 

large number of cells. 

3. Thus, cell densification will be required over time to meet capacity requirements. Small cell 

deployments are expected to increase due to their lower maintenance costs, ease of 

configuration, and other advantages. Small cell deployment will thus play an important role in 

the rollout of 5G networks by serving as an economically viable and sustainable solution to 

expand network coverage.

4. With a small footprint of hardware, small cells can be conveniently attached to street furniture 

fixtures such as street lights, power line poles, bus stops, traffic signals, metro pillars, 

advertisement hoardings, etc. which are abundantly available and used by the local 

municipalities for public services. This can be a suitable and cost-effective solution for digital 

services delivery. The use of street furniture will unlock the potential of these national assets as 

well reduce the need to have greenfield deployment of Towers or Poles for small cells thus 

bringing down the capital expenditure outlays.   

5. Small Cell solutions are quickly moving beyond simply providing coverage within buildings or 

arenas to becoming enablers of outdoor mobile broadband network densification for enabling 

enhanced coverage for 5G based mobile wireless connectivity essential in a high data demand 

environment.  As TSPs look to further fortify networks for 5G upgrades, small cells are set to 

serve as a key component. Going forward, the deployment of small cells is expected to play a 

significant role in effective roll-out of next generation services using 5G technologies. 

6. As the country prepares to roll out 5G service, there will be a requirement to deploy small cells in 

typical high data demand areas like Airports, Ports, Metros, Smart Cities, etc. The street furniture 

in these areas is generally owned by the administrative authorities of Airports, Ports, Metros, 

Smart Cities, and the Municipal Corporations, etc. which needs to be analyzed for their 

availability, technical feasibility for use in deployment of small cells and aerial optical fiber.
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7. It was therefore proposed to carry out four pilot projects each covering a Port, Airport, Metro line 

and an urban area in a smart city with an aim to bring out issues faced, policy interventions that 

would be required, standardized processes, if any. This will help TRAI / DoT, State, City 

administrations and local municipal authorities to come out with Recommendations or 

Guidelines on the subject. The outcomes of this pilot project will also provide insights that will 

help to enhance awareness among central, state and local bodies regarding the need for 

facilitating the measures required for the deployment of Small Cells for spread of 5G services in 

India.  

8. Considering the above the following locations were selected: 

 i. Delhi International Airport

 ii. Kandla Port (Deendayal Port) 

 iii. Smart City Bhopal

 iv. Metro – Bengaluru (Namma Metro)

9. The participants in the Pilot Projects were as follows:

 i. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI)

 ii. Department of Telecommunication (DoT)

 iii. Telecom Engineering Center (TEC)

 iv. TSPs: Reliance JIO Ltd., Bharti Airtel Ltd., Vodafone Idea Ltd. and BSNL (RJIL, BAL, VIL and 

BSNL)

 v. Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI)

 vi. GMR Delhi

 vii. Deendayal Port Authority, Kandla, Gujarat (DPA)

 viii. Smart City Bhopal, Bhopal, MP (BSCDCL)

 ix. Namma Metro, Bengaluru, Karnataka (BMRCL)

10. The details of participants in the Pilot Projects are as follows:

 i.	 TRAI:	Regulator for Telecom and Broadcasting sector. Headquartered at New Delhi. TRAI's 

mission is to create and nurture conditions for growth of telecommunications in the 

country in a manner and at a pace which will enable India to play a leading role in emerging 

global information society. One of the main objectives of TRAI is to provide a fair and 

transparent policy environment which promotes a level playing field and facilitates fair 

competition.

 ii.	 DoT:	A Central Government Department under Ministry of Communications and IT. It’s  

mission is to develop a robust and secure state-of-the-art telecommunication network 

providing seamless coverage with special focus on rural and remote areas for bridging the 

digital divide and thereby facilitate socio-economic development; create an inclusive 

knowledge society through proliferation of affordable and high quality broadband services 
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across the nation; reposition the mobile device as an instrument of socio-economic 

empowerment of citizens; make India a global hub for telecom equipment manufacturing; 

promote development of new standards to meet national requirements; attract 

investment, both domestic and foreign and promote creation of jobs.

	 iii.	 TEC:	 A Government body under DoT. Its Mission is to Develop new standards and 

specifications and update the existing ones in order to keep pace with the global 

development, Establishment of state-of-art telecom laboratories and active participation 

in professional bodies such as ITU, IETF, APT etc. to protect the country's interest.

	 iv.	 RJIL,	BAL	VIL	and	BSNL	are the four telecom companies of India.

 v.	 COAI:	Is an industry Association that provides a forum for discussion and exchange of ideas 

between these bodies and the Service Providers, who share a common interest in the 

development of mobile telephony in the country. COAI collaborates with other Industry 

Associations with the objective of presenting an industry consensus view to the 

Government on crucial issues relating to the growth and development of the Indian 

telecom Industry. COAI’s core membership includes private Telecom Service Providers, 

namely - Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited, Bharti Airtel Limited, Vodafone Idea Limited 

operating across the whole country.

 vi.	 GMR:	This Group is one of the fastest growing infrastructure enterprises in the country 

with a rich and diverse experience spanning three decades. With a vibrant portfolio of 

projects, GMR is uniquely placed to build state of the art projects in sectors that are of 

critical importance in the process of development. Using the Public Private Partnership 

model, the Group has successfully leveraged its core strengths to implement several iconic 

infrastructure projects in India.

 vii.	 Deendayal	Port:	Kandla, also known as the Deendayal Port Authority is a seaport in Kutch 

District of Gujarat state in western India, near the city of Gandhidham. It is the largest port 

of India by volume of cargo handled. This port is India’s busiest major port in recent years 

and is gearing to add substantial cargo handling capacity with private sector participation. 

Deendayal port has emerged as a vibrant, world class, multi cargo port offering service at 

multiple locations and having dominant share of regional cargo by virtue of its ability to 

effectively leverage its location and land resource for facilitation of growth of economic 

activities and investments, with the objective of developing mutually beneficial and 

sustainable linkages with port-based industries and users, thereby making Kandla the 

driver of economic growth in the region.

 viii.	 Smart	 City	 Bhopal:	 Bhopal’s beautiful topography, scenery combined with good 

governance, has led the city to be rated as one of the most livable and happiest cities. The 

city seems to have high potential for tourism and can develop an environment conducive to 

business growth which will enable Bhopal to be a front – runner in the next economic wave 

that will be fueled by the Smart City Mission. Bhopal is the 14th largest and 3rd greenest 

city in India. The city was also ranked 3rd in best governance. Bhopal is strategically placed 

at the center of India with good rail, road, and air connectivity. This is the basic criterion 

required to attract investment and business.
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 ix.	 Namma	Metro:	Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Limited (BMRCL), a joint venture of 

Government of India and Government of Karnataka, is a Special Purpose Vehicle entrusted 

with the responsibility of implementation and operation of Bangalore Metro Rail Project.

  Bangalore Metro, christened as "Namma Metro", not only adds to the beauty of Bangalore 

city skyline, but more importantly provides a safe, quick, reliable, and comfortable public 

transport system. Besides this, Namma Metro is a major environment friendly addition to 

the Bangalore City as it significantly contributes to the reduction of carbon emissions.

  This is the First Metro rail project in India commissioned with 750V DC Third Rail Traction 

on Standard Gauge.

11. The Roles & Responsibilities of the various participating entities is as follows:

 i.	 TRAI:

  a. Overall reviewing and monitoring of progress.

  b. Approval of report format.

 ii.	 DoT:

  a. Grant of necessary approvals on priority by DoT/WPC.

  b. Giving inputs related to DoT policy.

  c. Coordination with various Ministries such as the Ministry of Civil Aviation, 

Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, 

etc.

	 iii.	 Ministry	of	Civil	Aviation	/	Ministry	of	Ports,	Shipping	and	Waterways	/	Ministry	of	

Housing	and	Urban	Affairs:

  a. Grant of necessary approvals on priority.

  b. Giving inputs related to Ministry Policy.

  c. Coordination with Land/Assets owning agency.

	 iv.	 Deendayal	Port	Trust	/	GMR	/	BMRCL	/	Smart	City	Bhopal	Administration:

  a. Make available the list of street furniture/ indoor furniture that can be utilized for 

conduct of this pilot.

  b. Provide the required permission in time for execution of the project plan for the 

pilot.

  c. Facilitate and provide timely power connections as required for the conduct of the 

pilot.

  d. Provide requisite resources in terms of manpower and material for execution of the 

pilot in coordination with the lead TSP.

  e. Facilitate of laying out of OFC as required for the conduct of the pilot.
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 v.	 Lead	TSP	and	IP1:

  a. Demarcation of area within Delhi Airport for the Pilot in coordination with the 

TSPs and IP1.

  b. Facilitate the availability of Street Furniture.

  c. Coordination the sharing of infrastructure arrangements (Power, Row).

  d.  Coordination the making over project plan for the pilot in their area.

  e. Monitor the execution as per the project plan and timelines specified by the TRAI.

  f. To prepare the project report with help of participating operator and IP-1

 vi.	 Participating	TSPs:

  a. Demarcation of area of the pilot in coordination with the lead TSP and IP1.

  b. Prepare the network plan with respective solutions for the pilot area.

  c. Execution of project plan as identified.

  d. Documentation of network coverage prior to commencement of pilot and 

completion of the pilot.

  e. To contribute towards preparation of the project report along with lead operator 

and IP1.

 vii.	 COAI:	

  a. Coordination amongst its members for the execution of the pilot.

  b. Coordination for issues requiring support of TRAI.

  c. To provide a table of content for the project report. 

  d. Providing regular updates to TRAI.

  e. TSPs will share individual draft reports for each of the four pilot projects with COAI. 

COAI will consolidate these and submit a consolidated report.

12. The kick-start meetings were followed by a detailed joint survey by the group members at each of 

the locations for identifying the available street furniture to deploy Small Cell and aerial fiber. 

This was with a view to examine from the various available street furniture which could be found 

suitable for deployment of small cells and aerial optical fiber and identify the minor up-

gradations, if any, which can be done easily to make them more suited for the purpose. While 

identifying the street furniture structures, suitable backhaul connectivity, power availability, 

ease of working, and cost of deployment was considered.

13. After identification of various available street furniture, structural stability tests were carried out 

at each of the locations. The sites found suitable for small cell deployments were finalized based 

on the findings of these structural stability tests. Thus, the TSPs carried out installations on the 

identified street furniture as per best practices for brownfield and green-field deployments to 
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make them suitable for Small Cell and aerial fiber deployment, the required local considerations 

were also kept in mind.

14. The working groups met regularly to deliberate on all the pertinent issues regarding deployment 

of small cells at various sites/ street furniture at each of the locations. The same ensured smooth 

functioning and coordination among various stakeholders. This was one of the critical aspects 

which ensured timely completion of pilots at each of the four locations.

15. It is expected that there will be far reaching benefits from the experience gained from these pilot 

projects. Not only the Airport, Port, Metro and Smart City Authorities across India, but all street 

furniture asset owning authorities will benefit from the learnings and recommendations which 

have emerged from these pilots. The same will significantly facilitate formulation of policy 

measures that need to be taken to utilize existing and new street furniture to expedite and 

facilitate roll-out of 5G in India.

16. As India readies for 5G roll-out after successful completion of recent spectrum allocation, 

deployment of Small Cells on street furniture would become critical for network densification for 

proliferation of data services in India. This report would facilitate and enable not only the entities 

that participated in these pilots but also various street asset owning authorities to gain from the 

learnings given in this report by the development of conducive policies and best practices for 

installation/deployment of Small Cells and utilization of associated infrastructure across the 

country. The need for coordinated national efforts at Central, State, Urban Local Bodies and 

Municipality levels along with industry as envisaged in the PM Gati Shakti initiative is one of the 

highlights of the learnings that emerge from these Pilots.
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CHAPTER	-	III
Learnings	&	Recommendations	Emerging	

from	the	Pilots

1.	 Challenges:

 The challenges identified as learning from these four pilots can be generally divided in following 

categories for better analysis:

 i. Challenges related to Street Furniture- This includes the issues related to finding street 

furniture suitable for small cells deployment. It includes parameters like position, 

structural strength, nearby OFC location, power availability, security restrictions etc.

 ii. Challenges related to Backhaul- This includes issues like selection of backhaul, 

underground OFC vs overground OFC vs Wireless backhaul, terms and conditions of 

sharing of fiber with Authority etc. 

 iii. Challenges related to Power provisioning at street furniture- This includes issues like 

availability of appropriate power AC/DC at sites, metering of connection, procedure to get 

new connection, tariff etc.

 iv. Challenges related to coordination. This includes issues like dealing with multiple owners 

of the same street furniture, complex internal processes for seeking RoW permissions etc.

 v. Challenges related to finding suitable equipment which meets the coverage, capacity and 

aesthetics requirements of authorities and work seamlessly under the given 

circumstances. This includes issues like selection of Radio units of appropriate form factors 

(weight, volume etc.) as per structural strength of street furniture, meeting the aesthetic 

requirements of sites which can vary from one place to other, etc.

 vi. Challenges related to aligning procedures/rules and acts being followed by different 

authorities with requirements of Small Cells and aerial fiber deployment. This includes 

issues like complexity of rules being followed, unavailability of provision for bulk 

processing of application, policy gaps (as street furniture were never thought to be used in 

this way), unavailability of expertise etc.

 The dense network of small cells will necessitate TSPs/IPs laying underground cables or 

installing overhead cables using various street furniture such as poles, etc. Due to security 

constraints and aesthetic concerns, laying underground cable in airport areas is extremely 

difficult and time consuming. Putting up overhead cables appears to be a better option. To 

provide fiber backhaul for small cells deployed in airport areas, a combination of underground 

and aerial cables is required.

 In the case of both the Delhi Aerocity location and Namma Metro, there were visual impact 

requirements pertaining to aerial fiber deployment to be met. The option was to use the existing 

underground OFC PoP to the extent possible and for extension beyond this to the small cell sites 

an alternative wireless backhaul solution such as the use of E-band radios to be examined. For 

Greenfield Projects it was envisaged that with the telecom infrastructure (Small Cell and Aerial 
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Fiber) being deployed, there should be an endeavor in advance by the local authority to liaise 

with the TSPs to design solutions to meet the visual impact requirements.

 Smart City Bhopal was having the unique problem of multiplicity of street furniture ownerships 

which were not present in other three pilot locations which had a clear single Authority to 

oversee the work. 

 Kandla Port had a requirement of finding the right radio equipment which would work in the 

local conditions of very high wind speed and high level of humidity. Also, finding enough 

appropriate street furniture was an issue.

 So, all the four pilots had their own unique set of requirements to be met. Apart from these there 

were some common challenges also like unavailability of clear rules for handling use of street 

furniture by a third party.

 Individual reports of pilots at each of the selected locations offer a very detailed and 

comprehensive view of challenges encountered and solutions recommended//adopted for each 

of these pilots.

2.	 Enablers:

 The strongest enabler of all the pilots was the eagerness and proactive support extended by all 

four authorities. The willingness to participate in the 5G ecosystem and have the best of the 

digital infrastructure was clearly evident throughout the work done in the execution of the pilots.  

This exercise gave an opportunity to all street furniture owning authorities to understand both 

their own internal processes and the requirement of TSPs as far as deployment and utility of 

street furniture is concerned. 

	 Learnings	and	Recommendations	from	Pilots:

 Individual Pilot Chapters offer detailed recommendations on each of the issues identified during 

the course of pilot execution. Efforts have been made to map each challenge with corresponding 

recommendations and issues faced and to make recommendations as specific and actionable as 

possible. Against each recommendation the stakeholder who needs to act on that item has also 

been mentioned for sake of better clarity.

 Few aspects which are well highlighted across the all-pilot location reports are:

 i. The need to have close coordination with street furniture owning agencies and their 

corresponding policy makers and regulators. This is needed because of mainly two 

requirements. The first one is to align the existing rules governing usage of these street 

furniture and second is to have seamless operation of the small cells network after their 

installation. The Department of Telecom has the lead role to play to facilitate the 

collaboration with stakeholders of other sectors. 

 ii. The need for densification of the network will continue to increase as we move to even 

higher spectrum bands in 5G and later for 6G. This necessitates advance planning which 

requires that the design of all types of new street furniture should factor in the need to have 

convenient plug and play for installation of small cells and their power supply needs. 
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 iii. The need for adoption of RoW Rules including the charges as specified in the Indian 

Telegraph Right of Way (Amendment) Rules, 2022, issued by the DoT on 17th August 2022.

 iv. The need to have a high-level official (Nodal Officer) who can interact with internal 

departments to grant permissions for use of street furniture, electricity provision, security 

clearance, access to operation area, etc. in a timely manner should be appointed for the 

respective authority. A clearly defined policy for granting such permission, including a stop 

clock and deemed approval, may be implemented.

 v. The need to provide power supply at industrial rates. Provide facility for bulk applications 

approvals. Provision for single billing for multiple small cell sites by each street asset 

owning authority to the TSP/IP1 deploying the small cells.
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CHAPTER	-	IV
Pilot	Project	for	deployment	of	Small	Cell	and	Aerial	

Fiber	on	Street	Furniture	under	aegis	of	TRAI
Delhi	International	Airport	Limited	(DIAL)

1.	 Introduction:

 As part of 4G network upgrades and expansions, small cells have played an important role in 

providing indoor coverage. However, for upcoming 5G networks they will play a bigger and more 

critical role even for providing outdoor coverage due to usage of higher spectrum bands in 5G 

which will necessitate provisioning of denser network deployments to account for poor coverage 

(but higher bandwidth capacity) characteristics.

 One of the major pillars of economic development in any country including India is the Airport 

infrastructure of that country. A robust and state of the art airport infrastructure is essential to 

meet aspirations of faster economic development. Equipping our airport infrastructure with the 

latest communication technologies are essential to attract foreign investment and to enable the 

Indian aviation sector to compete with global players.

 World over, many airline passengers have already started using their smartphones for air travel 

logistics, such as checking in, picking up baggage, and accessing boarding passes. The 5G network 

will enable faster network speeds and lower latency for mobile-based activities across all these 

touchpoints - from airport travel to take-off.

 The airport can take advantage of 5G to provide accurate route maps and proximity-based digital 

signage that can be updated in near real-time, allowing travelers to make the most of their time 

before boarding. It is of utmost importance for airport operators and travelers to implement 

effective and comprehensive security measures. Airports can use 5G networks to implement 

high-definition video surveillance, which feeds into AI-powered security monitoring services 

that analyze situational data in near real-time.

 The use of automated passport scanners in conjunction with biometrics devices for secure entry, 

concessions, and ticketing can help to reduce the need for labor intensive screening. Additionally, 

airports can decrease boarding times by using biometrics (facial recognition, handprints, and 

fingerprints).

 For the success of next stage digital transformation through upcoming 5G small cell deployment, 

TRAI is working on a futuristic Policy Framework for enabling next generation communication 

infrastructure at critical places with special focus on airports. Therefore, to understand the 

requirements/challenges involved in deployment of small cells and aerial fiber in the challenging 

environment of airports, it was thought to carry out a pilot project at Delhi International Airport. 

The study is supposed to bring out issues faced in mounting small cells on existing infra, Right of 

Way, Security, Backhaul, power supply etc.

 The findings of the study are supposed to help in enabling small cell and aerial fiber deployment 

at Indian airports using existing street furniture such as traffic signals, signage posts, lamp posts, 
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light poles, utility poles and billboards, among others. The pilot aims to identify the operational 

challenges and to put in place the enabling regulatory and policy framework for all stakeholders 

ahead of the actual deployment.

 One of the objectives of the pilot was to understand the challenges of laying a cross sectoral 

collaboration policy framework which can enable cooperation between airport authorities, local 

municipal bodies and telecom companies by unlocking the benefits of sharing brownfield airport 

street furniture to deploy small cells and aerial fiber for 5G networks.

 To achieve this goal, TRAI initiated the pilot study at GMR International Airport in Delhi on 21st 

March 2022.  

2.	 Goal	of	the	Pilot:

 The goal of the pilot was to develop an enabling regulatory and policy framework for cost-

effective deployment of small cells and aerial fiber using street furniture of airports.

3.	 Objectives	of	the	Pilot:

 3.1 To identify the existing Street Furniture of airports suitable for deployment of Small Cells 

and Aerial fiber.

 3.2 To develop and recommend best practices for sharing of airport Street Furniture, Small 

Cell, and aerial fiber among multiple IP-1s/TSPs in most efficient and cost-effective 

manner including mechanisms that need to be put in place to enable collaboration to 

achieve the objective of mutually beneficial sharing of infrastructure among various 

sectors.

 3.3 Recommend model maintenance practices (including Safety rules) for each category of 

airport street furniture.

 3.4 To prepare details of the various permissions required and the airport authorities to grant 

those permissions along with local rules, timelines for permissions, challenges faced, fees 

charged by the airport authorities.

 3.5 Identify the list of Right of Way (RoW) issues faced at airports including charges for 

deployment of small cells and recommending best RoW practices which are affordable and 

efficient in processing the access requests.

 3.6 To recommend Regulatory and Policy related interventions required to ensure an enabling 

and all-encompassing framework for Small Cell deployment at airports.

 3.7 To submit a framework strategy, design guidelines, and expected cost for the use of street 

furniture at airports.
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Project	Name	 Pilot for deployment of Small Cell and Aerial Fiber on 

	 Street Furniture under aegis of TRAI

Project	Location		 Delhi Airport:     a) Multi Level Car Parking (MLCP)

	 b) Billboard - at Arrival Terminal 3 (Hoarding Near Flyover)

	 c) AeroCity- WorldMark Hotel

Project	duration	 120 days 

Agencies	involved	in	this	pilot	 i. GMR, Delhi

	 ii. Vodafone Idea Ltd. (VIL)

	 iii. Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd. (RJIL)

	 iv. Bharti Airtel Ltd. (BAL)

No.	of	Small	Cells	Deployed	 a) At	Multi-level	Car	Parking	(MLCP)

	 RJIL- 2 (5G)

	 BAL- 2 (5G)

	 VIL- 2 (4G)

	 b) At	Billboard

	 RJIL- 1 (5G)

 BAL- 1 (4G)

 VIL- 1 (4G)

 c) At	AeroCity-	planned	*

 RJIL- 2 (5G)

 BAL- 2 (4G/5G)

 VIL- 2 (4G/5G)

Note: Deployment of Small Cells at AeroCity couldn’t happen due to permission issues.

5.	 	Formation	of	Working	Group	to	carry	out	pilot:

5.1   A working group was formed by TRAI to oversee and coordinate the pilot regarding “Deployment 

of Small Cell and Aerial Fiber on Street Furniture” involving members from Department of 

Telecom (DoT), Telecom Engineering Center (TEC), COAI, Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd. (RJIL), 

Bharti Airtel Ltd. (BAL), Vodafone idea Ltd. (VIL) and GMR. The detailed Scope of work of the 

working group constituted to conduct pilot at Kandla Port is attached as Annexure - I. 

 RJIL was the lead Telecom Company and the Infrastructure Provider for the Pilot.

 It was envisaged that every available Infrastructure, Street furniture and Power to be shared 

among the participant TSPs in most efficient and cost-effective manner as per the objective of 

Pilot.

5.2	 Role	of	working	group	members:

 i TRAI: Overall supervision and report approval.

 ii DoT: Policy related feedback and suggestions related to telecom.

4.	 Project	Snapshot:
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 iii TEC: Standard and compliance related feedback and suggestions for telecom.

 iv RJIL/BAL/VIL: Conduct the pilot.

 v COAI: Coordination with TSPs and report finalization

 vi GMR: Provide Street furniture at airports, grant permissions, give policy related feedback 

and suggestions related to airports

5.3	 Expected	Outcome	from	the	pilot

 With reasonable/negligible cost for permissions, sizable network sites can be planned and 

deployed in the Airport, which will provide very good coverage of 4G and 5G technologies in 

blackspot where traditional macro sites installation is not possible.

 The people working at the Airport or visiting the area will get ubiquitous coverage leading to 

significantly enhanced experience. The advancement of airports is a complex process but 

collaboration of airport authorities with the TSPs to work towards a future where most of the 

processes can be automated and makes use of advanced technologies will greatly boost efficiency 

of the airports nationwide. Hence, for airports, it will be a key enabler for the next stage of 

digitalization, connecting physical assets at scale and making truly data driven operations 

possible in a way that has never been seen before.

 The learnings from this pilot will help in enabling small cell deployment at various Airports in 

India using existing street furniture such as Poles, Billboards etc. In place of building new towers, 

TSPs can leverage existing infrastructure to deploy networks at minimal cost, which will 

ultimately result in cost effective and quick deployment of high-capacity networks.

 The resulting benefits are not just for customers, but also for Airport authorities who will be able 

to launch new business cases for providing better passenger services/experience.

6.	 Site	selection	to	carry	out	installations	

 Finalized locations for conducting the pilot at/near Delhi Airport- Terminal 3 post consultation 

with the all-participating TSP’s and GMR authority:

 a) Multi-Level Car Parking (MLCP)

 b) Billboard

	 The	photographs	of	the	selected	three	locations	are	attached	below

 i.	 MLCP
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	 ii.	 Billboard			

 

 iii.	 Aerocity-	World	Mark	

 

7	 Selection	of	street	furniture	for	the	deployment	of	Small	Cells	and	aerial	fiber:

 7.1.  The Working group considered following requirements for selecting street furniture:

  i. Proximity to an area (within 100 m) frequented by passengers.

  ii. Adequate structural strength (load bearing and wind load) to bear the load of 

multiple small cells and aerial fiber.

  iii. Proximity with location for tapping already laid cable (OFC), if any.

  iv. Proximity with location for tapping power.

  v. Ease of operation- easy accessibility for operation and maintenance.

  vi. Adequate Security- to ensure security of equipment.

  vii. Ease of granting permission by airport authorities.

  viii. Aesthetic requirement. 

  ix. Space availability 

  x. Airport operations and security concerns
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 7.2.  The participant TSPs held several rounds of discussions and meetings with GMR 

authorities. After doing the joint field survey, analyzing locations and above requirements 

following types of street furniture were shortlisted:

  i. Electricity Poles

  ii. Street Light Poles

  iii. Buildings Pillars

  iv. Building shelter 

  v. BillBoards

  vi. Sign Board

  vii. Shadow supported pole

  viii. Cable Tray

 7.3.  Photograph of each type of street furniture used:

  The photographs of assets used by all TSPs on all the selected three locations are as follows

	 	 a.	 Photo	Graphs	of	assets	used	at	MLCP	Location:
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	 	 b.	 Photo	Graphs	of	assets	used	at	Bill	Board	Location:
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	 	 c.	 Photo	Graphs	of	assets	used	at	Aerocity	World	Mark	Location:

8	 Details	of	Infrastructure	deployed

 Rack:

 i. RJIL used 1 Rack-6U (35 KG, 1.2 KW) at each location 

 ii. BAL used 1 Rack-6U (40 KG, 1.5 KW) at each location 

 iii. VIL has not installed any Rack at any of the selected three locations. (Shared with RJIL for 

each location
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 Power:

 i. RJIL: 

  Stabilize AC Power -190 W (AC Voltage = 190/230 Volt, Average Current = 0.82 Amps and 

Peak current @ 30% of Average Current = 1.02 Amps) per SMC

 ii. BAL: 1.2 KW

 iii. VIL: 1.2 KW

Backhaul	and	Power	

	 a.	 For	MLCP	location

	 RJIL:	

 i. Incremental fiber was laid for last mile connectivity from nearby MLCP location and from 

server room of GMR. Similarly, access to tap power from their location was provided for 

connecting the infrastructure deployed.

 ii. The cost for laying of additional fiber, and for power supply connectivity with the 

infrastructure deployed was shared among all participating TSPs.

 VIL:	

 i. Backhaul: Incremental fiber was laid for last mile connectivity from nearby MLCP location 

and from server room of GMR. Similarly, access to tap power from their location was 

provided for connecting the infrastructure deployed.

 ii. The cost for laying of additional fiber and for power supply connectivity with the 

infrastructure deployed was undertaken by the TSP.

 BAL:	

 i. Backhaul: Incremental fiber was laid for last mile connectivity from nearby Pole location of 

GMR. Similarly, access to tap power from their location was provided for connecting the 

infrastructure deployed.

 ii. The cost for laying of additional fiber and for power supply connectivity with the 

infrastructure deployed was undertaken by the TSP.

	 b.	 For	Billboard	location	

 RJIL:		

 i. Backhaul: Incremental fiber was laid for last mile connectivity from nearby Billboard 

location and from the server room of GMR. Similarly, access to tap power from their existing 

power source location was provided for connecting the infrastructure deployed without 

any consumption charge.

 ii. The Expected cost for laying of additional fiber and for power supply connectivity with the 

infrastructure deployed was shared among all participating TSPs.
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RJIL	 VIL

Airtel

 VIL:	

 i. Backhaul: Incremental fiber was laid for last mile connectivity from nearby Billboard 

location and from the server room of GMR. Similarly, access to tap power from their existing 

power source location was provided for connecting the infrastructure deployed without 

any consumption charge.

 ii. The cost for laying of additional fiber, and for power supply connectivity with the 

infrastructure deployed was undertaken by the TSP.

 BAL:	

 i. Backhaul: Incremental fiber was laid for last mile connectivity from nearby Pole location 

and from server room of GMR. Similarly, access to tap power from their existing power 

source location was provided for connecting the infrastructure deployed without any 

consumption charge.

 ii. The cost for laying of additional fiber was and for power supply connectivity with the 

infrastructure deployed was undertaken by TSP.

	 Note:	For	Aero	city-	WorldMark:	The	work	at	Aerocity	couldn’t	be	completed	within	120	days	due	to	

delay	in	granting	permission	for	OFC	laying	by	GMR.

 Small	Cell	installation	photograph	are	presented	below	:	

 a.	 Small	cells	installed	at	MLCP	Location
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 b.	 Small	cell	installed	at	Bill	Board	Location	

RJIL	 VIL

Airtel

9	 Structural	Specifications	of	street	Furniture/Process/Time	to	install

	 9.1		 MLCP	Location-

  i. Specifications of selected Street Furniture – 9 M Pole/6-inch dia/Iron structure 

  ii. Process of Installation of Small cell – Use ladder & pulley to install SMC on 8 M height.

  iii. Timelines for installation of Small cell – 1 day 

 9.2		 Billboard	Location-

  i. Specifications of selected Street Furniture – 10M Iron structure 

  ii. Process of Installation of Small cell – Use ladder & pulley to install SMC on 7 M height.

  iii. Timelines for installation of small cell – 1 day
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5G-ODSC	 Specifications

Operating Freq (Antenna & Radio/Tx) 3500.01-3600.01, Band n78

Max Transmit Output Power (Watt) per port 20 W (5 W per port) 

Type of antenna to be Used Directional Antenna

Antenna Size 443(H) x 365(W) x 205(D) mm 

Antenna Size in meter 0.44(H) x 0.37(W) x 0.21(D) M

Pole Diameter Supported 60 – 180 mm

Type of Mounting Pole

Electrical Power Per SMC 190 W (AC Voltage = 190/230Volt, Average

 Current = 0.82 Amps and Peak current 

 @ 30% of Average Current = 1.02 Amps)

Weight per SMC 20 Kg

	10.2		Specifications	of	Small	cell	model	used	by	VIL

4G-ODSC	 Specifications

Supported Frequency bands 3GPP Band3

Frequencies TX 1805 - 1880 MHz, RX 1710 - 1785 MHz

Number of TX/RX paths/pipes 2T/2R

Output Power 2x5Watts

SW supported technology FDD-LTE

Dimensions (mm) Height x width x depth 247 x 327 x 120

Volume (L) 7.2L

Weight (kg) 6.2 KG

Supply Voltage AC 230V

Ports 1 RJ45 Ethernet, 1 SFP-based Fiber

Operational Temperature Range -40°C to 55°C

Ingress protection class IP65

Installation options Pole, Wall mounting

5G-ODSC	 Specifications

5G Band/Frequency n78 3400-3600MHz

RF Output Power Up to 10W per Tx path (4 Tx paths)

RF Bandwidth OBW: 100MHz; IBW: 200MHz

Carrier Bandwidth NR: 20,40, 50,60, 80 100MHz

10	 Specifications	of	Small	Cell	used	by	TSPs	

 10.1	Specifications	of	Small	cell	model	used	by	RJIL	
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Physical Size1 RRH Dimensions: 245(w) x 295(h) x 110(d)

 mm Volume: 8L, Weight: 9kg (w/o antenna)   

 Volume: 0.8L, Weight: 1.4kg

Synchronization via CPRI interface

Fronthaul Port Three SFP+ Ports (3x 9.8Gbps)

EAC One EAC port supporting two external alarms

AISG One AISG connector

Antenna Configuration: 4 Tx/4 Rx (with Nex10

 connectors) Type: Directional panel w/o    

 beam forming (AAQA) Nominal Gain: ~10dBi 

 Antenna Volume: ~1.6L, Weight: ~1.2Kg

10.3	Specifications	of	Small	cell	model	used	by	BAL

5G-ODSC	 Specifications

Operating Freq (Antenna & Radio/Tx) 3400-3600 MHz, Band n78

Max Transmit Output Power (Watt) per port 20 W (5 W per port) 

Type of antenna to be Used Directional Antenna

Antenna Size 200x 25 x 200 mm

Type of Mounting Pole

Electrical Power Per SMC 750W~900W (DC Voltage = -48 Volt)

Weight per SMC 15 Kg

4G-ODSC	 Specifications

Operating Freq (Antenna & Radio/Tx) 2100 MHz, Band B1

Max Transmit Output Power (Watt) per port 20 W (5 W per port) 

Type of antenna to be Used Directional Antenna

Antenna Size 200x 25 x 200 mm

Type of Mounting Pole

Electrical Power Per SMC 750W~900W (DC Voltage = -48 Volt)

Weight per SMC 15 Kg

10.4		Frequency	band	deployed

Service	Provider	 Spectrum	Band	

RJIL 3500-3600 MHz

BAL 3500-3600 MHz

VIL 3450-3550 1822-1832 MHz
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11	 Process	flow	followed	to	execute	project:

 Efforts were made to follow an optimized process workflow for installation of small cells and 

aerial fiber on suitable street furniture at Delhi Airport. To start with existing internal processes 

being followed at GMR to handle similar types of projects were discussed. GMR extended all 

support in making suitable adjustments in internal processes to suit the requirement. After 

extensive discussions necessary changes as agreed by GMR and TSPs were incorporated with the 

objective to have an optimal process flow tailored for this unique requirement. The same is 

indicated below:

Step	Number		 Process	Involved		 Annexure	Number

6 Trial spectrum allotment by DoT Annexure-A1

8 SACFA Clearance  Annexure-A2

9 Work Permit proposal to GMR Annexure-A3

Details	of	Annexures	in	project	process	flow

1. Project Start on
21st March, 2022

2. TRAI
suggested the

Location to
conduct the Pilot

3. Demarcation
of Target

coverage area
by TSPs

4. Physical survey
by TSPs to identify
Street furniture &
Structure Stability

6. Trial Spectrum
allotment by DoT

5. TSP Apply for
Airport location
trail spectrum

10. Permission
granted by GMR
to start the work

9. Submit
Proposal to

GMR to obtain
Permission to
Work (PTW)

8. SACFA
clearance from

WPC (DoT)

7. Fibre Route
layout

submission to
GMR for Lay
permission

11. Deployment
of Necessary
Telecom infra

(Rack)

12. Laying of
Fiber inside

GMR premises

13. Power
source provided

by GMR

14. Small cell
deployment &

Cabling
including Fiber

15. Site
Integration

16. Drive test &
Optimization

17. Performance
KPI Monitoring

18. Preparation of
Final report and
submit to COAI

19. COAI
submitted the

report to TRAI HQ
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	 Even for project sites like airports, which are completely managed by a single authority (like GMR 

in this case), process flows can be quite complex considering the many internal approvals 

involved. Large number of small cells that will be deployed in future will add to the complexities. 

Therefore, before the start of the project, TSPs should have broad visibility of processes to be 

followed at airports for getting the permissions/allocations, for raising the demand, for making 

the payments, for getting the security clearances etc. related to installation of small cells and 

aerial /underground fiber. Therefore, the airport authorities need to simplify all internal 

processes to ensure minimum processing overhead. Execution steps followed in this pilot may be 

a good starting point which may be further optimized for more efficiency in future, if required.

 To ensure faster completion of pilot, GMR appointed a nodal officer who was made responsible to 

interact with TSPs to get all permissions and clearances from internal departments of GMR. This 

ensured that despite the multiple internal approvals involved, most of the permissions/ 

clearances were granted well within time.

 Also, all efforts were made to use simplified Applications forms. In many cases E-mail 

correspondence was considered sufficient for processing the case. This was done to expedite the 

whole process. All these efforts led to significant saving of time and cost for all stakeholders. If 

airport authorities decide to come up with application forms for granting RoW permissions for 

future commercial deployments, it should be very simple and minimum information should be 

collected.

 During the pilot, all RoW applications were filed manually or through emails and the permissions 

and clearances issuing processes were also mostly manual or email based. Considering the scale 

of future commercial deployment of small cells, it is desirable to have an end to end completely 

automatic IT based system to grant all permissions and clearances by airport authorities. The 

same could not be implemented during the pilot because of stiff timelines. It is expected that GMR 

and other airport authorities will make all out efforts to have portals to grant all permissions in 

place as soon as possible and integrate it with GatiShakti Sanchar portal. 

12	 Details	of	sharing	of	Street	furniture	and	other	Infra	among	TSPs:

a.	 At	MLCP:

 Pole, Power, and Cable Tray. Pole owned by GMR was used for hosting small cell and mounting 

aerial fiber at no cost. 

b.	 At	Billboard

 Pole, Power, and Cable Tray. Pole owned by GMR was used for hosting small cells and mounting 

aerial fiber at no cost. 

 Sharing of Infrastructure among TSPs was one of the key focus areas for this pilot. Sharing of 

infrastructure by and between GMR and TSPs was necessary to overcome the challenges of 

deploying digital infrastructure by the TSPs. Efforts were made to find the infra which can be 

shared among TSPs without affecting each other's competitiveness. However, it was observed 

that sharing of aerial fiber could be achieved on selective basis only and TSPs were not very eager 

to share small cells radio equipment. However, TSPs shared network elements like cable tray and 

commercial power source. 
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13	 Various	permissions	required	from	various	entities:

 i. Trial spectrum from DoT 

 ii. SACFA clearance from DoT

 iii. Infrastructure requirement approval from GMR 

 iv. Availability of Space and Power from GMR

 v. For MLCP location, the cost for taking power from GMR is Rs. 1.49 lakh (shared among all 

the three TSPs)

 vi. For Billboard location, the cost for taking power from GMR Rs. 89,000/- (shared among all 

the three TSPs)

 vii. Permission to Work (PTW) 

 GMR is the single entity approving authority for various permissions required for the Pilot 

Project and with the intervention and support of TRAI, all required permissions were received 

timely. However, the process needs to be aligned considering the commercial roll-out of 5G 

deployment of Small cells in the area to ensure speedy roll-out by TSPs. It was observed that 

despite being managed by a single authority, the internal process of permission was time taking. 

As GMR has appointed a nodal officer, most of the internal permits were smoothly taken care off.   

14	 Provisioning	of	Small	Cells:

	 14.1	 Site	Commissioning	Date

Name	of	Site	 	 Site	Commissioning	Date

	 RJIL	 BAL	 VIL

MLCP  07-Jun-22 15-Jun-22 14-Jun-22

Billboard  24-Jun-22 24-Jul-22 03-Aug-22

 The above table clearly reflects the broadband speeds achieved post deployment of Small Cells. 

This would lead to a better customer experience and provide seamless coverage in the area, 

which are critical for the success of 5G services. Significant jump in speeds due to small cell 

networks will enable airport authorities in catering to bandwidth hungry enterprise 

applications like wireless HD cameras etc.  

14.2				Broadband	Speeds	–	Achievements

Location	 Broadband	Speed	before	installation		 Broadband	speed	post	deployment	

	 of	Small	Cell	 	 	 of	Small	cell	

	 RJIL	 BAL	 VIL	 RJIL	 BAL	 VIL

MLCP 8-10 Mbps 4-10 Mbps 8-10 Mbps 1336.49 Mbps 900 Mbps 40.2 Mbps

Billboard 8-10 Mbps 4-10 Mbps 8-10 Mbps 1203.11 Mbps 88.3 Mbps 47.8 Mbps
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15	 Challenges	and	Enablers:

 a.	 Issues	faced	during	obtaining	building	permit	

  i. Even though it was supposed to be a single authority for the Airport, in actual practice 

there were multiple entities (within GMR) involved regarding work permit and 

access permission. Therefore, multiple agency approval was an issue even at the 

Airport operated by a single entity.

 b.	 Issues	faced	during	obtaining	backhaul	connectivity

  i. Connectivity-Routed the fiber through the route suggested by the GMR authority. For 

some locations GMR denied permission for the fiber laying and TSPs used their 

already laid down fiber. Therefore, permission for laying OFC was selective and given 

in patches and TSPs were compelled to use OFC of the Airport operator. Since this is 

the pilot project with limited scope, hence, the impact is minimal but whereas in 

commercial deployment where every TSP aims to deploy huge quantity of small cells 

and in such scenario this mandatory dependency of fiber backhaul connectivity 

acquisition from Airport Operators would seriously impact the deployment process 

in terms of cost and timelines., 

  ii. For MLCP & Billboard – GMR had not given permission to RJIL to lay fiber from MLCP 

Data Center to CFD building to connect its main fiber POP, due to time consuming 

laying related challenges anticipated by GMR.

	 c.	 Issue	related	to	permit	cost-	No Issue. The GMR authority did not charge any fees from 

the participating TSPs for the infrastructure sharing like street furniture and power for this 

pilot. However, during commercial rollout, the fee will be applicable which will be decided 

based on the actual requirements.

	 d.	 Visual	integration	with	surroundings	and	physical	aspects	(like	wind	load)	related	

issues	using	specific	street	furniture-	GMR asked all the participating TSPs to share their 

small cell specifications before providing the deployment permission. TSP’s have used 

street furniture like poles and billboards where TELCOs took care that minimum hardware 

is visible to the public with very less view of cables/antennas and equipment.

	 e.	 Right	of	Way-	This pilot was conducted under the support & supervision of TRAI, therefore 

participant’s i.e. TSPs did not experience any major challenges in getting the necessary 

permissions/approvals required from respective authorities. However, the RoW and 

related charges issues may arise during the commercial rollout of small cells after the 

spectrum auction. In normal course there are challenges in getting permissions from the 

concerned authorities at GMR airports etc. for rolling-out of their own fiber by telecom 

networks within their premises. These authorities may only allow the TSPs to connect with 

their own fiber infrastructure on non-negotiable terms which usually involves higher 

costs. Also, there should  be no discrimination in terms while providing fiber access to 

multiple TSPs.

	 f.	 Tariff	and	Fees-	The success of utilization of street furniture in greater numbers to provide 

ubiquitous connectivity of 5G services to the customers would heavily depend upon the 
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costs involved in getting the access to such infrastructure. Hence, it would be necessary 

that necessary policies should be in place to avoid the burden on TSPs with exorbitant 

rates/tariffs by the relevant authorities who will grant access to such street infrastructure.

16	 Detailed	Recommendations	of	Working	Group:

 16.1		Right	of	Way	(RoW):

	 	 16.1.1.	Appointment	of	Nodal	officer	

   Working group felt that developing a collaborative RoW framework for using 

brownfield street furniture of airports, by TSPs, is one of the most critical 

requirements for having a successful Small Cells network deployment. Though in 

case of Delhi airport (similar situation may exist for other airport also) GMR was 

the only authority to give various permissions related to street furniture, security, 

power, cable laying etc., still some difficulties were faced due to multiple entities 

within the GMR interacting with whom, may be a complex and time taking process.

   For the pilot, GMR appointed a Nodal officer who internally interacted with various 

departments within the GMR and got the process expedited. Being a security 

sensitive area there are large numbers of aspects to be scrutinized by the GMR, 

before granting permissions. Various departments of GMR needed to be educated 

regarding the different aspects, benefits, security concerns, operational 

requirements etc. of the small cell network deployment which without the 

appointment of Nodal officer will be a herculean task.

   In view of the above, the working group recommends that Airport authorities 

should appoint a high-level official who can interact with the internal departments 

of airports for granting permissions related to use of street furniture, electricity 

provision, security clearance, access to operation area etc. in a time bound manner. 

A clearly laid down policy to grant such permission with provision of stop clock and 

deemed approval may be put in place.

 	 	 Action	To	Be	Taken	By:	

 	 	 Airport	Authorities.

	 	 16.1.2.		Permission	for	laying	Cable

   The dense network of small cells will require TSPs to either lay underground cables 

or put overhead cables using various street furniture like poles etc. Laying the 

underground cable in the airport area is very difficult and time consuming due to 

security restrictions and aesthetic issues. Putting overhead cables seems to be a 

better alternative. However, in case of airports laying of overhead cable is also 

restricted due to visual impact requirements. So, a mix of underground and aerial 

cables are to be used to provide fiber backhaul for small cells deployed in the 

airport areas. 

   Though for two locations of MLCP and Billboard, permission for laying 

underground patch cable was granted by GMR rather quickly but permission for 
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laying end to end cable between the small cell and TSP’s POP (Point of Presence) 

was not granted and TSPs were asked to use GMR cable wherever available. As 

Airport is a high security area, access to GMR shared fiber at odd hours in case of 

fault may be an operational and maintenance challenge for TSPs. As 5G networks 

require highly reliable backhaul for providing mission critical applications at 

Airports so unrestricted access to cable on a 24x7 basis needs to be ensured. This 

can only be possible if end to end fiber is fully owned by the Telco’s.

   In case of Aerocity location, despite the elapse of considerable time, permission to 

lay cable could not be secured from GMR by the TSPs, probably due to sensitivity of 

this place toward visual impact requirements. For such cases an alternate solution 

of wireless backhaul needs to be explored. The working group, however, could not 

explore the option of wireless backhaul for want of appropriate spectrum 

allocation and equipment.

   In view of above, it is recommended that as far as possible Airport Authorities 

should grant permission to lay underground or overhead cable end to end from 

small cell locations to Telcos POP. 

   For greenfield areas being developed by the airport authorities, provision of 

common duct which can accommodate cables of at least 3 to 4 TSPs may be made so 

that to avoid any digging for laying the cable by the TSPs.

   Action To Be Taken By: Airport Authorities: 

 h) To prepare RoW policies for granting end to end cable laying permissions in time bound 

manner, considering the security and aesthetic concerns

  ii)	 Planning	of	common	duct	for	Greenfield	areas.

	 	 16.1.3.	Identification	of	routes	for	cable	laying	and	ensuring	ease	of	operation:

   It is recommended that Airport authorities should carry out an exercise to identify 

the routes which can be permitted to lay cable by TSP’s. The information of 

availability of such routes and availability of spare capacity in common ducts (if 

available) may be provided to TSP’s so that the same may be accounted for while 

planning the small cell network for the airport areas.  The best way to enable this 

information exchange would be to develop a digital process through a portal 

wherein above information may be shared, protected with password.

   If the airport authority's fiber is to be shared, the airport authority should establish 

proper guidelines to ensure open, uninterrupted, and uniform access of their OFC 

to the TSPs., This should include provisions for access to the OFC routes for 

operations and maintenance teams.

   Action	To	Be	Taken	By:	Airport	Authorities

   a) Identify the routes where either overground or underground cable laying by 

TSP’s may be permitted and the communicating the same to all TSP’s operating 

in airport areas. 
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   b) Lay policy and rules for accessing the shared cable infrastructure, including 

provisions for O&M by TSP’s.

   c) Create an online application facility which should be linked to the DoTs 

GatiShakti Sanchar Portal. 

  16.1.4.	Charges	and	Fees:

   Levying high user charge on TSPs by Airport authorities for use of Street furniture 

and fiber may completely derail 5G small cells deployment at Airports. Therefore, 

the charges / fees should be nominal to cover administrative cost of allowing 

access, which should encourage the TSPs/IPs in faster deployment of their 

equipment and should be in consonance with the Indian Telegraph Right of Way 

(Amendment) Rules, 2022, issued by the DoT on 17th August 2022. 

   Action To Be Taken By:  

   Airport Authorities: The charges levied should be in consonance with the Indian 

Telegraph Right of Way (Amendment) Rules, 2022, issued by the DoT on 17th 

August 2022. 

  16.1.5.	Automation	of	RoW	permissions	granting	Process:

   Though due to the very proactive approach of GMR authority except in case of 

Aerocity, permission for using the street furniture and laying the cable were 

granted without any considerable delay. Such practice of extending prompt 

permission may be ensured at the time of commercial deployment also. Due to the 

requirement of installing large no. of small cells over the street furniture, filing 

applications for each of the street furniture will be very difficult and time 

consuming. So, airport authorities must include provision of processing 

applications in bulk. Also, the complete process should be digitized. Provision of a 

single window for filing e-applications and granting approvals is must. As the 

Department of Telecom has already created a RoW portal named “GatiShakti 

Sanchar Portal” for this purpose, all Airport authorities must integrate with this 

portal and handle all permissions centrally through this portal only.

  	 	 Action	To	Be	Taken	By:	

   a) Airport Authorities 

   i. To lay policy framework for granting permissions within 7 days of submission of 

application. Incorporate provision of stop clock and grants permission within the 7 

days of filing applications and provision of deemed approval.

   ii. Provision to handle bulk permission 

   iii. Integrate with the DoTs GatiShakti Sanchar Portal for handling RoW permissions 

   b) Department of Telecommunication: Modify its RoW portal to facilitate integration 

with Airport Portals 
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  16.1.6.	Cataloging	of	street	furniture	on	RoW	central	portal:

   Selections of suitable sites for deploying large no. of small cells may be a time-

consuming process if done manually.

   It is recommended that to ease the RoW process Airport authorities must catalog 

their available street furniture on central RoW portal so that TSPs may pick and 

choose suitable street furniture as per their bandwidth capacity and coverage 

requirement and physically visit those selected sites only. This will greatly help in 

speeding up the deployment. Airport authorities must provide all relevant 

information like height, width, load bearing capacity etc. of the street furniture 

which may help TSPs in speedy selection of appropriate street furniture through 

the portal. The Department of Telecom may make suitable modifications in the 

RoW portal to ensure cataloging of street furniture owned by Airport authorities 

on the RoW portal and handling of end-to-end RoW permissions. 

   In para 7.31 of its recommendations on the "Roadmap to Promote Broadband 

Connectivity and Enhanced Broadband Speed" dated 31.08.2021, TRAI has made 

several recommendations for ways to make it easier to share telecom 

infrastructure. With the rollout of 5G services in the nation, sharing of 

infrastructure has become more crucial than ever because it allows for the network 

densification necessary for 5G services. These recommendations are re-iterated as 

under:

   i.  In order to ensure common standards for mapping of available passive 

infrastructure using the Geographic Information System (GIS), Telecom 

Engineering Center (TEC) should notify the standards for this purpose. 

   ii.  The passive infrastructure available in the country should be mapped by each 

service provider and infrastructure provider using the GIS standardized by 

TEC. 

   iii. After mapping of the passive infrastructure details by individual service 

provider and infrastructure provider, the same should be aggregated on the 

common GIS, which should be maintained by the Central Government or the 

Regulator. Passive infrastructure of individual service provider and 

infrastructure provider which is available for sharing and selling should be 

clearly delineated on this system. 

   iv.  To facilitate leasing and trading of passive infrastructure in an efficient manner, 

the Central Government should enable establishment of e-marketplace(s) for 

this purpose. Such an e-marketplace should be able to access the details of the 

passive infrastructure of individual service provider and infrastructure 

provider which is delineated for sharing and selling on the common GIS 

platform.
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   Action	To	Be	Taken	By:	

   a)  AAI and Airport authorities: For integrating their portals with DoT’s GatiShakti 

Sanchar Portal and Cataloging Street furniture information on the portal.

   b)  DoT: 

   (i) For making required modification in its GatiShakti Sanchar Portal to enable 

cataloging of street furniture and handling of RoW process by Airport 

Authorities and applicants through the portal.

   (ii)Issue necessary instructions to adopt TRAI recommendations dated 

31.08.2021 as envisaged in para 7.31.

 16.2	Policy	and	Regulatory	

  16.2.1.	SACFA	Clearance:

  Under revised SACFA guidelines, only intimation is required for small cells of radiating 

capability EIRP <=100 W. For more than 100 W radio permission is granted with a 

provision of deemed approval within 30 days. Provision of 30 days for granting deemed 

approvals seems to be high considering the requirement that in the case of 5G small cell, 

there would be large no. of dense installations. During the pilot TSP deployed small cells of 

various transmitted radio power, however in general TSPs were having small cells available 

for deployment ranging between 52 to 57.5 dBm. Considering this DoT may consider 

waiving off SACFA clearance for EIRP up to 600 watts.

 	 Action	To	Be	Taken	By:

  DOT	

  16.2.2.	Policy	for	Wireless	backhaul:

  In the case of Aerocity it was found that due to the sensitivity of this location from a visual 

impact perspective laying underground as well as overground cable is a big challenge, 

however, such location has a demand for very high bandwidth capacity. The only solution to 

cater to the requirement to such places is provisioning of wireless backhaul over E & V 

band.

  Action	To	Be	Taken	By:

  TSPs: Examine using E band spectrum to meet the requirement of providing wireless 

backhaul to small cells installed at such places. 

 16.3	Operation,	Maintenance,	and	Safety	of	Infrastructure

 As street furniture is owned by Airport authorities, Airport Authorities should lay down policies 

to ensure access to small cell installation on a 24x7 basis so that to ensure uninterrupted 

services. For this purpose, a Nodal officer tasked with the responsibilities of facilitating smooth 

operation and maintenance of the small cells and cable may be appointed. This nodal officer shall 

be responsible to arrange all security clearances in a timely manner without requiring TSPs to 

directly connect with respective agencies ultimately responsible for granting such permissions.
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 Nodal officer may also ensure that any other agency tasked with the responsibility of maintaining 

street furniture should not damage the small cell installation, and if required, necessary 

guidelines and instructions to such maintenance agencies may be issued beforehand to avoid any 

incidence of damage to small cells by 3rd Party entities.

 To ensure further security of installations, airport authorities must authorize TSPs to put proper 

signage on or near the street furniture. In Case certain safety precautions and the guideline of the 

airport authority are to be followed, the same may be communicated to TSPs beforehand.

 It is recommended that Airport authorities may lay down necessary policy frameworks to ensure 

access of street furniture and cable on 24x7 basis to TSP’s. Airport authorities should appoint 

Nodal officer(s) of suitable rank to coordinate with TSP’s maintenance team on 24* 7 basis to 

ensure smooth operation and maintenance of small cells. 

 Airport authority must also ensure security of small cells equipment and cable by issuing suitable 

guidelines and directions to own/or 3rd party agencies operating in Airport areas.

 Action	To	Be	Taken	By:

 Airport Authorities: Appoint a Nodal officer tasked with the responsibility of facilitating smooth 

installation,operations and maintenance of the small cells and cables may be appointed to 

undertake all internal approvals and be a single point of contact for TSPs. .

 16.4	Visual	integration	with	the	surrounding	with	regard	to	use	of	Street	furniture	

 During the pilot, it was experienced that the look and feel of a small cell may be an important 

criterion for Airports at some places. Development of installation practices of telecom 

infrastructure considering the visual integration with the surroundings Is something which TSPs 

collectively have to work upon in future. However due to the extremely small form factor of small 

cells for the majority of locations it is not going to be of significant concern. 

 It is recommended that for greenfield airport projects, the Airport Authorities and TSPs should 

mutually work out suitable solutions by planning and designing of street furniture in advance to 

address this requirement, if any. 

	 Action	To	Be	Taken	By:

	 Airport	Authorities	and	TSPs

 16.5	Power	supply	

 Given the sheer number of small cells that would be deployed, high charges for power 

connectivity can be a burden on the telcos. Processing separate applications for each and every 

individual electrical connection will also be cumbersome. In order to bring uniformity and 

rationalize the charges, it is recommended that the power supply need to be provided at 

concessional rates.To facilitate faster rollouts, the requirement of taking power connection on 

several poles or street furniture can be facilitated through the process of bulk approvals.  

 Action	To	Be	Taken	By:

 Airport	Authorities	
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17	 	Project	Conclusion:

 TRAI Pilot Project for deployment of 5G Small Cell and Aerial Fiber on Street Furniture at Delhi 

International Airport has been completed within the specified timelines. The findings of the 

study will help in enabling small cell deployment at the other Airports of the country using 

existing street furniture. The project identified the operational challenges and recommended/ 

suggested enabling regulatory and policy framework for all stakeholders.

 The successful completion of the Pilot project was due to synergized efforts of and contribution 

from all the stakeholders which include - TRAI, DoT, TEC, GMR - DIAL, COAI, RJIL, BAL and VIL. 

	 Summary	of	Action	Points:

 i. The charges / fees should be in consonance with the Indian Telegraph Right of Way 

(Amendment) Rules, 2022, issued by the DoT on 17th August 2022.

 ii. Airport Authorities should grant permission to lay underground or overhead cable end to 

end from small cell locations to TSPs POP. 

 iii. Airport authorities and TSPs conduct an exercise to identify the routes where TSPs can lay 

OFC. The availability of such routes, as well as the availability of spare capacity in common 

ducts (if available), may be provided to TSPs so that it can be considered when planning the 

small cell network for airport areas.

 iv. If the airport authority's fiber is to be shared, the airport authority should establish proper 

guidelines to ensure open, uninterrupted, and uniform access to the OFC, as also to the 

operations and maintenance teams of the applicant TSPs

 v. Airport authorities should include the capability of processing applications in bulk through 

an online facility. It is recommended that airport authorities include provisions for a stop 

clock, bulk application granting permission within 7 days of filing applications and 

granting timely and deemed approvals.

 vi. The Department of Telecom has already created a RoW portal for this purpose called " 

GatiShakti Sanchar Portal," hence, all airport authorities should integrate with it and 

handle all permissions centrally through it. 

 vii. Airport authorities may appoint a high-level official (Nodal Officer) who can interact with 

airport’s internal departments to grant permissions for use of street furniture, electricity 

provision, security clearance, access to operation area, etc. in a timely manner
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1.	 Introduction

	 As	 part	 of	 4G	 network	 upgrades	 and	 expansions,	 small	 cells	 have	 played	 important	 role	 in	

providing	indoor	coverage,	however,	in	upcoming	5G	networks	they	will	play	bigger	and	more	

critical	role	even	for	providing	outdoor	coverage	due	to	usage	of	higher	spectrum	bands	in	5G	

which	will	necessitate	provisioning	of	denser	network	deployments	to	account	for	poor	coverage	

(but	higher	bandwidth	capacity)	characteristics.

	 5G	based	mobile	networks	which	are	going	to	be	deployed	sooner	in	India,	will	also	transform	the	

enterprise	communication	landscape	of	areas	like	ports,	airports,	factories	etc.	in	a	big	way.	In	5G	

networks,	 Small	 Cells	will	 be	 supplementing	Macro	 Cells	 for	 enhancing	 coverage	 as	well	 as	

capacity	to	ensure	the	same	level	of	quality	services	at	every	nook	and	corner.	5G	Small	Cells	

come	in	a	variety	of	form	factors	and	configurations	to	fit	all	outdoor	and	indoor	communication	

requirements	of	the	most	challenging	work	environment	like	Ports	etc.	Due	to	its	small	size,	these	

Small	Cells	can	be	mounted	on	any	existing	suitable	street	furniture	available,	thus,	reducing	the	

deployment	cost	and	time	manifold.

	 For	 the	success	of	next	 stage	digital	 transformation	 through	small	 cell	deployment,	Telecom	

Regulatory	Authority	of	India	(TRAI)	is	working	on	an	enabler	Policy	Framework	with	special	

focus	 on	 port , 	 airport , 	 metro,	 and	 Smart	 Cities. 	 Therefore,	 to	 understand	 the	

requirements/challenges	 involved	 in	 deployment	 of	 4G	 and	 5G	 small	 cells	 in	 challenging	

environment	of	ports,	it	was	proposed	to	carry	out	a	pilot	project	at	Deendayal	Port	to	bring	out	

issues	faced	in	mounting	small	cells	on	existing	infrastructure,	Right	of	Way,	security,	backhaul,	

power	etc.

	 World	 over,	 the	 port	 authorities	 are	 experimenting	 new	 automation	 processes	 on	 Next	

generation	Telecom	Technologies	for	transformation	of	port	operations	and	to	improve	cargo	

handling	efficiency.	They	have	come	forward	to	help	the	TSPs	build	next	generation	telecom	

networks	at	ports	that	are	helping	these	authorities	to	automate	processes	at	ports.	

	 The	 idea	 of	 conducting	 a	 pilot	 at	Deendayal	 port	with	 the	 objective	 to	 use	Next	Generation	

Telecom	Technologies	for	transmission	of	port	operations	was	mooted	in	a	meeting	attended	by	

representatives	 from	Ministry,	 Industry	 and	 other	 stakeholders	 held	 on	 25.01.2022.	 It	 was	

suggested	 that	 a	 “Pilot	project	 for	 the	use	of	 street	 furniture	and	Aerial	 cable	 for	Small	Cell	

deployment”	 may	 be	 held	 to	 understand	 the	 technical	 and	 logistical	 challenges	 in	 future	

deployment	 and	 to	 ensure	 complete	 synergy	 among	 all	 stakeholders.	With	 Deendayal	 port	

leading	the	way	for	others,	this	pilot	was	supposed	to	result	in	important	learning	for	Deendayal	

Port	Authority	(DPA)	and	the	Telecom	Service	Providers	(TSPs)	on	how	to	capitalize	and	harness	

upcoming	next	generation	telecom	technologies	 for	port	operations	of	all	major	ports	 in	the	

country.

CHAPTER	-	V
Pilot	Project	for	deployment	of	Small	Cell	

and	Aerial	Fiber	on	Street	Furniture	
under	aegis	of	TRAI

Kandla	Port	(Deendayal	Port	Authority)
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	 The	goal	 of	 the	pilot	 is	 to	develop	an	enabling	 regulatory	and	policy	 framework	by	existing	

brownfield	 port	 infrastructure	 to	 ensure	 fast	 and	 cost-effective	 rollout	 for	 next	 generation	

telecom	infra	making	services	affordable	for	Port	Administration.

2.	 Goal	of	the	Pilot

	 The	goal	of	the	pilot	is	to	develop	an	enabling	regulatory	and	policy	framework	for	cost-effective	

deployment	of	small	cells	and	aerial	fiber	using	street	furniture	of	ports	

3.	 Objectives	of	the	Pilot

	 i	 The	objective	of	the	pilot	was	not	only	to	select	the	right	kind	of	equipment	tailor-made	for	

meeting	 stringent	 requirements	 of	 the	 port	 but	 also	 in	 laying	 down	 an	 enabling	

coordination	framework	for	all	stakeholders.	It	also	ensured	that	the	coming	5G	policy	of	

the	country	is	completely	in	sync	with	requirements	of	all	major	ports.	It	is	expected	that	

Deendayal	Port	becomes	a	model	for	other	ports	to	emulate	in	this	area.

	 ii	 It	was	proposed	that	a	team	of	officials	drawn	from	Deendayal	Port	Authority	(DPA),	TSPs,	

Infrastructure	 Providers	 (IP),	 OEMs,	 Telecom	 Regulatory	 Authority	 of	 India	 (TRAI),	

Department	of	Telecommunication	(DoT)	and	Ministry	of	Ports,	Shipping	and	Waterways	

conduct	this	pilot	in	time-bound	manner.	The	Ministry	of	Ports,	Shipping	and	Waterways	

was	also	reached	out	separately	to	become	part	of	this	initiative.

4.	 Project	Snapshot	

	 Table	No.	5.1:	Summary	Snapshot	of	locations	selected	along	with	sharing	between	TSPs:

Project	

Name

Pilot	of	Deployment	of	Small	Cell	and	Aerial	Fiber	on	Street	

Furniture	-	Deendayal	Port	area,	Gujarat

Project	

Locations

1.		North	Gate	Angle	heading

2.		Assistant	Traffic	Manager	office	building

3.		Near	Berth-6,	Watch	tower

4.		Berth	no	16,	near	jetty	No	14,	CCTV	Pole

5.		Berth	no	16,	near	jetty	No	16,	CCTV	Pole

6.		Berth	-10,	Watch	Tower

7.		West	Gate-3	building

8.		Bunder	Gate	Angle
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Agencies	

involved	in	

the	project	

Govt.	Agencies	(TRAI,	DoT,	TEC)

Administrative	Authority	(DPA)

Cellular	Operators	Association	of	India	(COAI)

Vodafone	Idea	Ltd	(VIL)

Reliance	Jio	Infocomm	Ltd	(RJIL)

Bharti	Airtel	Ltd	(BAL)

Bharat	Sanchar	Nigam	Limited	(BSNL)*

Project

duration
100	days

Sr.		 Location	Name	 Street	Furniture	Type	 	 No.	of	Small	Cells	Planned

No.	 	 	 VIL	 	 RJIL	 	 BAL

	 	 	 4G	 5G	 4G	 5G	 4G	 5G

1	 North	Gate	DPA	 Entry	Gate	–	On		 2	 1	 3	 1	 2	 2

	 	 Heading	Angle	

2	 Asst.	Traffic		 ATM	Office	Building		 3	 1	 3	 1	 2	 2

	 Manager	office	 –	Terrace

3	 Near	Berth-6,		 Watch	Tower	 2	 1	 3	 1	 2	 2

	 Watch	tower	

4	 Berth	no	16,	near		 CCTV	Pole-1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 0	 0

	 jetty	No	14	 CCTV	Pole-2	 0	 0	 1	 0	 2	 1

5	 Berth	no	16,	near		 CCTV	Pole	 2	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0

	 jetty	No	16	

6	 Near	jetty	No	10	 Watch	Tower	 2	 0	 3	 1	 0	 0

7	 West	Gate-3	 Pole	at	Building	 2	 0	 3	 1	 2	 1

8	 Bandar	Gate		 Entry	Gate	–	On		 0	 0	 3	 1	 2	 1

	 Complex	 Angle	Heading
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5.	 Formation	of	Working	Group	to	carry	out	pilot:

5.1.	 A	 working	 group	 was	 constituted	 to	 carry	 out	 a	 pilot	 on	 “Usage	 of	 Street	 Furniture	 for	

Deployment	of	Small	Cell	and	Aerial	Fiber”	at	Deendayal	Port,	Gujarat.	A	meeting	to	kick-start	the	

pilot	project	was	held	on	29.04.2022	under	the	chairmanship	of	Dy.	Chairman	of	Deendayal	Port	

Authority	(DPA)	and	Principal	Advisor,	TRAI	with	senior	officials	of	DPA,	TRAI,	DoT,	Telecom	

Engineering	Centre	(TEC),	COAI,	TSPs	and	IP-1

	 A	Joint	survey	was	carried	out	by	a	working	group	for	identifying	street	furniture	to	deploy	Small	

Cell	and	aerial	fiber	using	street	furniture	on	30.04.2022,	at	Deendayal	Port,	Gujarat

	 It	was	essential	to	identify	the	existing	street	furniture	suitable	for	deployment	of	small	cells	and	

aerial	fiber	and	identify	the	minor	up-gradations,	if	any,	which	can	be	done	easily	to	make	them	

more	suited	for	the	purpose.	While	identifying	the	street	furniture	structures,	suitable	backhaul	

connectivity,	power	availability,	ease	of	working,	and	cost	of	deployment	was	considered.	VIL	was	

the	lead	TSP	for	the	Deendayal	Port	Pilot	Project

	 The	TSPs	carried	out	installations	on	the	identified	street	furniture	on	the	basis	of	which	best	

practices	were	recommended	for	brownfield	and	green-field	deployment	of	street	furniture	to	

make	them	suitable	for	Small	Cell	and	aerial	fiber	deployment	keeping	in	view	the	aesthetics	also.

5.2.	 	Role	of	working	group	members	involved	in	Pilot:	

	 i	 Telecom	Regulatory	Authority	of	India	(TRAI):	Overall	supervision	and	report	approval

	 ii	 Deendayal	Port	Authority	(DPA):	To	make	availability	of	street	furniture	and	permission	for	

space,	power	and	OFC

	 iii	 Department	 of	 Telecommunications	 (DoT):	 To	 grant	 necessary	 approvals	 on	 priority,	

giving	inputs	to	policies,	Coordination	with	various	other	Ministries.

	 iv	 Telecommunication	Engineering	Center	(TEC):	Standard	and	compliance	related	feedback	

and	suggestions	for	telecom.

	 v	 Cellular	 Operators	 Authority	 of	 India	 (COAI):	 Coordination	 with	 TSPs	 and	 report	

finalization.

	 vi	 Vodafone	Idea	Ltd.	(VIL)	as	Lead	TSP	and	Reliance	Jio	Infocomm	Ltd	(RJIL),	Bharti	Airtel	

Ltd.	(BAL),	Bharat	Sanchar	Nigam	Ltd.	(BSNL)	as	Member	TSPs.	Indus	Towers	Ltd.	(Indus)	

as	Infrastructure	Provider	(IP):	Conduct	the	pilot.

5.3.	 	Benefits	to	Ports	from	the	pilot

	 i	 With	reasonable/negligible	cost	for	permissions,	sizable	network	sites	can	be	planned	and	

deployed	 in	 the	 Port	 areas,	 which	 will	 provide	 very	 good	 coverage	 of	 4G	 and	 5G	

technologies	in	blackspot	where	traditional	macro	sites	installation	is	not	possible.

	 ii	 The	people	working	at	the	Port	or	visiting	the	area,	will	get	ubiquitous	coverage	leading	to	

significantly	 enhanced	 experience.	 It	 will	 allow	 the	 users	 and	 customers	 to	 integrate	

sensors,	machines,	personnel,	and	vehicles	across	a	wide	range	of	applications	and	usage	

scenarios	at	the	ports.	
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	 iii	 The	advancement	of	ports	is	a	complex	process	and	varies	according	to	the	size,	position,	

and	 activities/specialties	 of	 individual	 ports	 themselves.	 Thus,	 though	 transformation	

cannot	be	a	'one-size-fits-all'	proposition,	however,	the	port	authorities	in	collaboration	

with	the	TSPs	need	to	work	tirelessly	towards	a	future	where	these	ports	will	evolve	into	

autonomous	 'smart-ports'	 where,	 for	 example,	 ships	 will	 be	 loaded	 and	 unloaded	 by	

automatic	 cranes,	 and	 containers	 and	 cargoes	 driven	 away	 by	 self-driving	 trucks,	 all	

coordinated	from	a	central	remote-control	room.	The	implementation	of	these	advanced	

technologies	will	greatly	boost	efficiency	of	the	ports	nationwide.

	 iv	 These	small	cells	will	not	only	facilitate	the	efficient	tracking	of	goods,	but	a	myriad	of	

sensors	 will	 also	 collect	masses	 of	 data	 around	 a	 plethora	 of	 subjects	 including	 tidal	

streams,	 wind	 strength	 and	 visibility,	 helping	 to	 reduce	 vessel	 waiting	 times	 and	

automatically	guiding	crewless	ships	into	berth	thus	providing	big	cost	savings	on	every	

trip

	 v	 Hence,	 for	 the	 port	 sector,	 it	will	 be	 a	 key	 enabler	 for	 the	 next	 stage	 of	 digitalization,	

connecting	physical	assets	at	scale	and	making	truly	data	driven	operations	possible	in	a	

way	that	has	never	been	seen	before.

5.4.	 Expectations	of	port	authority	from	this	pilot

	 i	 Mobile	network	coverage	in	Port	locations	will	improve	for	better	deployment	of	use	cases	

like	IoT,	Security	and	safety,	autonomous	'smart-ports',	cargoes	driven	away	by	self-driving	

trucks,	etc.	

	 ii	 Steady	tracking	of	man,	material,	cargo,	vehicles	&	equipment	using	cheaper	IoT	devices	to	

Block	Revenue	leakages	to	the	International	Trade.	

	 iii	 Help	in	implementing	the	technologies	like	enhancing	virtual	reality	to	give	road	back	up	

and	other	remote	assistance	to	the	Vehicles	and	Equipment	during	breakdown	in	the	Port,	

to	remove	congestion	on	roads	&	faster	turnaround	of	vehicles	thereby	reducing	dwell	

time.	

	 iv	 Implementing	 technologies	 like	 augmented	 reality	will	 allow	 end	 point	 recognition	 to	

improve	safety	and	security	to	the	Drivers.	

	 v	 The	improved	visibility	of	fleet	and	owners	of	the	cargo	will	decrease	delays	and	losses	to	

the	 trade,	which	 eventually	will	 save	 time	 and	 resources,	 thereby	 protecting	 the	 port	

workers	involved	in	cargo	transportation.	

	 vi	 Overall,	it	is	expected	that	5G	networks	will	bring	about	more	efficient	business	practice	

within	the	Port	logistics	and	supply	chain	companies	&	maritime	sector	as	a	whole.	

6.	 Site	selection	to	carry	out	the	pilot:

6.1	 Finalized	locations	for	conducting	the	pilot	at	Kandla	port	post	consultation	with	all	the	

participating	TSPs,	IP-1	and	DPA	are	as	given	in	table	7.2.
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Deendayal	port	was	selected	for	the	pilot,	which	is	situated	in	Kandla,	Kutch	District	of	Gujarat.

Diagram-1:

8	sites	were	identified	at	DPA,	Kandla	area	displayed	as	below:

6.2	 Geo	Coordinates	

	 In	 this	 pilot	 project,	 all	 locations	were	Outdoor	 sites.	Details	 of	 8	pilot	 locations	 along	with	

Latitude	and	longitude	have	been	captured	in	the	table	7.2	below.	

	 Table	No.7.2

Sr.		 Location	Name	 Latitude		 Longitude	 Height	 Street		 Tentative	Aerial	fiber	

No.	 	 	 	 	 Furniture	 length	(metre)

	 	 	 	 	 	 VIL	 RJIL	 BAL

1	 North	Gate	 23.00804	 70.22233	 12	mtr	 Gate	Angle	 75	 75	 75

2	 Asst.	Traffic		 23.00198	 70.22281	 G+2	&	3		 ATM	Office		 50	 50	 50

	 Manager	office	 	 	 mtr	Pole	 building	

3	 Near	Berth-6,		 22.99636	 70.22314	 24	mtr	 Watch		 200	 200	 200

	 Watch	tower	 tower	

4	 Berth	no.	16,		 22.97842	 70.22836	 9	mtr		 CCTV	Pole	 75	 75	 75

	 Near	jetty	No	14	 	 	 Pole		

5	 Berth	no	16,		 22.97600	 70.22940	 9	mtr		 CCTV	Pole	 75	 75	 -

	 Near	jetty	No	16	 	 	 Pole		

6	 Near	Jetty-10	 22.98861	 70.22382	 24	mtr	 Watch		 150	 150	 -

	 	 	 	 	 tower	

7	 West	Gate-3	 22.98769	 70.21436	 12	mtr	 West	Gate		 50	 50	 50

	 	 	 	 	 Building	

8	 Bandar	Gate		 23.01081	 70.21902	 8	mtr	 On	angle		 -	 50	 50

	 Complex	 	 	 	 heading
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Diagram-2:

Photographs	of	8	small	cell	locations	are	attached	below.

KPT	Port	(Small	cell	location	Photo):

Location1:	North	Gate		

						Location3:		Watch	Tower

Location2:	Asst.	Traffic	Manager	Office
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Location5:	Jetty	No.16Location4:	Jetty	No.14	

(CCTV	Pole	installation	pending)	

Location6:	Jetty	No.10-Watch	tower		

Location	8:	Bandar	Gate							

Location7:	West	Gate-3

6.3	 Project	plan	Execution	–	Salient	points:

	 a)	 To	give	better	experience	over	all	Next	generation	technologies,	a	mix	of	4G	and	5G	small	

cells	were	planned	for	deployment	in	the	pilot	by	lead	TSP-	VIL,	RJIL,	BAL	and	BSNL.

	 b)	 All	street	furniture	were	examined	by	IPs	for	structure	stability	and	ease	of	operation	for	

telecom	 installation	considering	heavy	wind	pressure	zone	 (~200	kmph)	on	port	area	

compared	to	normal	area	(~150	kmph)
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	 c)	 6	types	of	street	furniture	over	8	locations	were	selected	for	sharing	between	all	TSPs.

	 d)	 DoT’s	guidelines	dated	09.05.2022	helped	in	waiving	SACFA	permission	for	installation	of	

low	power	small	cells	and	was	a	step	towards	ease	of	doing	business.

	 e)	 For	all	8	locations,	space	and	power	was	provided	by	DPA	free	of	cost.	4-5	KW	of	power	was	

provided	by	the	base	number	of	small	cells	being	deployed	by	the	TSPs.

	 f)	 Electrical	earthing	was	a	major	challenge	as	the	port	area	was	not	having	high	depth	land	

due	to	all	lands	being	filled	on	sea.	To	overcome	this	issue,	horizontal	earthing	was	explored	

and	executed	at	all	locations	where	land	depth	was	low.

	 g)	 One	of	the	existing	street	furniture	i.e.,	CCTV	pole	was	not	strong	enough	to	install	telecom	

equipment.	To	overcome	this,	DPA	supported	by	executing	strengthening	of	CCTV	poles,	as	

suggested	by	Indus	by	GUY	wires.	Thus,	the	existing	CCTV	pole	was	also	made	feasible	for	

installation	of	small	cells.

	 h)	 In	Kandla	pilot	location	(i.e.,	within	the	port	and	outside	port	area),	none	of	the	TSPs	had	

any	fiber	availability	for	backhaul	and	for	next	generation	technologies,	availability	of	fiber	

is	a	must.	This	challenge	was	also	resolved	through	support	from	DPA	in	terms	of	providing	

their	own	fiber	for	backbone	and	access	network	of	TSPs.	All	TSPs	have	shared	DPA’s	fiber,	

which	is	an	achievement.	The	fiber	was	provided	by	DPA	free	of	cost.

	 i)	 DPA	Port	has	heavy	vehicles	and	cranes	movement	across	port	terminals	and	allied	areas.	

This	posed	a	major	challenge	for	installation	of	last	mile	fiber	through	aerial	access.	To	

overcome	this,	two	solutions	were	deployed	i.e.	(1)	sharing	of	existing	DPA	underground	

fiber	in	many	areas	(2)	low	depth	HDD	(2-3	Feet)	in	few	areas	where	existing	fiber	was	not	

available.	

	 j)	 The	DPA	server	room	was	used	as	Transport	hub	location	for	combining	all	small	cells	

termination	and	MUX	was	installed	at	the	same	location	by	all	TSPs.

	 k)	 Due	to	exceptional	support	given	by	DPA	towards	Ease	of	Working,	in	terms	of	providing	

SPOC,	timely	permissions/approvals,	making	available	infra,	space,	power	and	fiber	along	

with	material	inwards,	it	helped	expedite	the	pilot	project	and	reduce	the	overall	planning,	

deployment	and	execution	timeline	from	120	days	to	<90	days.

	 l)	 The	pilot	demonstrated	extensive	and	fast	telecom	infrastructure	creation	based	on	cost	

optimization,	which	was	 achieved	 through	 support	 from	DPA	 in	 terms	 of	 free	 of	 cost	

availability	and	shared	usage	of	street	furniture,	fiber,	power	etc.	

6.4	 Post	Installation	-	Operations	and	Maintenance:	

	 a)	 For	telecom	networks,	O&M	is	more	crucial	than	installations.	

	 b)	 Post	 installation	 and	 till	 pilot	 project	 completion,	 uninterrupted	 power	 supply	 was	

provided	by	DPA	at	all	small	cell	locations.

	 c)	 Accessibility	of	small	cell	sites	and	fiber	was	provided	24x7	including	on	an	emergency	

basis,	 for	TSPs/IPs	engineers/technicians	along	with	their	testing	equipment	for	O&M,	

through	a	proper	permission	process.
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7.	 Selection	of	street	furniture	for	the	deployment	of	Small	Cells	and	aerial	fiber

7.1.	 List	of	type	of	Assets	available	at	DPA	

	 A	working	group	was	constituted	to	carry	out	a	pilot	on	“Usage	of	Street	Furniture	for	deployment	

of	small	cell	and	aerial	fiber”	at	Deendayal	Port,	Gujarat.	The		DPA	Joint	survey	was	carried	out	by	

a	working	group	for	identifying	street	furniture	to	deploy	Small	Cell	and	aerial	fiber	using	street	

furniture	on	30.04.2022	at	Deendayal	Port,	Gujarat.

	 7	different	types	of	street	 furniture	were	identified	in	Deendayal	port	area	in	the	first	phase	

namely	North	Gate	–	Entry	gate,	Air	Traffic	Manager	Building	Office,	Watch	Tower,	Water	Tank,	

Light	Pole,	Street	Light,	CCTV	Pole.	Various	other	street	furniture	options	like	billboards,	bus	

shelters,	etc.	were	not	available	at	this	pilot	location.

	 Second	phase	survey	was	done	on	06.06.2022,	to	identify	new	locations	as	directed	by	Deendayal	

Port	Authority	(DPA).	The	survey	was	subsequently	followed	by	a	review	meeting	of	the	working	

group	 for	 the	pilot	 project	 at	 the	Administrative	Office,	DPA	 at	Gandhidham	on	07.06.2022.	

During	the	survey,	4	different	types	of	street	furniture	were	identified	namely	Watch	Tower-

Jetty10,	West	Gate-3	Building,	Bandar	Gate	&	A.	O.	Building	office.

	 The	Working	group	considered	following	requirements	for	selecting	street	furniture:

	 i.	 Proximity	to	an	area	(within	100	m)	frequented	by	people.

	 ii.	 Adequate	structural	strength	(load	bearing	and	wind	load)	to	bear	the	load	of	multiple	

small	cells	and	aerial	fiber.

Table	No.5.3:		Targeted	Coverage	Area:

	 d)	 During	the	pilot	project,	access	to	the	premises	to	take	care	of	all	operational	issues	was	

provided	by	DPA.

TSP	 Technology	 Radio		 MIMO		 Targeted	Coverage	Area

	 	 Configuration	 technology	

VIL	 5G	 4x10W	 	4T4R	 Unable	to	check	as	5G	

	 	 	 	 Spectrum	license	HW	not

	 	 	 	 available

VIL	 4G	 2x5W	 	2T2R	 125-	150	Mtr

RJIL	 5G	 4x6.25W	 4T4R	 150	–	200	mtr

RJIL	 4G	 2x20W	 2T2R	 150	-	200	mtr

BAL	 5G	 4x10W	 4T4R	 Unable	to	check	as	BAL	5G

	 	 	 	 Spectrum	license	not	available

BAL	 4G	 2x20W	 2T2R	 150-	200	Mtr
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			Table	No.5.4:	List	of	street	furniture	selected	and	rejected	

	 iii.	 Proximity	with	location	for	tapping	already	laid	cable	(OFC),	if	any.

	 iv.	 Proximity	with	location	for	tapping	power.

	 v.	 Ease	of	operation-	easy	accessibility	for	operation	and	maintenance.

	 vi.	 Adequate	Security-	to	ensure	security	of	equipment.

	 vii.	 Ease	of	granting	permission	by	airport	authorities.

	 viii.	 Aesthetic	requirement.	

	 ix.	 Space	availability	

	 x.	 Port	operations	and	security	concerns

7.2.	 Evaluation	of	street	furniture	assets	for	selection	

	 Based	on	feasibility	of	street	furniture,	10	types	of	street	furniture	were	evaluated	and	jointly	

agreed,	however,	6	types	of	furniture	were	finalized	and	identified	to	carry	out	pilot	for	small	cell	

and	aerial	fiber	on	street	furniture	in	the	Customs	bound	area	at	port	and	oil	jetty	area	in	DPA.

Sr.	No.	 Street	Furniture		 Approx.		 Selected	for		 Reason	for	Not	Selecting	the

	 Type	 Height		 Small		 Street	Furniture

	 	 (meter)	 cell	 	

1	 North	Gate	-Entry		 12	 Yes	 -

	 Gate		

2	 Air	traffic	Manager		 12	 Yes	 -

	 Building	Office	

3	 Watch	Tower	 24	 Yes	 	-

4	 Water	Tank	 24	 No	 Safety	issue	for	Installation	and

	 	 	 	 Maintenance

5	 Light	Pole	 12	 No	 Light	mast	coming	down	for

	 	 	 	 maintenance

6	 Streetlight	 9	 No	 Low	Height	&	nearby	existing

	 	 	 	 towers

7	 CCTV	pole		 9		 Yes	 -

8	 Bandar	Gate	 12	 Yes	 -

9	 West	Gate-3	Building	 12	 Yes	 -

10	 A.O.	Building	 9	 No	 Structure	stability	issue,	hence,

	 	 	 	 DPA	suggested	to	drop.	Location

	 	 	 	 was	in	Gandhidham	town,	not	in

	 	 	 	 	Deendayal	port.
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	 Reasons	for	not	selecting	some	of	the	street	furniture:	Some	Street	furniture	and	their	design	

of	 the	 structure	 have	 limitations	 for	 telecom	 installations	 (difference	 in	 nodal	 compliance	

between	industrial	and	telecom	structure).	

	 a)	 Street	light	poles	were	not	suitable	for	telecom	installations.	

	 b)	 Water	tank	in	the	premises	was	not	suitable	for	installations	of	telecom	equipment	due	to	

safety	concerns	during	work	on	the	same.	

	 c)	 Oil	Jetty	was	also	rejected	due	to	safety	reasons	(Mobiles	not	allowed	in	the	jetty	area	due	to	

hazards).

	 d)	 Street	Light	tower	in	the	premises	of	DPA	was	declared	not	usable	due	to	height	constraints	

and	nearby	existing	towers.	

	 e)	 A.O.	the	building	was	not	suitable	for	a	small	cell	pole	due	to	a	structure	feasibility	issue;	

due	to	this,	DPA	suggested	dropping	the	location	(location	was	in	Gandhidham	town,	not	in	

Deendayal	port).	

7.3.	 Photos	of	Ownership	Site	Locations	are	attached	below	

	 Street	Furniture	Photo	(KPT	Area):

1.	North	Gate	(Selected)										

3.	Watch	Tower	(Selected)		

2.	ATM	Building	(Selected)

4.	Water	Tank	(Not	Selected)
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5.	Light	Pole	(Not	Selected)						 6.	Streetlight	(Not	Selected)

7.	CCTV	Pole	(Selected	with	Gay	Wire)		 8.	West	Gate-3	(Selected)

9:	Bandar	Gate	(Selected)															 10:	A.O.	Building	(Dropped)

	 Sample	Structure	stability	reports	(SST	reports)	for	street	furniture	is	attached	in	Annexure-B1

8.	 Details	of	Infrastructure	deployed

	 6	types	of	street	furniture	were	used	for	deployment	of	small	cells	at	8	locations	in	the	DPA	area.	

All	of	them	were	outdoor	sites,	hence,	indoor	small	cells	were	not	applicable	for	pilots	in	the	DPA	

area.
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		Diagram:	Backbone	Network	connectivity	of	TSPs

	 Fiber	sharing	carried	out	by	TSPs	&	DPA:

	 i	 2	Fiber	pairs	(in	Ring)	from	DPA	Gandhidham	to	DPA	HUB	building	(Port	area	near	North	

Gate).

	 ii	 3	Fiber	pairs	required	from	small	cell	locations	to	HUB	locations	in	Ring	topology.

	 iii	 All	TSPs	had	designed	the	network	with	optimum	fiber	sharing	with	DPA.

	 iv	 3U	space	occupied	at	Gandhidham	DPA	office	in	server	room,	per	TSP.

	 v	 Reserved	7U	space	&	1	KW	DC	supply	with	backup	at	North	Gate	Server	Room	(OLD	CDS)	

for	transmission	equipment,	per	TSP.

	 vi	 To	minimize	the	fiber	pair	requirement,	a	fiber	topology	meeting	was	done	at	Deendayal	

port	in	their	office	and	finalized	their	fiber	requirements	both	for	backhaul	and	last	mile	in	

mutual	consultation	with	DPA.

	 vii	 Fiber	sharing	for	the	project	was	given	on	FOC	basis	by	DPA	to	all	TSPs.

Availability	of	Backhaul:

	 i.	 There	 was	 an	 opportunity	 of	 utilizing	 the	 existing	 fiber	 asset	 of	 DPA	 for	 backhaul	

connectivity	in	the	port	area.	Fiber	sharing	opportunity	was	explored	between	TSPs	and	

DPA.	Considering	the	criticality	of	the	pilot	project,	DPA	had	given	permission	to	utilize	the	

fiber	infrastructure	for	street	furniture	pilot	projects	at	8	small	cell	locations.

	 ii.	 Last	 mile	 connectivity	 by	 all	 TSPs	 was	 done	 individually	 with	 DPA	 fiber	 network	 at	

Gandhidham.	Permission	for	the	same	was	given	by	DPA	for	last	mile	connectivity.

	 iii.	 The	key	agenda	of	the	pilot	was	to	extract	the	best	usage	of	existing	assets	for	sharing	

feasibility	and	utilization	of	aerial	fiber	among	multiple	TSPs	in	the	most	efficient	manner.	

In	reference	to	the	same,	existing	fiber	assets	in	DPA	geography	had	been	surveyed	for	

small	cell	pilot	on	30.04.2022.	

	 	 Backbone	fiber	connectivity	Gandhidham	–Kandla	of	DPA	fiber	used	by	all	TSPs:	

	 Access	fiber	last	mile	for	small	cells	site	was	plan	from	existing	fiber	pair	of	DPA	and	few	locations	

Ariel	and	low	depth	HDD
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	 Sharing	of	street	infrastructure	by	DPA	with	TSPs	was	necessary	to	overcome	the	challenges	of	

deploying	such	 infrastructure	by	 the	TSPs	due	to	security	and	concrete	block	Port	structure	

concerns.	While	there	were	challenges	in	getting	approvals	for	the	sharing	of	infrastructure	of	

DPA,	it	proved	to	be	an	encouraging	factor	for	the	TSPs	in	deploying	Small	Cells	and	Aerial	fiber	to	

provide	 the	 desired	 coverage	 to	 roll	 out	 5G	 services	 in	 the	 Port	 area.	 Aside	 from	 network	

deployment	 and	 operation	 costs	 reduction,	 infrastructure	 sharing	 provided	 a	 number	 of	

additional	benefits,	including	network	availability,	reliability,	innovation,	expansion,	customer	

satisfaction,	environmental	protection,	and	economic	sustainability.	

	 It	is	necessary	to	provide	earthing	to	telecom	and	infra	equipment.	The	port	area	is	constructed	

on	 a	 concrete	 block	 which	 makes	 foundation	 work	 difficult.	 Due	 to	 this	 concrete	 block,	

construction	of	an	electrical	earthing	pit	was	not	possible.	During	commercial	rollout,	volume	

will	increase	multifold

	 Power		

	 Per	small	cell	location,	power	requirement	was	(Combined	of	all	4	TSPs)	as	below:

	 i.	 Per	Location	3-5	KW	AC	power	requirement	with	good	backup,	at-least	2	Hour	battery	

backup	required	for	each	location.	

	 ii.	 1	KW	AC	UPS	power	supply	requirement	for	Transmission	equipment	installed	in	HUB	

room	at	North	Gate	location

	 iii.	 Power	 requirement	 request	 format	 from	 Indus	 to	 DPA	 letter	 attached	 herewith	 in	

Annexure-B2.

9.	 Necessary	Permissions	and	Procedure	requirement	at	Ports:

	 i.	 DPA	 supported	with	 special	 help	 in	 all	 permission	 for	working	with	different	 vendors	

including	necessary	tools	for	Equipment	installation,	Fiber	work	and	infra	work	in	24/48	

hours	on	the	request.

	 ii.	 As	this	port	is	under	central	customs	purview,	all	TSPs	and	IP	providers	had	to	follow	safety	

and	entry/inward	processes	during	work.

	 iii.	 All	vendors	&	TSPs	followed	safety	protocols	of	DPA	and	individual	safety	norms	protocol	

during	work.

	 iv.	 Permission	for	Vehicle/Material	entry/Manpower

	 v.	 Infra	work	permission	request	letter	to	DPA	

	 Approximate	Cost:	

	 Below	 table	 comprises	 the	 tentative	 cost	 of	 Infra	 equipment,	 infra	 work	 cost,	 Fiber	 laying,	

Telecom	 Equipment,	 Transmission	 Equipment	 per	 site,	 it	 is	 cost	 considered	 for	 1	 sample	

NorthGate	Small	cell	location	(Location-1):
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		Table	No.5.5:	Approximate	Cost	incurred	at	one	sample	location

Cost	of	small	cells	is	not	part	of	the	total	cost	mentioned	in	the	table	above.

	 Note:	

	 a.	 Small	cell	costs	could	not	be	shared	prior	to	availability	of	commercial	spectrum.

	 b.	 Transmission	 cost	 divided	 per	 site	 as	 common	 transmission	 equipment	 for	 each	 site	

installed	at	North	Gate	location.

	 c.	 Infra/Civil	cost	divided	between	all	TSPs	as	same	street	furniture	shared	between	them.

10.	 Structural	Specifications	of	street	Furniture/Process/Time	to	install

10.1	Structural	suitability	of	Street	furniture:

	 a)	 As	per	the	recommendations	of	the	working	group,	existing	street	furniture	which	was	

available	 at	 suitable	 location	 and	 where	 availability	 of	 backhaul,	 power	 etc.	 could	 be	

arranged	with	minimum	expenditure	had	been	selected.

	 b)	 Survey	 of	 Street	 furniture	 structure	 was	 conducted	 by	 Indus	 after	 Street	 furniture	

structural	assessment	report	was	received	from	DPA.	On	the	basis	of	the	RF	feasibility	to	

maximize	 the	 coverage	 &	 cover	 major	 population,	 suitable	 street	 furniture	 had	 been	

shortlisted	based	on	structure	report,	space/power	and	height	structure.

Approx.	Cost/Site	 	 INR	(Tentative)

	 VIL	 RJIL	 BAL

Civil/Infra	cost	(IP	Indus)	 	 135000

Infra	Equipment	(IP	Indus)	 	 270000

Infra	Cost	Total	 135000	 135000	 135000

Transmission	Equipment	cost	 650000	 630000	 350000

Transmission	Equipment	/		 82000	 69779	 43750

locations	

Fiber	cost	 183000	 339000	 457500

Last	mile	work	cost	 271500		 373000	 1420000

	 	 	

Total	 5,36,500		 	7,81,779	 19,21,250
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10.2	Procedures	adopted	for	project	execution

	 a)	 Building	Permit:	Indus	requested	for	permission	to	DPA	to	start	the	construction	(ATM	

Building,	West	Gate-3	Building	&	Bandar	Gate)	on	24.05.2022	and	DPA	shared	permission	

for	the	same	on	date	08.06.2022	

	 b)	 Electrical	Power:	

	 	 i.	 Indus	Towers	requested	~5	KW	permission	 from	DPA	for	EB	connection	at	 the	8	

locations	of	the	small	cell	sites.

	 	 ii.	 TSPs	requested	for	1	KW	AC	UPS	power	at	server	room	for	MUX	installation.	

	 	 iii.	 Power	requirement	requests	from	Indus	to	DPA	and	DPA	were	requested.

	 c)	 Infra	Details:	

	 	 i.	 Indus	 Towers	 installed	 battery	 backup,	 SMPS	 and	 rack	 at	 each	 street	 furniture	

location	shared	by	all	the	TSPs.

	 	 ii.	 Photographs	of	work	completed	are	attached	below

	 SMPS,	ACDB	&	Battery	Bank	Work:	
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Fiber	Duct	In-building	work:

d)	 Backhaul

	 i.	 Laying	of	own	fiber	by	all	individual	TSPs	in	DPA	authority	area	may	take	time	as	well	as	

exorbitant	cost	to	complete	in	a	time	frame.	Also,	RoW	permissions	from	different	bodies	&	

authority	is	required.	DPA’s	own	fiber	was	available	in	the	DPA	area.	To	see	the	criticality	of	

the	pilot	project,	all	TSPs	got	support	and	written	permission	of	DPA	fiber	sharing	on	a	free	

of	cost	basis	for	pilots	at	7	locations	in	the	port	area.

Small	Cell	Pole	Work
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	 ii.	 To	extract	the	best	usage	of	existing	assets	for	sharing	feasibility	and	utilization	of	aerial	

fiber	among	multiple	TSPs	in	the	most	efficient	manner	was	the	key	agenda	of	the	pilot.	In	

reference	to	the	same,	existing	fiber	assets	in	DPA	geography	had	been	surveyed	for	small	

cell	pilots	on	30.04.2022.	

	 VIL:	

10.3	Details	for	sharing	of	fiber	by	VIL	&	DPA	for	the	pilot	are	as	below:

	 a.	 2	Fiber	pairs	(in	Ring)	from	DPA	Gandhidham	to	DPA	HUB	building	(Port	area	near	North	

Gate)

	 b.	 3	Fiber	pairs	required	from	small	cell	locations	to	HUB	location	in	Ring	topology

	 c.	 All	TSPs	have	designed	the	network	with	optimum	fiber	sharing	with	DPA

	 d.	 3U	space	occupied	at	Gandhidham	DPA	office	in	server	room,	per	TSP

	 e.	 Reserved	7U	space	&	1	KW	DC	supply	with	backup	at	NorthGate	Server	Room	(OLD	CDS)	for	

Transmission	equipment,	per	TSP.	

	 f.	 With	reference	to	the	above-mentioned	meeting,	 joint	survey	with	Electrical	dept.-DPA	

done	on	28.05.2022	&	proposed	layout	for	fiber	connectivity	between	DPA	Gandhidham	

office	server	 room	&	VIL	 fiber	on	Gandhidham-Deendayal	port	NH	(400m	trenching	&	

ducting	and	In-building	work)	and	basis	on	joint	agreement	for	last	mile	and	north	gate	

locations.

	 RJIL:

	 a.	 4	Fiber	core	(2	Fiber	pairs	in	Ring	topology)	from	Gandhidham	to	HUB	building	(Port	area	

near	North	Gate)

	 b.	 6	Fiber	core	(3	Fiber	pairs	in	Ring	topology)	required	from	small	cell	locations	to	HUB	

location

	 c.	 Required	3U	space	at	Gandhidham	office	server	room	for	fiber	termination

	 d.	 Required	3U	space	at	the	North	Gate	Server	Room	for	fiber	termination

	 e.	 Entry	&	Permission	required	during	installation	work	in	premises	for	fiber

	 BAL:

	 a.	 4	Fiber	core	(2	Fiber	pairs	in	Ring	topology)	from	Gandhidham	to	HUB	building	(Port	area	

near	North	Gate).

	 b.	 6	Fiber	cores	(3	Fiber	pairs	in	Ring	topology)	required	from	small	cell	locations	to	HUB	

locations.

	 c.	 Required	3U	space	at	Gandhidham	office	server	room	for	fiber	termination.

	 d.	 Required	3U	space	at	the	North	Gate	Server	Room	for	fiber	termination.

	 e.	 Entry	&	Permission	required	during	installation	work	in	premises	for	fiber.	
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Diagram-4:	Sample	diagram	of	VIL	Network	architecture

Diagram	No-5:	Sample	diagram	of	RJIL	Network	architecture

Diagram	No-6:	Sample	diagram	of	BAL	Network	architecture

	 BSNL:

	 a.	 BSNL	participated	in	the	survey,	planning	and	deployment	plan.	The	cabinet	decided	to	

allocate	5G	spectrum	to	BSNL	already	as	per	 the	 input	received	 from	BSNL.	BSNL	had	

applied	 for	 fiber	 permission	 to	 DPA	 administration	 for	 making	 provision	 of	 fiber	

Connectivity	and	Indus	for	arranging	provision	for	housing	equipment	and	power	supply	

for	deployment	by	BSNL.

	 b.	 Make	 in	 India	4G	and	5G	stack	 likely	 to	be	available	 for	deployment	soon	and	post	 its	

availability,	BSNL	will	deploy	the	same	at	DPA	as	per	the	plan	finalized	with	DPA.

VIL Backhaul
Topology for
Small cell
Connectivity in
DPA area

2 Pair of DPT

KPT, Northgate
Tx equipment

A.O. Gandhidham

1) North Gate

airtel
Backhaul

4) Jetty-14 5) West Gate-3 2) ATM

3) Watch Tower-66) Bunder Gate

nd2  Pair of DPT
rd

3  Pair of DPT

st1  Pair of DPT
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Table	No.5.6:	VIL	Specification	of	Small	cell	(4G+5G)

10.4	Permit	Cost:	All	permissions	comprising	space,	power	and	fiber	to	TSPs	and	IP	were	provided	

free	of	cost	by	DPA	for	this	pilot.

10.5	 	Maintenance	procedures	adopted	for	upkeep	of	deployed	infrastructure:	

	 a.	 Uninterrupted	power	supply	was	available	at	all	street	furniture	locations.

	 b.	 Security	aspects	for	protection	of	the	installed	equipment	were	taken	care	of.

	 c.	 Accessibility	for	maintenance	on	a	24x7	basis	for	field	operations	teams	was	provided.	

	 d.	 Availability	of	fiber	was	ensured	24x7	basis	or	in	case	any	fiber	cut	was	detected,	it	was	

restored	on	urgent	basis.

	 e.	 TSPs	&	IPs	Engineers/Technicians	along	with	testing	equipment	were	allowed	24x7	for	

any	emergency	maintenance	activity	with	authorized	identity	cards.

	 f.	 Support	provided	for	clearance	from	customs	equipment	change	/	replacement	in	the	port	

area.	

11.	 Specifications	of	small	cells	used	by	TSPs

	 11.1	 Specifications	of	Small	cell	model	used	by	VIL

VIL		 	 Specifications

HW	Type	 4G	Small	cell	 5G	Small	cell	 5G	Small	cell	

	 	 	 Baseband

Operating	Spectrum		 1800/2100	MHz	 3400-3600	MHz	 -

range	

Dimension	(mm),		 247	x	327	x	120		 295	x	245	x	110		 482.5	x	365	x	43.5	mm	

HxWxD	 mm	 mm	 (1	HU)

Weight	Kgs	 6.2	Kgs	 11	Kgs	 10	Kgs

max	RF	Power	-	 2	x	5	Watts	 4	X	10	Watts	 -

Watts	(W)		

Antenna	Gain	(dBi)	 7.5	dBi	 10.5	dBi	 -

Power	Supply		 AC/DC	 AC/DC	 -48	V	DC

(AC/DC)		

Power		 170	Watts	 185	Watts	 169	Watts

Consumption/Unit	

Operating		 -40	°C	to	+55	°C	 -40	°C	to	+55	°C	 -40°C	to	+55°C

Temperature
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	 11.3	 Specifications	of	Small	cell	model	used	by	BAL

Table	No.5.7:	RJIL	Specification	of	Small	cell	(4G+5G)

Table	No.5.8:	BAL	Specification	of	Small	cell	(4G+5G)

Post	installation	photos	of	small	cell	sites	are	enclosed	below

	 11.2	 Specifications	of	Small	cell	model	used	by	RJIL

RJIL	 																																Specifications

HW	Type	 4G	Small	cell	 5G	Small	cell

Operating	Spectrum	range	 2300	MHz	 3300-3600	MHz

Dimension	(mm),	HxWxD	 368.5	x	244	x	111		 443	x	365	x	205	

Weight	Kgs	 12	Kgs	 20	Kgs

Input	Power	 48	V	DC	 230	V	AC	

max	RF	Power	-Watts	(W)		 2x20	Watts	 4x6.25	Watts

Antenna	Gain	(dBi)	 10	dBi	 13.5	dBi

Power	Supply	(AC/DC)		 DC	 AC

Power	Consumption/Unit	 265	Watts	 190	Watts

BAL	 	 Specifications

HW	Type	 4G	Small	cell	 5G	Small	cell	 Baseband

Operating		 2300	MHz	 3400-3600	MHz	 -

Spectrum	range	

Dimension	(mm),		 120	x	300	x	336		 295	x	245	x	110		 482	x	365	x	43	(1	HU)

HxWxD	

Weight	Kgs	 11	Kgs	 11	Kgs	 10	Kgs

max	RF	Power	-	 2	x	20	Watts	 4	X	10	Watts	 -

Watts	(W)		

Antenna	Gain	(dBi)	 12	dBi	 10.5	dBi	 -

Power	Supply		 -	48	V	DC	 -48	V	DC	 -48	V	DC

(AC/DC)	

Power		 424	W	 205	W	 200	W

Consumption/Unit	

Operating		 -40	°C	to	+55	°C	 -40	°C	to	+55	°C	 -40°C	to	+55°C

Temperature
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12.	 Details	of	sharing	of	Street	furniture	and	other	Infra	among	TSPs:

	 Major	sharing	of	Infra/fiber	demonstrated	in	this	Project-

	 i	 At	all	8	locations,	complete	street	furniture	(all	TSPs	were	on	the	same	street	furniture)	and	

all	passive	infra	was	shared	between	all	3	TSPs	through	Indus.

	 ii	 Backbone	Fiber	from	Gandhidham	to	DPA	Port	was	shared	by	DPA	with	all	3	TSPs	which	

helped	in	fast	tracking	the	project.

	 iii	 All	the	equipment	and	infra	installed	were	found	scalable	and	can	accommodate	future	

upgrades.

	 iv	 At	Berth	6	Watch	tower	location,	sharing	HDD	work	was	executed	and	shared	common	duct	

for	last	mile	fiber	connectivity	was	done	by	all	TSPs.	

	 v	 DPA	fiber	sharing	with	last	mile	connectivity	was	completed	and	Transmission	MUX	was	

made	live	at	Deendayal	Port	-	North	Gate	for	all	small	cells.	

	 vi	 1st	Location	North	Gate	was	made	live	by	VIL	(4G)	&	RJIL	(4G+5G)	in	record	time	<90	days	

and	4	sites	in	100	days’	time	with	excellent	support	extended	by	DPA	authority.

	 vii	 In	 the	 case	 of	 2	 sites	 which	 were	 declared	 not	 feasible	 from	 structural	 feasibility	

perspectives,	an	alternate	solution	of	strengthening	with	Guy	wire	had	been	explored	by	

Indus	and	executed	by	DPA	and	finally,	CCTV	pole	installation	was	done.

13.	 Permissions	from	various	entities:

	 13.1	 Permissions	required	from	DoT:	

	 	 a.	 TSPs	 also	 took	 it	 up	with	DoT	 to	 authorize	 use	 of	 5G	 test	 spectrum	 at	 this	 pilot	

location,	 for	 testing	actual	deployment	of	 small	 cell	 equipment	 that	works	on	5G	

bands.

	 	 b.	 VIL	&	RJIL	got	5G	spectrum	on	the	planned	sites	for	pilot	as	commercial	spectrum	was	

not	 available	with	 any	TSPs;	 this	will	 not	be	 required	 in	 future	once	 commercial	

spectrum	is	allocated	to	respective	TSPs.

	 	 c.	 Sample	7	sites	SACFA	clearance	received	for	VI,	however	as	per	new	Guideline	on	

09.05.2022	of	SACFA	small	cells	process	is	revised	and	only	application	needs	to	be	

done.

	 13.2	 	RoW	challenges:	

	 	 a.	 For	the	DPA	project,	RoW	authority	was	DPA	itself,	hence,	only	single	authority	was	

involved	for	all	types	of	permissions.

	 	 b.	 Existing	 fiber	 assets	 in	DPA	 geography	had	been	 surveyed	 for	 small	 cell	 pilot	 on	

30.04.2022.	Based	on	survey,	permission	letter	inward	to	utilize	DPA	fiber	for	this	

pilot	on	11.05.2022	&	permission	received	from	DPA	on	25.05.2022.

	 	 c.	 Also,	 last	 mile	 fiber	 requirement	 request	 letter	 inward	 to	 DPA	 on	 07.07.2022	 &	

permission	received	from	DPA	on	13.07.2022.
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	 With	collaborative	support	from	DPA	&	TRAI,	TSPs	and	IPs	were	able	to	achieve	first	pilot	small	

cell	integration	in	<	90	days	(completed	in	~80	days)	and	4	sites	in	100	days.

	 The	said	deployment	timelines	could	be	achieved	with	the	support	from	DPA,	else,	the	timelines	

for	technology	reach	are	significantly	higher	on	such	challenging	areas	specially	permission	and	

usage	of	existing	infra	and	power	and	fiber	assets.

	 Below	are	the	table	describing	measurement	of	1	sample	location	of	this	project	(Here	

project	timeline	of	North	Gate	which	is	first	location	is	mentioned)

	 	 d.	 RoW	permission	was	not	required	for	this	pilot	as	DPA	mutually	agreed	to	utilize	DPA	

fiber	 for	 this	 pilot	 project.	 Each	 TSP	 was	 allotted	 two	 pairs	 for	 their	 backbone	

network	and	three	pairs	of	fiber	for	the	access	network	by	DPA.

	 	 e.	 Endorsement	letter	from	DOT	for	5G	spectrum	allocation	letter	

14.	 Detail	of	activities	undertaken	to	install	Small	Cell	and	aerial	fiber:

	 This	small	cell	project	was	initiated	by	TRAI	on	14.03.2022	and	the	first	meeting	was	held	at	DPA	

on	30.04.2022.

	 Various	 meetings	 were	 held	 to	 discuss	 the	 progress	 of	 small	 cell	 deployments	 under	 the	

chairmanship	of	Advisor,	TRAI	Regional	Office	(RO),	Jaipur	and	were	attended	by	officers	of	TRAI	

RO	Jaipur,	DoT	Gujarat	LSA,	TEC,	DPA	and	representatives	from	VIL,	RJIL,	BAL	and	Indus.	There	

were	 no	 representatives	 from	 BSNL	 in	 these	 meetings.	 Following	 are	 the	 details	 of	 these	

meetings:

Sr.	No.	 Date	of	the	Meetings	held	 Location

1.	 26.04.2022	 DPA	office,	Gandhidham

2.	 24.05.2022	 Online

3.	 07.06.2022	 Deendayal	port	office,	Gandhidham

4.	 24.06.2022	 Online

5.	 04.07.2022	 Online

6.	 15.07.2022	 Online

7.	 08.08.2022	 Online

Pilot	Project	Timeline	 Start	time	 Close	time

Deendayal	port	-	Gujarat,	Small	Cell	pilot	planned	 14.03.2022	 -

Phase-I	street	furniture	survey	conducted	by	all	TSPs/IP	(7	types		 30.04.2022	 3	 0.04.2022

of	street	furniture	identified),	4	street	furniture	finalized	based	on	

structure	stability	report	validation.

Phase-II	street	furniture	survey	conducted	by	all	TSPs/IP	(4	types		 06.06.2022	 06.06.2022

of	street	furniture	identified),	3	street	furniture’s	were	finalized	

based	on	structure	stability	report.
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8	Locations	with	6	types	of	street	furniture	(North	Gate,	Traffic		 07.06.2022	 07.06.2022

Building,	Watch	tower,	CCTV	pole,	Bandar	Gate,	Security	building)	

were	selected	as	part	of	the	pilot.		

																							Small	cell	timeline	(1	Location:	North	Gate)	 Start	time	 Close	time

Physical	survey	of	Street	Furniture	 30.04.2022	 30.04.2022

4G	SACFA	approval	process	 09.05.2022	 09.05.2022

5G	SCAFA/WPC	approval	process	 09.05.2022	 30.05.2022

SST	validation	and	reports	received	thru	vendor	 10.05.2022	 10.05.2022

Fiber	requirement	(TSPs	&	DPA)	permission	granted	 11.05.2022	 25.05.2022

Last	mile	fiber	(TSPs	&	DPA)	permission	granted	 11.05.2022	 08.06.2022

Small	cell	power/infra/Space	requirement	(IP	&	DPA)		 24.05.2022	 06.06.2022

permission	

Re-verification	of	NorthGate	Street	furniture	to		 06.06.2022	 06.06.2022

understand	challenges	

Transmission	equipment	MUX	power/Infra/Space	requirement		 27.06.2022	 06.07.2022

(IP	partner	&	DPA)	

Fiber	work	permission	(TSPs	&	DPA)	request	 07.07.2022	 13.07.2022

Infra	Work	completed	(RFAI)	 06.06.2022	 16.07.2022	

Small	cell	Material	deployed	 14.07.2022	 15.07.2022	

Integration/SCFT	 16.07.2022	 17.07.2022	

Commercial	ON	AIR	 18.07.2022	 19.07.2022	

																																																Total	Days	 80	days
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15.	 Process	flow	followed	to	execute	project:

	 One	of	the	objectives	of	this	pilot	was	to	explore	existing	operational	practices	and	optimize	it	as	

per	pilot's	requirement.	So,	from	the	beginning	of	the	pilot		sincere	efforts	were	made	to	find	and	

follow	an	optimized	process	workflow	for	installation	of	small	cells	and	aerial	fiber	on	suitable	

street	 furniture	at	Kandla	port.	Existing	 internal	processes	being	 followed	at	DPA	 to	handle	

similar	 types	 of	 projects	 were	 analyzed.	 DPA	 extended	 all	 out	 support	 in	 making	 suitable	

adjustments	in	internal	processes	to	meet	the	objective.	After	extensive	discussions,	necessary	

changes	 as	 agreed	 by	 DPA	 and	 TSPs	 were	 incorporated	 in	 existing	 process	 flows	 with	 the	

objective	to	have	an	optimal	process	flow	.	The	process	flow	finally	followed	is	indicated	below:

1.
Deendayal port-
Gujarat, Small

Cell pilot
planned.

2.
Physical survey

of Street
Furniture

3.
Trail

Spectrum/SACFA
approval process

4.
SST validation

and reports
received through

vendor

5.
Fiber

requirement
permission

9.
Fiber work
permission

request

8.
Transmission

equipment MUX
power/Infra/Space

requirement

7.
Small cell

power/infra/Space
requirement
Permission

6.
Last mile fiber

permission

10.
Infra Work
completed

(RFAI)

11.
Small cell
Material
deployed

12.
Site

Integration/SCF
T/EMF

13.
Site Commercial

/ON AIR

17.
Submission of
Final Report by
COAI to TRAI

HQ

16.
Preparation of
final report and

its submission to
COAI.

15.
Performance KPI

Monitoring

14.
Drive Test and
optimization
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	 During	 the	 finalization	 of	 Process	 flows,	 it	 was	 observed	 that	 even	 for	 a	 project	 like	 Ports	

completely	managed	by	a	single	authority	like	DPA,	it	mayn’t	be	simple	considering	the	large	

number	of	small	cells	to	be	deployed	in	port	areas.	To	have	fast	commercial	deployments	at	ports	

it	is	needed	that	before	the	start	of	the	project,	TSPs	should	have	broad	visibility	of	processes	to	

be	followed	at	ports	to	grant	the	permissions	etc.	It	is	necessary	to	ensure	that	requirements	of	

above	process	flows	are	taken	care	of	at	the	planning	stage	itself	by	the	TSPs	implementing	the	

commercial	projects.	Also,	port	authorities	need	to	optimize	all	internal	processes	flows	to	cut	

Details	of	Annexures	in	project	process	flow

S.No.	 Step		 Details	 Corresponding		 Details	of	Annexure

	 No.	 		 Annexure

1	 2	 Physical	survey	of		 Annexure-B3	 Details	of	Sites	identified

	 	 Street	Furniture

2	 3	 Trail	Spectrum/SACFA		 Sample	at		 SACFA	clearance	

	 	 approval	process	 Annexure-A2

3	 4	 SST	validation	and			 Annexure-B2	 Structure	stability	report	

	 	 reports	received	thru	

	 	 vendor	

4	 5	 Fiber	requirement		 Annexure-B4	 Application	for	core	Fiber	by

	 	 permission		 		 TSP

	 	 	 Annexure-B5	 Permission	for	core	Fiber	by

	 	 	 	 DPA

5	 6	 Last	mile	fiber		 Annexure-B6	 Application	for		LM	Fiber	by

	 	 permission	 		 TSP

	 	 	 Annexure-B7	 Permission	for		LM	Fiber	by

	 	 	 	 	DPA

6	 7	 Small	cell		 Annexure-B8	 Application	for	Infra/power

	 	 power/infra/Space		 	 permission	by	IP	to	DPA

	 	 requirement		 	Annexure-B9	 Sample	Permission	by		DPA

	 	 	 	 for	Infra/power	

7	 8	 Transmission		 Annexure-B10	 Application	for	

	 	 equipment	MUX		 	 transmission	MUX	

	 	 power/Infra/Space		 	 permission	by	TSP	to	

	 	 requirement		 	 DPA

	 	 	 Annexure-B11	 Permission	by		DPA	for	

	 	 	 	 transmission	MUX	

	 	 	 	 permission

8	 12	 Site	commissioning	 Annexure-B12	 Site	Data	and	technical

	 	 	 	 parameters
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Table	No.5.10:	Experimental	Spectrum	Allocated	to	TSPs

16.2	 	Pre	and	Post	testing	of	broadband	speed

RJIL	5G

down	processing	overhead.	Process	flow	steps	followed	during	the	pilot	may	be	a	good	reference	

point	to	start	with.

	 During	the	pilot	all	efforts	were	made	to	adopt	simplified	applications	and	forms	or	even	use	

emails	to	apply	for	permissions	and	grant	the	same.	This	resulted	in	considerable	saving	of	time	

and	effort.	So,	even	if	port	authorities	decide	to	have	formal	applications	for	future	commercial	

deployments,	it	should	be	as	simplified	as	possible	and	minimal	information	seeking	fields.	

	 Keeping	in	mind	the	massive	scale	of	future	commercial	deployment	of	small	cells,	it	is	essential	

to	have	an	end	to	end	completely	automatic	IT	based	system/portal	to	handle	all	RoW	requests.	

However,	the	same	couldn’t	be	attempted	during	pilot	due	to	paucity	of	time.		It	is	expected	that	

DPA	and	other	port	authorities	will	ensure	to	have	IT	based	system	(portal)	in	place	well	for	all	

permissions	to	be	granted	and	 integrate	 the	same	with	GatiShakti	Sanchar	portal	which	 is	a	

centralized	portal	for	all	RoW	related	permissions.	

16.	 Provisioning	of	Small	Cells:

	 Testing	of	Network

	 16.1	 	Frequency	Bands	Deployed	by	all	TSPs

TSP

VIL

RJIL

BAL

4G	(MHZ)

1800

2300

2300

Experimental	Spectrum	5G	(GHz)

3.5

3.5

3.5
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16.3	 	5G	Drive	test	(RJIL):

PCI	Plot:

RSRP	Coverage	Plot:

RJIL:	5G	Download	Speed	~	955Mbps
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4G	VIL

Pre	Snap	Outside	North	Gate Post	Snap	Outside	North	Gate

Pre	Snap	Outside	North	Gate Post	Snap	Outside	North	Gate

17.	 Challenges	and	Enablers:	

a.	 CCTV	Pole	Structure	issue:	CCTV	Pole	Street	furniture	was	selected	for	2	locations	in	the	Jetty	

area	(Jetty	No.	14	&	Jetty	No.	16).	However,	in	the	structural	survey	report,	CCTV	poles	were	

found	structurally	not	suitable	to	install	the	small	cells.	

	 Solution:	Stability	tests	of	CCTV	poles	were	explored	by	strengthening	with	any	structure	as	in	

this	area	no	other	possibility	of	street	furniture	was	available.	CCTV	Pole	was	declared	safe	with	

additional	3	GUY	wires	installation	by	the	pole	supplier	for	installation	of	3	SCs	on	each	9m	pole.	

It	was	also	recommended	to	install	new	round	shape	poles	with	300	MM	at	the	bottom	and	150	

MM	on	the	top	at	any	new	development	on	the	ports	to	make	it	feasible	for	small	cell	installation	

from	day	one.
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b.	 Fiber	connectivity:

	 DPA	location	is	~10-12km	far	away	from	Gandhidham	town	and	most	of	the	TSPs	don’t	have	their	

own	fiber	connectivity	with	port	from	Gandhidham	to	carry	out	backhaul	traffic	for	5G	from	port	

to	Gandhidham.	Further,	aerial	fiber	connectivity	for	last	mile	small	cells	was	a	challenge	because	

of	the	frequent	movement	of	heavy	vehicles	and	cranes	inside	the	port	area.	

	 Solution:	There	was	an	opportunity	of	utilizing	 the	existing	 fiber	asset	of	DPA	 for	backhaul	

connectivity	 within	 the	 port	 area	 and	 between	 Gandhidham	 and	 the	 port.	 Fiber	 sharing	

opportunity	was	explored	between	TSPs	and	DPA.	Considering	the	criticality	of	the	pilot	project,	

DPA	gave	permission	to	utilize	the	fiber	infrastructure	for	street	furniture	pilot	projects	at	8	small	

cell	locations	by	sharing	the	existing	fiber	between	DPA	&	TSPs.

c.	 Feasible	Infra	availability	for	Transmission	equipment:	Stable	DC	supply	was	required	to	run	

transmission	equipment	at	North	Gate-the	DPA	location.	All	DPA	servers	were	working	on	AC	

supply,	so	DC	connectivity	for	each	TSPs	was	a	challenge	in	the	DPA	area.	All	TSPs	transmission	

equipment	were	working	on	DC	supply.	

	 Solution:	To	overcome	this,	TSPs	had	put	SMPS	and	battery	backup	to	convert	UPS	AC	supply	to	

DC	and	DPA	supported	in	providing	space	and	UPS	AC	power.	

d.	 Electrical	 earthing	 problem	due	 to	RCC	 structure:	 It	 is	 necessary	 to	 provide	 earthing	 to	

telecom	and	infra	equipment.	The	port	area	is	constructed	on	a	concrete	block	which	makes	

foundation	work	difficult.	Due	to	this	concrete	block,	construction	of	an	electrical	earthing	pit	

was	not	possible.	During	commercial	rollout,	volume	will	increase	multifold.

	 Solution:	Horizontal	electrical	earthing	was	adopted	in	place	of	vertical	where	we	got	1.5M+	

depth.	For	areas	where	there	is	direct	concrete	block,	DPA	team	has	shared	a	process	document	

for	construction	of	earthing	pit.

e.	 Access/Permission	process:	DPA	issues	permission	to	work	 for	various	activities	 like	Civil,	

electrical,	material	inward,	regular	maintenance,	outage	restoration	and	safety	clearance,	which	

is	a	time	taking	process.	This	permission	takes	time	due	to	multiple	layers	and	multiple	types	of	

permission	to	be	acquired	from	different	sections	(marine)	of	all	these	departments	of	the	port	

area.	While	this	process	is	necessary,	it	creates	a	problem	to	arrange	any	SME	(Subject	Matter	

Expert)	for	the	work.	There	is	a	lot	of	dependency	on	OEM	(Original	Equipment	Manufacturer)	

for	commissioning	of	equipment	and	manpower	for	any	activity	that	cannot	be	pre-planned	due	

to	 multiple	 operation	 related	 issues	 /	 complaints.	 During	 commercial	 mass	 rollout	 such	

permission	volume	will	increase	by	multifold.	Vehicle,	material	entry.

	 Solution:	DPA	shared	permission	letter	photo	which	is	to	be	required	from	various	authorities.	

They	also	facilitated	getting	access	passes	 in	advance	through	prior	 intimation	by	email.	For	

material	inward,	additional	permission	with	sign	off	required	from	ATM	office	person	&	CISF	

authority	to	get	material	movement	in	DPA	area	was	also	facilitated.		

f.	 Overhead	fiber:	Aerial	fiber	connectivity	for	last	mile	small	cells	was	a	challenge	because	of	the	

frequent	movement	of	heavy	vehicles	and	Crane	inside	the	port	area.	Due	to	this,	aerial	fiber	got	

damaged	at	few	locations.	A	railway	crossing	was	also	coming	between	the	last	mile	for	Watch	

tower-6	street	furniture.	
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	 Solution:	To	mitigate	above	problems,	explore	sharing	 feasibility	of	existing	DPA	Fiber	 from	

Gandhidham	DPA	office	to	DPA	office	for	backhaul	connectivity.	Last	mile	low	depth	HDD	Sharing	

feasibility	planned	by	all	TSPs	to	implement	cost	effective	model	solution	for	Deendayal	port	

Jetty-6	location.	

18.	 Detailed	Recommendations	of	the	Working	Group:

	 18.1	 Measures	to	facilitate	use	of	Street	furniture	

	 	 18.1.1	 Cataloging	list	of	street	furniture	on	the	online	portal:	

	 	 	 Identification	of	 the	 street	 furniture	available	 for	 small	 cell	deployment	and	 to	

carry	out	the	Project	was	a	major	challenge.	The	port	authorities	can	be	advised	to	

collate	the	list	of	street	furniture	for	the	entire	location	in	advance	which	can	be	

shared	with	 the	 TSPs	 in	 least	 possible	 time	 along	with	 structure	 drawing	 and	

specification	 to	TSPs	and	 IPs.	For	a	 long	 term	solution,	Port	 authorities	 should	

onboard	 DoT's	 GatiShakti	 Sanchar	 Portal	 immediately	 to	 handle	 all	 RoW	

permissions	centrally	and	uniformly	and	digitally.	For	this	Port	Authority	should	

coordinate	with	Dept.	 of	 Telecom,	New	Delhi.	 Also,	 DoT	 and	Ministry	 of	 Ports,	

Shipping	and	Waterways	should	issue	guidelines	to	all	Port	Authorities	to	expedite	

the	integration	with/onboarding	on	DoTs	GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal.	All	the	details	

of	street	furniture	to	enable	TSPs	to	identify	and	apply	for	using	the	street	furniture	

without	multiple	physical	visits	and	interactions.

	 	 	 Action	 to	 be	 taken	 by:	 DoT,	 Ministry	 of	 Ports,	 Shipping	 and	 Waterways,	 Port	

Authorities.

	 	 18.1.2	 Sharing	of	fiber	

	 	 	 There	was	an	opportunity	of	utilizing	the	existing	fiber	asset	of	DPA	for	backhaul	

connectivity	 in	 the	port	 area.	Fiber	 sharing	opportunity	was	explored	between	

TSPs	 and	 DPA.	 Considering	 the	 criticality	 of	 the	 pilot	 project,	 DPA	 had	 given	

permission	to	utilize	the	fiber	infrastructure	for	street	furniture	pilot	projects	at	8	

small	cell	locations.	

	 	 	 Last	mile	connectivity	by	all	TSPs	was	done	individually	with	DPA	fiber	network	at	

Gandhidham.	Permission	for	the	same	was	given	by	DPA	for	last	mile	connectivity.

	 	 	 Fiber	Backhaul	connectivity	was	made	available	by	port	authority	at	Kandla	which	

helped	 in	 faster	 implementation	of	 the	project.	Hence,	 existing	 fiber	 should	be	

shared,	wherever	available	and	feasible.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities

	 	 18.1.3	 Reliable	power	supply

	 	 	 In	the	case	of	Deendayal	Port,	power	connection	was	provided	by	DPA.	Considering	

the	 absence	 of	 other	 DISCOMs,	 the	 availability	 of	 reliable	 power	 from	 port	

authorities	needs	to	be	suitably	ensured.	 	Port	Authorities	should	extend	power	

connection	within	15	days	to	the	TSPs	site	at	 industrial	rates.	Power	should	be	
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charged	on	pay	as	you	use	(usage)	basis	and	there	should	not	be	any	installation	or	

monthly	fixed	charge.	Provision	should	be	made	for	single	billing	for	multiple	small	

cells	sites	deployed	by	TSP/IP1.

	 	 	 This	would	facilitate	ease	of	doing	business	by	the	TSPs/IP1.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT	and	Port	Authorities

	 	 18.1.4	 Structural	Safety	requirements

	 	 	 Port	 /	 coastal	 areas	 are	 prone	 to	 heavy	 wind	 pressure	 and	 other	 natural	

phenomena	 like	 cyclones,	 heavy	 rains,	 etc.	 	 To	 avoid	 any	 damage	 to	 the	

infrastructure	being	deployed	in	these	areas,	the	structural	stability	of	the	same	

becomes	 even	 more	 crucial	 than	 other	 places.	 Hence,	 proper	 evaluation	 of	

structural	stability	requirements	for	identifying	the	street	furniture	that	can	be	

examined	 for	 installation	of	 Small	 Cells	need	 to	be	 validated	prior	 to	 selecting	

street	furniture	locations	for	deployment	and	operation	perspective.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities	and	TSPs.

	 	 18.1.5	 Requirement	of	Visual	integration	with	surrounding	

	 	 	 It	is	recommended	that	the	Port	Authorities	and	TSPs	should	mutually	work	out	

suitable	 solutions	 to	 address	 the	 need	 of	 installation	 practices	 of	 small	 cells	

considering	visual	integration	with	the	surroundings	at	the	port.

	 	 	 For	Greenfield	Port	projects	suitable	planning	and	design	be	done	in	advance	to	

address	this	requirement.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities,	TSPs

	 18.2	 Policy	 and	 Regulatory	 rules	 about	 Row	 permissions,	 clearances,	 and	 power	

provisioning:	

	 	 18.2.1	 DPA	had	provided	permission	for	infra,	power	&	fiber	sharing,	and	aerial	fiber	RoW	

and	many	 issues	 were	 resolved	within	 a	 short	 span	 for	 the	 project.	 This	 was	

possible	due	to	the	appointment	of	Single	POC	(Nodal	Officer)	for	all	permissions	

and	other	issues.

	 	 	 It	 is	 recommended	 that	 Port	 authorities	 may	 lay	 down	 necessary	 policy	

frameworks	to	ensure	access	of	street	furniture	and	cable	on	24x7	basis	to	TSP’s.	

Port	authorities	should	appoint	Nodal	officer(s)	of	suitable	rank	who	can	interact	

with	the	internal	departments	of	ports	for	granting	permissions	related	to	use	of	

street	furniture,	electricity	provision,	security	clearance,	access	to	operation	area	

etc.	in	a	time	bound	manner.	A	clearly	laid	down	policy	to	grant	such	permission	

with	provision	of	stop	clock	and	deemed	approval	may	be	put	in	place.	He	will	also	

coordinate	 with	 TSP’s	 maintenance	 team	 on	 24*	 7	 basis	 to	 ensure	 smooth	

operation	and	maintenance	of	small	cells.	
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	 	 	 Port	authorities	must	also	ensure	security	of	small	cells	equipment	and	cable	by	

issuing	suitable	guidelines	and	directions	to	own/or	3rd	party	agencies	operating	

in	Port	areas.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities

	 	 18.2.2	 It	 was	 felt	 that	 port	 authorities	 should	 have	 a	 standard	 permission	 document	

incorporating	the	inputs	on	feasibility	check	of	structure	and	power	requirement	

etc.	 from	TSP/IPs.	 To	 implement	 this,	 it	 is	 recommended	 that	 Port	 authorities	

should	first	align	their	RoW	policies	as	per	latest	Indian	Telegraph	Right	of	Way	

(Amendment)	Rules,	2022,	issued	by	the	DoT	on	17th	August	2022.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT,	Ministry	of	Ports,	Shipping	and	Waterways,	and	

Port	Authorities

	 	 18.2.3	 There	should	be	One	Bill-One	Payment	policy	for	various	locations	at	a	port	for	ease	

of	operations	as	small	cell	volume	will	be	very	high	for	commercial	deployments	in	

future.	To	handle	this	challenge,	it	is	recommended	that	DoT	should	take-up	the	

above	 issues	 with	 respective	 SERC’s.	 SERC’s	 may	 be	 persuaded	 to	 implement	

policies	 suitable	 for	 cost-	 effective	 and	 quick	 deployment	 of	 small	 cells	 e.g.,	

implementation	of	one	company	one	bill,	only	fixed	charges	for	low	power	radio	

small	cells,	industrial	tariff	for	electricity	consumed	by	small	cells,	provisioning	of	

power	for	small	cells	on	priority,	allow	sub	meter	on	street	furniture,	processing	of	

bulk	application	for	electricity	provisioning	for	small	cells	etc.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT	and	SERC

	 	 18.2.4	 Presently,	before	installing	any	radio	equipment	SACFA	permission	is	required	as	

per	the	present	regulation.	However,	only	intimation	is	required	for	small	cells	of	

radiating	 capability	 EIRP	 <=100	W.	 For	more	 than	 100	W	 radio	 permission	 is	

granted	with	a	provision	of	deemed	approval	within	30	days.	During	the	pilot	TSP	

deployed	small	cells	of	various	transmitted	radio	power,	however	in	general	TSPs	

were	having	small	cells	available	for	deployment,	ranging	between	52	to	57.5	dBm.	

Considering	this	DoT	may	consider	waiving	off	SACFA	clearance	for	EIRP	up	to	600	

watts	so	as	to	bring	the	majority	of	small	cells	under	the	exemption	category.

	 	 	 Recommendation	-	DoT	may	consider	waiver	of	SACFA	clearance	for	EIRP	up	to	600	

watts.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT	

	 18.3	 OFC	Backhaul

	 	 Since	 Aerial	 fiber	 is	 not	 feasible	 in	 certain	 areas	 within	 the	 port	 due	 to	 continuous	

movement	of	heavy	vehicles	and	cranes,	low	depth	HDD	fiber	permission	can	be	examined	

to	be	provided	at	all	Ports.
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	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT	and	Port	Authorities

	 18.4	 Infrastructure	sharing	and	Flexibility

	 	 18.4.1	 DPA	 strengthened	 the	 CCTV	 poles	 by	 using	 GUY	 wires	 to	 facilitate	 small	 cell	

installation.	Such	minor	modifications	can	be	made	by	port	authorities	to	help	TSPs	

in	 utilizing	 the	 street	 furniture.	 In	 order	 to	 have	 convenient	 plug	 and	 play	 for	

installation	of	small	cells	and	their	power	supply	needs,	it	is	also	important	that		the	

advance	planning	be	done	for	the	design	of	all	types	of	new	street	furniture.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities

	 	 18.4.2	 HDD	fiber	duct	sharing	was	also	done	for	the	last	mile	at	location	3.	Hence,	multi	

core	fiber	laying	and	sharing	should	be	followed	when	deployed	commercially,	so	

that	TSPs	can	share	last	mile	fiber	too.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities

	 	 18.4.3	 Infrastructure	sharing	is	necessary	to	ensure	efficiency	and	speedy	roll-out	of	the	

network.	Sharing	also	ensures	that	there	is	no	duplication	of	network	elements.	In	a	

highly	 competitive	 scenario,	 where	 TSPs	 compete	 for	 market	 share	 and	

competitive	advantage,	infrastructure	sharing	can	become	a	challenge.	However,	

there	were	instances	at	few	locations	where	the	infrastructure	sharing	was	carried	

out	between	and	amongst	the	IPs	and	TSPs	which	enabled	early	deployment	and	

connectivity	with	the	telecom	equipment	deployed	for	the	project.	This	not	only	

helped	in	cost	optimization	of	the	service	providers	but	also	led	to	the	faster	roll	out	

and	testing	of	the	services	being	offered.	By	sharing	of	infrastructure,	there	could	

be	 multiple	 benefits	 like	 lesser	 permissions	 by	 TSPs/IPs,	 space	 utilization	 is	

minimized	by	using	common	infrastructure,	RoW	and	other	charges	are	reduced,	

power	consumption	is	reduced,	etc.	Thus,	there	is	a	pressing	need	to	develop	strong	

policy	incentives	to	encourage	infrastructure.

	 	 	 It	is	recommended	that	the	DoT	issues	instructions	for	suitable	financial	incentives	

to	be	provided	to	the	TSPs/IPs	to	encourage	them	to	share	their	infrastructure	for	

deployment	of	Small	Cells.	This	would	not	only	facilitate	faster	roll-out	of	services	

by	the	service	providers	but	also	help	optimum	utilization	of	street	furniture	assets	

and	contribute	to	savings	in	carbon	emissions.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT,	Port	Authorities

	 	 18.4.4	 Electrical	 Earthing	 is	 necessary	 for	 telecom	 equipment	 and	 the	 same	 is	 very	

difficult	at	port	areas	due	to	the	construction	of	the	port	over	a	waterbody	and	no	

depth	 in	 soil.	 The	 Port	 Authorities	 should	 explore	 suitable	 earthing	 options	 at	

various	 locations	 for	 faster	commercial	rollout.	 	 In	all	 future	planning	of	street	

furniture	provision	for	earthing	may	be	made	part	of	the	planning	process	itself.		

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities.
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	 18.5	 Cost	Optimization:	

	 	 The	pilot	demonstrated	the	sharing	of	existing	street	furniture	between	the	TSPs.	Hence,	

equal	 access	 of	 street	 furniture	 and	 all	 other	 available	 resources	 like	 power,	 fiber	 etc.	

should	be	provided	by	port	authorities	to	all	TSPs	for	optimizing	the	total	deployment	cost	

and	ensuring	proper	service	of	all	TSPs.	No	exclusive	tie-up	should	be	executed	by	the	Port	

Authority	for	usage	of	street	furniture	with	any	TSP	or	IPs.	If	any	fiber	is	available	with	

authorities,	it	should	be	shared	with	TSPs	on	a	zero	cost	model	because	overhead	fiber	in	

the	port	area	is	a	big	challenge	as	described	earlier.

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Port	Authorities

19.	 	Project	Conclusion

	 With	this	approach	of	sharing	of	infrastructure,	it	was	demonstrated	how	to	plan	and	execute	

such	a	 framework	 for	4G	&	5G	coverage	 improvement	 in	a	difficult	 terrain	of	port	areas.	By	

sharing	fiber	&	infra,	significant	reduction	of	cost	&	project	completion	timelines	was	achieved	as	

per	projection.	This	pilot	is	easily	scalable	to	a	larger	area	by	replicating	this	project	learning	and	

outcome.	Improvement	in	4G	coverage	in	the	port	area	and	new	5G	coverage	was	demonstrated	

by	TSPs.	Increased	broadband	speed	for	4G	and	5G	enabled	port	for	any	application	to	be	run	

across	the	port	for	business	enabling,	security	or	communication,	automation	and	IOTs.	Sharing	

of	 existing	 assets	 of	 infra	 and	 fiber	 utilization	were	 demonstrated	with	 low-cost	models	 to	

maximize	the	broadband	coverage	in	port	areas.

	 Summary	of	Action	Points:

	 i.	 Special	 attention	 should	 be	 paid	 in	 enhancing	 fiber	 connectivity	 to	 the	 existing	 Ports.	

Similarly,	it	should	be	ensured	that	robust	fiber	connectivity	is	an	integral	part	of	design	in	

case	of	new	and	upcoming	ports.	Fiber	available	with	the	port	authorities	should	be	shared	

on	a	zero-cost,	open	access,	uniform	rules	basis	to	all	applicants.	

	 ii.	 A	GIS	overlay	giving	the	location	of	the	Ports	to	the	nearest	OFC	PoP	should	be	put	on	Gati	

Shakti	portal.

	 iii.	 Aerial	fiber	may	not	be	feasible	in	certain	areas	due	to	continuous	movement	of	heavy	

vehicles	and	cranes	etc.,	 low	depth	HDD	OFC	 layout	permission	 is	a	good	option	 to	be	

examined	at	all	Ports.

	 iv.	 Wherever	necessary,	poles/	CCTV	poles	should	be	strengthened	by	installation	of	requisite	

no	of	GUY	wires	to	enable	the	deployment	of	Small	Cells	on	it.

	 v.	 Extensive	 concrete	 structures	 at	 the	 port	 locations	 require	 that	 the	 Port	 Authorities	

explore	various	options	for	earthing	to	enable	suitable	deployment	of	Small	Cells.

	 vi.	 A	single	window	application	and	approval	process/portal	should	be	implemented	as	is	

envisaged	in	the	Indian	Telegraph	Right	of	Way	(Amendment)	Rules,	2022,	issued	by	the	

DoT	on	17th	August	2022.



	 vii.	 It	is	recommended	that	the	power	being	supplied	for	the	telecom	infrastructure	in	their	

premises	is	provided	free	of	cost	to	the	TSPs/IPs.	The	same	criteria	should	be	replicated	

across	 all	 Ports	 in	 India.	 Necessary	 policy	 in	 this	 regard	 should	 be	 prepared	 and	

implemented	at	the	Port	Authorities.

	 viii.	 A	Nodal	Officer	may	be	appointed	for	all	internal	coordination	and	approvals	to	be	a	single	

window	for	interaction	with	TSPs.	

	 ix.	 For	new/	replacement	of	street	furniture/	CCTV	poles	should	be	designed	to	accommodate	

small	cells	in	a	plug	&	play	manner	for	broadband	coverage.

88
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CHAPTER	-	VI
TRAI	Pilot	Project	for	deployment	of	Small	Cell	

and	Aerial	Fiber	on	Street	Furniture
Smart	City	Bhopal

1.	 Introduction

	 The	 Indian	 economy	 is	 undergoing	 a	 digital	 revolution	 driven	 by	 exponential	 growth	 in	

broadband	 and	 internet	 penetration,	 data	 uptake,	 digitalization,	 and	 increasing	 adoption	 of	

technology	across	various	sectors.	In	this	situation	Indian	Smart	cities	require	a	digital	service	

infrastructure	to	improve	safety,	transportation	efficiency,	monitoring	air	quality,	street	lighting,	

smart	parking,	crowd	management,	emergency	response	and	quality	of	living.

	 In	the	cities	most	of	the	devices	will	be	interconnected	through	internet,	including	streetlights,	

traffic	cameras,	sewage	systems,	parking	garage	sensors,	utility	meters,	public	transportation	

vehicles,	workplaces	and	homes.	The	connectivity	will	be	through	the	IoT	(Internet	of	Things).	In	

the	coming	days	the	number	of	users	and	their	data	requirement	will	be	increased	many	fold	and	

present	mobile	networks	will	be	insufficient	to	cater	it.	To	fulfill	these	requirements,	smart	cities	

will	require	use	of	5G	technology	by	deploying	many	5G	small	cells	in	the	city.	It	is	expected	that	

about	100	to	350	small	cells	per	square	kilometer	will	be	required	to	densify	the	5G	network.	As	

the	 need	 for	 high-density	 coverage	 increases,	 small	 cells	will	move	 closer	 to	 subscribers	 to	

support	 new	 higher-frequency	 wireless	 services	 and	 better	 signal	 quality	 requirements.	

Therefore,	it	will	be	required	to	use	widely	available	street	furniture	such	as	street	light	poles,	

traffic	signal	poles,	billboard,	road	signage	and	direction	boards	and	foot	over	bridges	as	tower	

for	5G	small	cell	deployment.	5G	networks	and	IoT	are	crucial	to	realize	the	smart	city	vision.	5G	

technology	will	change	the	way	we	live	in	cities	in	the	coming	days

	 The	 use	 of	 public	 street	 furniture	 will	 obviate	 the	 need	 to	 have	 Greenfield	 and	 brownfield	

deployment	of	towers	or	poles	for	small	cells	thus	bringing	down	the	capital	expenditure	and	

time	involved	for	rolling	out	the	mobile	networks	and	services.	Through	this	pilot	project	at	

Bhopal	Smart	City,	TRAI	intends	to	seek	the	inputs	of	stakeholders	on	issues	related	to	outdoor	

small	cells	and	aerial	fiber	deployment	using	street	furniture	for	the	successful	rollout	of	5G	

network	in	the	cities	of	our	country.

2.	 Goal	of	the	Pilot	

	 The	major	goal	of	the	Bhopal	pilot	project	is	to	study	key	findings,	challenges,	learnings,	and	

recommendations	for	developing	an	enabling	regulatory	and	policy	framework	and	to	find	out	

the	best	installation	practices	for	deployment	of	5G	small	cells	on	street	furniture	well	before	an	

actual	deployment	can	occur.

3.	 Objective	of	the	Pilot

	 i.	 To	identify	the	existing	Street	Furniture	in	Bhopal	smart	city	suitable	for	deployment	of	

Small	Cells	and	Aerial	fiber	and	identify	minor	upgradation	over	infrastructure,	which	will	

be	easy	in	terms	of	application	and	fulfill	the	purpose	for	small	cell	deployment	over	it.
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	 ii.	 Examining	Structure	stability/feasibility	of	identified	Street	Furniture.

	 iii.	 Finalizing	transmission	Plans	to	connect	identified	Street	furniture.

	 iv.	 To	develop	and	recommend	best	practices	for	sharing	of	Street	Furniture,	Small	Cell	and	

aerial	 fiber	 among	 multiple	 IPs/Telcos	 in	 most	 efficient	 and	 cost-effective	 manner	

including	mechanisms	that	need	to	be	put	for	cross	sectoral	collaboration.

	 v.	 Recommend	model	maintenance	practices	(including	Safety	rules)	for	each	category	of	

street	furniture.

	 vi.	 Carry	out	installations	on	the	identified	street	furniture	on	the	basis	of	which	develop	and	

recommend	best	practices	for	brownfield	and	green-field	deployment	of	street	furniture	to	

make	 them	 suitable	 for	 Small	 Cell	 and	 aerial	 fiber	 deployment	 keeping	 in	 view	 the	

aesthetics	also.

	 vii.	 To	prepare	details	of	the	various	permissions	required	and	the	controlling	authorities	to	

grant	those	permissions	along	with	local	rules,	timelines	for	permissions,	challenges	faced,	

fees	charged	by	the	local/administrative	authorities	in	the	pilot	area.

	 viii.	 Identify	the	list	of	Right	of	Way	(RoW)	issues	faced	including	charges	for	deployment	of	

small	cells	and	recommending	best	RoW	practices	which	are	affordable	and	efficient	in	

processing	the	access	requests.

	 ix.	 To	recommend	Regulatory	and	Policy	related	interventions	required	to	ensure	an	enabling	

and	all-encompassing	framework	for	Small	Cell	deployment.

	 x.	 To	submit	a	framework	strategy,	design	guidelines,	and	expected	cost	for	the	use	of	street	

furniture	as	part	of	the	pilot	in	the	place	selected.

	 xi.	 In	addition	to	above,	it	is	expected	that	the	learning	from	the	pilot	will	help	in	not	only	

selecting	the	right	kind	of	network	equipment	for	meeting	stringent	requirements	of	smart	

city	but	also	in	laying	down	an	enabling	coordination	framework	for	all	stakeholders.	This	

will	also	ensure	that	the	coming	5G	Policy	of	the	country	and	ROW	policy	of	the	states	is	

completely	in	sync	with	requirements	of	all	cities.	Bhopal	smart	city	becomes	a	model	for	

other	smart	cities	to	emulate	in	this	area.

	 xii.	 Project	is	rolled	out	in	the	manner	that	we	can	explore	the	modification	on	street	furniture	

as	well	as	Radio	equipment	&	infra	solutions	to	make	them	lean	and	feasible	to	install	for	

betterment	of	the	roll	out	of	small	cell	installation	over	street	furniture’s.

	 xiii.	 To	 suggest	 necessary	modification	 in	 design	 of	 different	 types	 of	 street	 furniture	 best	

suited	for	supporting	the	installation	of	small	cells	on	different	types	of	street	furniture.

	 5G	 through	 the	 use	 of	 small	 cells	 would	 unleash	 the	 potential	 of	 smart	 cities	 by	 powering	

Artificial	intelligence,	M2M	communications,	IoT	and	other	advanced	technologies	that	satisfy	

the	infrastructural	requirements	required	for	smart	solutions.	With	reasonable/negligible	cost	

for	permissions,	sizable	network	sites	can	be	planned	and	deployed	in	the	smart	cities	which	can	

provide	 very	 good	 coverage	 of	 4G	 and	 5G	 technologies	 areas	where	 traditional	macro	 sites	

installation	is	not	possible.	With	variation	in	the	different	sites	/street	furniture	at	which	the	
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Project	Name	 Pilot	of	Deployment	of	Small	Cell	and	Aerial	Fiber	on	Street

	 Furniture

Project	Locations	 Location	1	 City	Bus	Stop	Shelter,	New	Market

	 Location	2		 Billboard,	Jyoti	Square

	 Location	3	 Road	Signage,	Prabhat	Petrol	Pump

	 Location	4	 Direction	Board,	Boat	Club

	 Location	5	 Direction	Board,	Indrapuri

	 Location	6	 Foot-over	bridge,	ISBT

	 Location	7	 Traffic	Signal,	Rethghat

	 Location	8	 Smart	Pole,	Bittan	Market

	 Location	9		 Smart	Pole,		Boat	Club

	 Location	10		 Smart	Pole,		Awadhpuri	Chowk

	 Location	11		 Smart	Pole,		Shahpura

	 Location	12	 Street	Light	Pole,	Bairagarh

	 Location	13	 Smart	City	Hospital

	 Location	14	 Electricity	Pole	of	DISCOM,	at	1100	Qtr

	 Location	15	 Traffic	Signal,	Roshapura	Square

	 Pls	refer:	Annexure-C1_Locations	with	Lat	Long	Details

Project	duration	 120	days	

Agencies	involved		 i.	 Bharti	Airtel	Ltd.

	 ii.	 Vodafone	Idea	Ltd.

	 iii.	 Reliance	Jio	Infocomm	Ltd.

small	 cells	 are	 placed,	 this	 can	 provide	 a	 network	 to	 a	 wide	 variety	 of	 citizens	 including	

passengers	 waiting	 at	 the	 bus	 stop	 ,	 people	 traveling	 in	 the	 road	 ,pedestrians	 passing	 by	

billboards	and	traffic	lights.

	 An	ubiquitous	coverage	with	a	significantly	enhanced	experience	is	expected	as	it	will	allow	the	

users	and	customers	to	use	a	wide	range	of	applications.	Besides	street	furniture	like	smart	poles	

acting	as	a	support	for	the	placement	for	small	cells,	small	cells	in	turn	can	complement	smart	

poles	by	enabling	and	enhancing	its	ability	to	provide	for	various	use	cases	and	services	in	an	

efficient	manner

	 A	 transformation	 to	 a	 future	 where	 most	 processes	 are	 automated	 and	 smart	 can	 be	

accomplished	with	the	help	of	the	network	provided	by	small	cells.	The	pilot	can	facilitate	the	use	

of	street	furniture	for	the	development	of	smart	solutions	that	can	help	provide	bundled	services	

to	its	citizens	at	optimized	cost.	The	resulting	benefits	are	not	just	for	customers,	but	also	for	

authorities	who	will	be	able	 to	 launch	new	use	cases	 for	providing	better	experience	 to	 the	

citizens.

4.	 Project	Snapshot
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	 iv.	 Indus	Towers	Ltd.

No.	of	Small	Cell	Deployed	 At	New	Market	-	Bus	Stop

	 RJIO-	2	-[5G]

	 VIL-	2	-[1-4G	&	1-5G]	

	 Airtel	-	2	-[1-4G	&	1-5G]

	 At	Jyoti	Square	-	Bill	Board

	 RJIO-	2	-[5G]

	 VIL-	2	-[1-4G	&	1-5G]

	 Airtel	-	2	-[1-4G	&	1-5G]

	 At	Prabhat	Petrol	pump-	Road	Signage

	 VIL	-2	-[1-5G	&	1-4G]

	 At	Boat	Club	–	Direction	Board

	 RJIO-	2	-[5G]		

	 Direction	board	Indrapuri	B	sector

	 RJIO-	2	-[5G]

	 At	ISBT	Foot-over	Bridge

	 VIL	-2	-[1-5G	&	1-4G]

	 Airtel	-	1	-[1-4G]

	 Street	Light	pole	near	Canara	bank,	Bairagarh

	 RJIO-	2	-[5G]

	 Traffic	Signal,	Retghat

	 RJIO-	2	-[5G]

	 At	Bittan	Market	-	Smart	Pole

	 Airtel	-	3	-[4G]

	 At	Boat	Club	-	Smart	pole

	 Airtel-	1	-[4G]

	 VIL-	2	-[4G]

	 Awadhpuri	Chowk,	Bhopal

	 Airtel-	1	-[4G]

	 At	Shahpua	Rainbow	–	Smart	Pole

	 VIL	-1	-[1-4G]
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5.	 Formation	of	Working	Group	to	carry	out	Pilot:	

	 A	working	group	was	formed	by	TRAI	to	oversee	and	coordinate	the	pilot	regarding	“Deployment	

of	 Small	 Cell	 and	 Aerial	 Fiber	 on	 Street	 Furniture''	 including,	 TRAI	 Regional	 Office	 Bhopal,	

Department	of	Telecom	(DoT),	TEC,	Ministry	of	housing	&	urban	Affairs	and	Telecom	Service	

Providers	namely	Bharti	Airtel	Ltd.,	Reliance	Jio	Infocom	Ltd.	&	Vodafone	idea	Ltd	and	Telecom	

infrastructure	provider	Indus	tower.

	 There	were	3	participants	TSP’s	i.e.,	Airtel	and	VIL	and	RJIL.	Pilot	is	supposed	to	be	completed	

within	120	days	from	the	start	date	(29th	March	2022)	of	the	Pilot.	Airtel	was	the	lead	TSP	for	the	

Bhopal	Smart	city.

	 It	was	expected	that	every	available	Infrastructure,	Street	furniture	and	Power	arrangements	to	

be	shared	among	the	participant	TSPs	in	the	most	efficient	and	cost-effective	manner.

	 Considering	 non	 availability	 of	 5G	 license	 frequency	 bands	 with	 TSPs	 and	 the	 time	 delays	

anticipated	in	getting	the	equipment	post	the	test	spectrum	allocation,	it	was	decided	to	start	the	

project	initially	with	4G	Small	Cell	by	all	the	TSPs,	Since	the	challenges	and	Modalities	like	to	

follow	will	be	the	same	for	implementation	of	5G	small	cell.	Subsequently	after	allotment	of	5G	

spectrum	5G	small	cells	were	to	be	installed	on	the	same	street	furniture.	

	 Role	of	working	group	members:

	 i	 TRAI:	Overall	supervision	and	report	approval.

	 ii	 DoT:	Policy	related	feedback	and	suggestions	related	to	telecom.

	 iii	 TEC:	Standard	and	compliance	related	feedback	and	suggestions	for	telecom.

	 iv	 RJIL/BAL/VIL:	Conduct	the	pilot.

	 v	 COAI:	Coordination	with	TSPs	and	report	finalization

	 vi	 Bhopal	Smart	City	Authority:	Provide	Street	furniture	at	airports,	grant	permissions,	give	

policy	related	feedback	and	suggestions	related	to	airports
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	 Below	 locations	 were	 taken	 into	 consideration	 for	 the	 trial	 post	 consultation	 with	 all	

participating	telcos.

	 Locations	are	shared	between	TSP’s:	Please	refer	Annexure-C1_Locations	with	Lat	Long	Details

6.	 Site	selection	for	Pilot:	

	 Among	the	smart	cities	in	India,	Bhopal	Smart	City	was	selected	for	the	pilot	which	is	the	capital	

city	of	Madhya	Pradesh,	India	and	situated	at	the	center	of	the	country.
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Targeted	area	may	vary	with	frequency	of	spectrum	used	by	TSP	and	other	factors	like	clutter	of	area.

The	photographs	of	selected	locations	are	as	mentioned	below:

a.	 Bittan	Market	-	Smart	Pole	Photograph

b.	 Boat	Club	-	Smart	pole	Photograph

c.	 Boat	Club	–	Direction	Board	Photograph

d.	 New	Market	Bus	Stop	Mark	Photograph

e.	 Jyoti	Square	-	Bill	Board	Photograph

Targeted	Coverage	Area:	

The	Geo-coordinates	of	the	above	selected	three	locations	&	Nos.	of	5G/4G	Small	Cells	deployed	

are	as	mentioned	below
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f.	 Smart	City	Hospital	-	Street	light	pole

g.	 1100	Quarters	-	Electricity	pole

h.	 Roshanpura	Square	-	Traffic	Signal

i.	 Shahpura	Rainbow	–	Smart	Pole

j.	 Road	Signage	-	Prabhat	Petrol	Pump	

k.	 Foot	Over	Bridge	-	ISBT

l.	 Direction	Board	–	Indrapuri

m.	 Traffic	signal,	Retghat

n.	 Smart	Pole	-	Awadhpuri	Chowk

o.	 Street	Light	pole	–	Bairagarh						

a.	 Bittan	Market	-	Smart	Pole	Photograph:

b.								Boat	Club	-	Smart	pole	Photograph
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c.									Boat	Club	–	Direction	Board	Photograph

d.									New	Market	Bus	Stop	Mark	Photograph

e.									Jyoti	Square	-	Bill	Board	Photograph
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f.									Smart	City	Hospital	-	Street	light	pole

g.									1100	Quarters	-	Electricity	pole

h.									Roshanpura	Square	-	Traffic	Signal
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i.									Shahpura	Rainbow	–	Smart	Pole

j.									Prabhat	Petrol	Pump	–	Road	Signage

k.									ISBT	–	Foot	Over	Bridge
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l.									Direction	Board	Indrapuri

m.									Traffic	signal,	Retghat

n.									Awadhpuri	Chowk-	Smart	Pole
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o.									Near	Canara	bank,	Bairagarh-	Street	Light	pole

7.	 Selection	of	street	furniture	for	the	deployment	of	Small	Cells	and	aerial	fiber:

	 Working	group	considered	the	following	requirements	for	selecting	street	furniture:

	 i.	 Proximity	to	an	area	(within	100	m)	frequented	by	passengers.

	 ii.	 Adequate	structural	strength	(load	bearing	and	wind	load)	to	bear	the	load	of	multiple	

small	cells	and	aerial	fiber.

	 iii.	 Proximity	with	location	for	tapping	already	laid	cable	(OFC),	if	any.

	 iv.	 Proximity	with	location	for	tapping	power.

	 v.	 Ease	of	operation-	easy	accessibility	for	operation	and	maintenance.

	 vi.	 Adequate	Security-	to	ensure	security	of	equipment.

	 vii.	 Ease	of	granting	permission	by	airport	authorities.

	 viii.	 Aesthetic	requirement.	

	 ix.	 Space	availability	

	 x.	 Airport	operations	and	security	concerns

	 List	of	assets	available

	 Below	are	the	street	furniture	assets	available	in	Bhopal	City-

	 a.	 Smart	pole	

	 b.	 Streetlight	

	 c.	 Traffic	signal	

	 d.	 Bus	stop	Shelter

	 e.	 Billboard

	 f.	 Electricity	Light	Poles

	 g.	 Metro	Pillar	–Under	construction			
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	 h.	 Road	Signage

	 i.	 Foot	Over	Bridge

	 j.	 High	Mast	Street	light		

	 k.	 Direction	Board

	 l.	 Water	Tank

	 m.	 Electricity	distribution	pole

	 The	work	group	members	held	several	rounds	of	field	visits,	discussions	and	meetings	under	the	

closed	coordination	and	supervision	of	TRAI,	Regional	Office,	Bhopal.

	 After	doing	the	detailed	field	survey	with	all	stakeholders,	below	is	the	list	of	selected	locations	

and	the	list	of	assets/street	furniture	identified	which	can	be	used	for	the	deployment	of	small	

cell-
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Evaluation	of	street	furniture	assets	for	selection	

	 Multiple	times	surveys	were	carried	out	for	finalization	and	feasibility	of	structure	for	small	cell	

installations.	Below	are	the	observations-

	 a.	 Some	 of	 the	 Street	 furniture	 and	 design	 of	 the	 structure	 has	 limitations	 for	 telecom	

installations	with	multiple	tenants	e.g.,	electricity	pole,	traffic	signal	and	street	light	poles.

	 b.	 Many	street	furniture	were	found	not	capable	of	handling	the	weight	of	small	cells	e.g.	some	

lightweight	street	light	pole,	some	tubular	type	of	traffic	signal.

	 c.	 Street	light	poles	with	low	height	and	having	high	tension	wires	are	not	suitable	for	telecom	

installations	due	to	safety	and	security.

	 Examples-

	 i.	 Qazi	Camp	Electricity	distribution	pole	was	found	not	feasible	due	to	safety	concerns	(high	

tension	line)	and	unavailability	of	sufficient	space	at	desired	height	for	antenna	hosting.

	 ii.	 Mata	Mandir-	High	mast	pole	rejected	due	to	structure	lighting	assembly.

	 iii.	 Roshanpura	Square-Traffic	Signal-	rejected	due	to	Structure	stability

	 iv.	 1100	Qtr.-	Electricity	pole-	rejected	due	to	possibility	of	leakage	current

	 v.	 Smart	City	Hospital-	light	pole-	rejected	on	the	ground	of	structural	suitability	&	wind	load	

capacity.

	 Assets	ownership

	 a.	 Smart	Pole	–	Owned	by	Indus,	

	 b.	 Smart	Bus	Stop	–	Owned	by	BCLL	[Bhopal	City	Link	Ltd.]	and	Municipal	Corporation.

	 c.	 Billboard	 -	Municipal	Corporation,	Private	Advertising	agency	 (franchisee	of	Municipal	

Corporation)

	 d.	 Traffic	Signal:	Traffic	Police	and	Municipal	Corporation

	 e.	 Electric	Pole:	Municipal	Corporation,	MPMKVVCL

	 f.	 Smart	Street	Light	Pole:	Bhopal	Smart	City

	 g.	 Small	Cell	and	Rack-	Owned	by	TSPs	(Airtel,	RJIL,	and	VIL)	and	IP	partner	Indus

	 h.	 Fiber	–	Owned	by	IP/TSPs

	 i.	 Electrical-	 MPMKVVCL	 (Madhya	 Pradesh	 Madhya	 kshetra	 Vidhyut	 Vitran	 Company	

Limited)

	 j.	 High	Mast	Street	light	–	Municipal	Corporation

	 k.	 ISBT	FOB	–	Municipal	Corporation

	 l.	 Road	Signage	–	Municipal	Corporation
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	 All	participants	TSPs	have	evaluated	the	list	of	identified	street	furniture	and	finalized	the	below	

mentioned	asset	which	were	used	for	the	deployment	of	small	cells-

	 Indoors	–	Indoor	Street	furniture	are	not	considered	in	the	pilot	project.

	 Outdoors	–	All	selected	street	furniture	are	outdoor	only.

8.	 Small	cell	deployment	details:

	 Bittan	Market	-	Smart	Pole

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Indus	Smart	City	fiber);	

	 ii.	 Power-	Existing	Smart	Pole	power	used

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancy,	etc.
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	 Boat	Club	-	Smart	pole	

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Indus	Smart	City	fiber).	

	 ii.	 Power-	Existing	Smart	Pole	power	used

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Boat	Club	–	Direction	Board	pole	

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Own	fiber)	Ariel	Fiber	approx.	1717-meter	fiber	deployed	from	Pole	

Location

	 ii.	 Power-	Own	power	and	cabinets	used	by	RJIL

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 New	Market	–	Bus	Stop

	 i.	 Backhaul:	Own	OFC	is	used	(Airtel	&	VIL	&	RJIL)	Ariel	Fiber	approx.	1200-,	1000-	and	902-

meter	fiber	deployed	from	Pole	Location

	 ii.	 Power-	we	have	extended	around	250M	from	exiting	power	sources

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Jyoti	Square	–	Billboard

	 i.	 Backhaul:	Own	OFC	is	used	(Airtel	&	VIL	&	RJIL)	Ariel	Fiber	approx.	450,	1000	and	204-

meter	fiber	deployed	from	Pole	Location

	 ii.	 Power-	we	have	extended	around	250M	from	exiting	power	sources

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Shahpura	-	Smart	pole	

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Indus	Smart	City	fiber);	

	 ii.	 Power-	Existing	Smart	Pole	power	used

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Prabhat	Petrol	Pump	–	Road	Signage

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Own	fiber)	VIL	Fiber	approx.	650-meter	fiber	deployed

	 ii.	 Power-	we	have	extended	around	250M	from	exiting	power	sources

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.
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	 ISBT	–	Foot	Over	Bridge

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Indus	Smart	City	fiber);

	 ii.	 Power-	we	have	extended	around	250M	from	exiting	power	sources

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Indrapuri-	Direction	Board

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Own	fiber)	RJIL	Fiber	approx.	294-meter	fiber	deployed	

	 ii.	 Power-	Own	Power	source	used

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Rethghat-	Traffic	signal

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Own	fiber)	RJIL	Fiber	approx.	313-meter	fiber	deployed	

	 ii.	 Power-	Own	Power	source	used.

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Awadhpuri	Chowk	-	Smart	pole	

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Indus	Smart	City	fiber)

	 ii.	 Power-	Existing	Smart	Pole	power	used

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.

	 Canara	Bank,	Bairagarh-	Street	Pole

	 i.	 Backhaul:	OFC	is	used	(Own	fiber)	RJIL	Fiber	approx.	308-meter	fiber	deployed	

	 ii.	 Power-	Own	Power	source	used

	 iii.	 Opex	cost-	Opex	cost	could	not	be	worked	out	as	it	depends	upon	the	rent	to	be	levied	by	

street	furniture	owning	agency,	cost	of	electricity,	number	of	tenancies,	etc.
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Summary-

9.	 Specifications	of	Small	Cell	used	by	TSPs	

	 New	Market	–	Bus	Stop	Shelter	

	 a.	 Sharing	between	Airtel,	VIL	and	RJIO	on	this	Bus	Stop	Shelter.

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	Erected	new	pole	of	9	Mtr	Pole,	dia	6	Inch	

adjacent	to	Bus	Stop,	as	existing	structure	of	Bus	stop	is	not	suitable	for	deployment.

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	Ladder	and	Cherry	Picker	to	install	small	cells	at	

9	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification:

	 VIL-
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Airtel-

RJIL-
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	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cells	–	5-7	days.	(Date	of	on	Air-	23rd	June’22)

	 Jyoti	Square	–	Billboard	

	 a.	 Sharing	between	Airtel,	VIL	and	RJIO	on	this	smart	pole	structure.	

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	Mtrs	Billboard	Structure	inclusive	of	Flex	

hoarding	of	3	Mtrs	along	9	Mtrs	Pole	having	dia	of	0.3	Mtrs.	SMPS	and	battery	installed	on	a	

newly	created	foundation	separately	at	the	base	of	the	Pole.	

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	ladder	to	install	small	cell	at	9	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification:

	 VIL-
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Airtel-
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RJIL-

	 Prabhat	Petrol	Pump	–	Road	Signage

	 a.	 Only	Vi	was	present	at	this	location	with	1	-4G	and	1	-5G	small	cells

	 b.	 Specifications	 of	 selected	 Street	 Furniture	 –	 9	Mtrs	Road	 Signage	 Structure.	 Small	 cell	

clamps	installed	at	base	of	Signage	at	6m	Height.	SMPS	and	battery	installed	on	a	newly	

created	foundation	separately	at	the	base	of	the	Pole.	

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	ladder	to	install	small	cell	at	6	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification

	 VIL-
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	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cell	–	5-7	days	(Date	of	On	Air-	24th	July-22)

	 Boat	Club	Location-	Direction	board

	 a.	 Only	RJIL	was	present	at	this	location	with	2	number	of	5G	small	cell

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	Mtrs	Direction	board	Structure.	Small	cell	

clamps	installed	at	base	of	Direction	board	at	12m	Height.	SMPS	and	battery	installed	on	

newly	created	foundation	separately	at	the	base	of	the	structure

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	ladder	to	install	small	cell	at	12	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification

	 RJIL-
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	 Direction	board	Indrapuri	

	 a.	 Only	RJIL	is	present	at	this	location	with	2	number	of	5G	small	cell

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	Mtrs	Direction	Board	Structure.	Small	cell	

clamps	installed	at	base	of	direction	board	at	12m	Height.	SMPS	and	battery	installed	on	

newly	created	foundation	separately	at	the	base	of	the	structure

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	ladder	to	install	small	cell	at	9	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification

	 RJIL-

	 ISBT	Foot	Over	Bridge

	 a.	 Airtel	&	Vi	is	present	at	this	location	with	1	-4G	and	2	-5G	small	cells

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	Mtrs	Foot	over	bridge	Structure.	Small	cell	

clamps	installed	at	top	section	of	FOB	at	12m	Height.	SMPS	and	battery	installed	on	a	newly	

created	foundation	separately	at	the	1st	level	of	FOB.	

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Small	Cells	installed	within	the	FOB	structure.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification
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VIL-

Airtel-
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	 Bittan	Market	Location-	Smart	Pole

	 a.	 Airtel	is	Single	Tenant	on	this	smart	pole	structure	3	Number	of	4G	Small	Cells

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	M	Smart	Pole,	with	Dome	covered	structure	

on	top	and	underground	chamber	for	SPMS	and	battery.	

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	Cherry	Picker	to	install	RRU	and	Antenna	at	11	Mtr	

height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification:

	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cell	–	5-7	days	(Date	of	On	Air-	18th	July-22)

	 Traffic	Signal	pole	Retghat

	 a.	 Only	RJIL	is	present	at	this	location	with	2	number	of	5G	small	cells

	 b.	 Specifications	 of	 selected	 Street	 Furniture	 –	 10	Mtrs	 Traffic	 Signal.	 SMPS	 and	 battery	

installed	on	a	newly	created	foundation	separately	at	the	base	of	the	Pole.	

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	ladder	to	install	small	cell	at	10	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification

	 RJIL-
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	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cell	–	5-7	days	(on	Air	date-	29th	March-22)

	 Boat	Club	Location-	Smart	Pole

	 a.	 Shared	TSPs	are	Airtel	&	VIL	on	this	smart	pole	structure	with	3	(Airtel-1	and	VIL-2)	no.	of	

small	cells

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	M	Smart	Pole,	with	Dome	covered	structure	

on	top	and	underground	chamber	for	SPMS	and	battery.	

	 c.	 Process	of	 Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	Cherry	Picker	 to	 install	small	cells	at	11	Mtr	

height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification:

	 VIL

Airtel-
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	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cells	–	5-7	days.	(Date	of	On	Air-	17th	June-22)

	 Awadhpuri	Chowk	Location-	Smart	Pole

	 a.	 Airtel	was	a	Single	Tenant	on	this	smart	pole	structure.

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	M	Smart	Pole,	with	Dome	covered	structure	

on	top	and	underground	chamber	for	SPMS	and	battery.	

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	Cherry	Picker	to	install	RRU	and	Antenna	at	11	Mtr	

height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification

	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cell	–	5-7	days	(on	Air	date-	24th	Jul-22)

	 Shahpura	Location-	Smart	Pole

	 a.	 VIL	is	the	single	tenant	on	this	smart	pole	structure.

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	M	Smart	Pole,	with	Dome	covered	structure	

on	top	and	underground	chamber	for	SPMS	and	battery.	

Airtel-
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	 e.	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cell	–	5-7	days.	(Date	of	On	Air-	20th	July-22)

	 Street	Light	pole	Canara	Bank

	 a.	 Only	RJIL	was	present	at	this	location	with	2	number	of	5G	small	cell

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	9	Mtrs	Street	pole.	SMPS	and	battery	installed

	 c.	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	of	ladder	to	install	small	cell	at	9	Mtr	height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification

	 c.	 Process	of	 Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Use	Cherry	Picker	 to	 install	small	cells	at	11	Mtr	

height.

	 d.	 Small	Cell	Specification:

	 VIL-
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	 New	Market	–	Bus	Stop

	 a.	 Latitude:	23.23483	Longitude:	77.40152

	 b.	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture-	9	mtr	pole	has	been	used	for	site.	It	has	

been	erected	behind	the	bus	stop	to	cover	the	front	road.

	 c.	 MPEB	Connection:	2KW	

	 Airtel	Small	Cell	Specifications-

RJIL-
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	 RJIL	Small	Cell	is	AC	type	so	attach	specification	of	AC	Small	Cell

	 VIL-

	 1-4G	SC	will	have	Radio	2203	+	Baseband	6502

	 1-5G	SC	will	have	Radio	4408	+	Baseband	6502

10.	 Process	flow	followed	to	execute	project:

	 To	explore	existing	operational	practices	and	optimize	it	for	installation	of	small	cells	and	aerial	

fiber	in	smart	cities	was	one	of	the	major	requirements	of	the	pilot.	Therefore,	intense	efforts	

were	made	to	find	and	follow	an	optimized	process	workflow	only	 	pilot.	To	make	it	feasible,	

current	 internal	processes	being	 followed	at	Bhopal	Smart	Cities	 	 to	handle	similar	 types	of	

projects	were	explored.	Bhopal	Smart	City	Authority	agreed	to	make	suitable	adjustments	in	

internal	 processes	 to	 meet	 the	 objective	 of	 faster	 commercial	 deployment.	 After	 detailed	

discussions,	changes	as	agreed	by	Bhopal	Smart	City	 	and	TSPs	were	incorporated	to	have	an	

optimal	process	flow.	The	process	flow	finally	followed	is	as	mentioned	below:
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Details	of	Annexures	in	project	process	flow
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	 During	the	finalization	of	process	flows,	it	was	observed	that	for	setups	like	smart	cities,	internal	

workflows	can	be	pretty	complex	due	to	presence	of	multiple	authorities	involved	in	granting	

permissions.	 To	 tackle	 this	 problem,	 Bhopal	 Smart	 City	 authority	 was	 appointed	 as	 nodal	

authority	to	interact	with	all	other	authorities	working	in	the	Bhopal	city	area.		Bhopal	Smart	City	

authority	was	made	responsible	to	act	as	a	single	window	for	grant	of	permission	for	all	other	

authorities	also.	It	was	found	that	many	authorities	did	not	have	any	process	in	place	to	accord	

permission	 for	 use	 of	 their	 street	 furniture.	 In	 all	 such	 cases	 a	 new	 simplified	 process	was	

defined.	Applications/	 forms	with	highly	simplified	 format	were	used	during	 the	pilot.	Even	

emails	 were	 deemed	 sufficient	 for	 granting	 formal	 approval.	 These	 efforts	 of	 process	

simplification	 resulted	 in	 appreciable	 time	 and	 cost	 saving	 for	 all	 participants.	 It	 is	 highly	

desirable	that	if	smart	cities	authorities	decide	to	adopt	a	formal	RoW	application	form	for	future	

commercial	deployments,	it	should	be	simplified	and	should	ask	for	minimal	information.
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	 Broadband	Speeds	Prior	and	Post	Deployment

	 Peak	Broadband	speed	post	deployment	of	4G	&	5G	Small	cell	observed	as	below:

	 Airtel

	 The	pilot	was	for	very	short	duration	and	during	the	period	it	was	not	possible	to	come	with	a	

portal	for	granting	all	permissions.	Therefore,	to	a	large	extent,	manual	process	or	email	based	

process	for	filing	Row	application	was	followed	during	pilot.	However,	for	large	scale	commercial	

deployment	of	thousands	of	small	cells,	a	manual	process	will	not	be	desirable.	Development	of	

requires	considerable	time	so	the	same	couldn’t	be	attempted	during	pilot.	But	it	is	expected	that	

smart	city	authorities	will	take	note	of	this	important	requirement	and	make	all	out	efforts	to	

have	 a	 full-fledged	 portal	 functioning	 and	will	 also	 integrate	 it	with	 central	 RoW	portal	 i.e.	

GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal	as	soon	as	possible.	

11.	 Provisioning	of	small	cells	

	 11.1	 Testing	of	Network

	 		 Frequency	Bands	Deployed
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VIL-
VI’s	Peak	Broadband	speed	post	deployment	of	4G/5G	Small	cells

RJIL

RJIL	Peak	Broadband	speed	post	deployment	of	4G/5G	Small	cells

RSRA	Coverage	
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Throughput	(Mbps):

New	Market	–	Bus	Stop

Coverage	(RSRP):	5G	Reliance	JIO
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4G:

VIL	PLOT
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Retghat	Traffic	Signal:	Reliance	JIO	5G

Jyoti	Square-	Bill	Board

Reliance	Jio	5G:

Throughput	Plot	(Mbps):	
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AIRTEL	4G:

RSRP	Plots:	(Airtel)

Throughput	plot:

VIL	PLOTs
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AIRTEL	4G:

RSRP	Plots	&	Throughput	Plot:	(Airtel)

ISBT-	FOB

VIL	5G:
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Awadhpuri	Chowk-	Smart	Pole

AIRTEL	4G:

RSRP	Plots	&	Throughput	Plot:	(Airtel)

Prabhat	Petrol	Pump	–	Foot	Over	Bridge

VIL	PLOTs

5G	Coverage	Plot																									5G	Throughput	(964	Mbps)																														4G	Coverage	Plot
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	 l	 Broadband	speed	prior	to	deployment	of	small	cell-	75Mbps	on	4G	network	

	 l	 Peak	Broadband	speed	post	deployment	of	small	cell-	1.113Gbps	on	5G	network

Shahpura	–	Smart	Poles

	4G	Coverage	Plot	(Shahpura)

	 Achievements

	 o	 All	3	participating	TSP’s	have	successfully	installed	30	No.	of	small	cells	at	12	different	

locations	with	different	types	of	street	furniture	(only	3	locations	are	found	not	feasible	out	

of	15).

	 o	 Broadband	speed	prior	to	deployment	of	small	cell-	75Mbps	on	4G	network

	 o	 Peak	Broadband	speed	post	deployment	of	small	cell-	1.113Gbps	on	5G	network

Speed_AC	type-5G	ODSC	

with	10G	Backhaul

Speed_DC	type-5G	ODSC	

with	1G	Backhaul
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12.	 Challenges	and	Enablers

	 12.1	 Administrative	Issues	with	State	Government	and	Local	Bodies:

	 	 a.	 Right	Of	Way:

	 	 	 At	present,	Online	Portal	is	available	for	submission	of	RoW	applications	for	towers	

only,	there	is	no	provision	for	submission	of	applications	for	OFC	laying	and	use	of	

street	furniture.	Indus	Tower	had	submitted	applications	for	RoW	through	a	portal	at	

5	 locations	 for	 use	 of	 street	 furniture,	 but	 except	 one	 case	 permission	 was	 not	

received.

	 	 	 Later	on,	the	Municipal	Corporation	allowed	us	to	complete	the	pilot	project	at	the	

selected	locations.

	 	 b.	 Authorization	to	Use:	

	 	 	 The	present	legal	framework	and	policy	of	Madhya	Pradesh	Government	and	various	

local	authorities	do	not	allow	the	deployment	of	small	cells	on	any	of	the	identified	

street	furniture.	However,	there	is	policy	and	rate	fixed	by	DISCOM	for	laying	of	Aerial	

Optical	Fiber	cable	on	electricity	and	street	light	poles.	But	there	is	no	such	policy	of	

Municipal	Corporation,	Bhopal	for	laying	OFC	on	the	pole	under	their	jurisdiction.

	 	 	 As	per	the	Smart	city	concept	and	Master	Plan,	Ariel	cables	are	not	allowed	and	over	

the	time	all	Aerial	cables	are	to	be	shifted	to	underground.

	 	 	 The	 formal	 applications	 for	 authorization	 of	 using	 street	 furniture	 for	 small	 cell	

deployment	 were	 made	 to	 various	 authorities/departments	 by	 TSPs	 and	 infra	

providers.	The	follow-up	was	done	by	them	with	all	these	authorities	/departments	

but	couldn’t	succeed	even	after	passing	one-month	time.	Initially	at	the	start	of	the	

project	a	letter	was	written	by	Secretary,	TRAI	to	the	Chief	Secretary	and	accordingly	

co-ordination	 was	 done	 by	 TRAI	 Regional	 office	 with	 Chief	 Secretary	 office,	 Pr.	

Secretary	Housing	and	Urban	Development,	Madhya	Pradesh	Government,	and	CEO	

of	Smart	city.	But	TSPs/IP	did	not	get	permission	through	normal	channels	in	absence	

of	any	policy,	 thereafter	a	written	as	well	as	 telephonic	conversation	by	Regional	

Office	of	TRAI	was	made	with	respective	authority	of	various	street	furniture	and	

highlighted	the	importance	of	the	project.	 	The	common	permission	letters	for	all	

street	 furniture	 were	 received	 from	 Municipal	 corporation,	 Bhopal.	 Police	

department	had	also	issued	permission	for	traffic	signals.

	 	 	 While	working	with	pilot	project	of	Bhopal,	 it	 is	observed	that	 there	are	multiple	

agencies	 involved	mostly	 the	 department	 and	 local	 bodies/authority	 of	 the	 state	

Government	 such	 as	 Smart	 City,	 Bhopal	 City	 Link	 Ltd	 (BCLL),	 Bhopal	 Municipal	

corporation,	DISCOM	(MPMKVVCL),	Traffic	Police,	and	Bhopal	Metro	Rail.	In	some	

cases,	private	partners	are	also	 involved	e.g.,	 in	case	of	Advertising	board	private	

advertising	agencies.	In	some	cases,	the	permission	involved	more	than	one	agency	

e.g.,	traffic	signal	municipal	corporation	and	traffic	police	is	involved.	There	is	a	lot	of	

coordination	required	amongst	them	and	the	process	is	difficult	and	time	consuming.
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	 	 	 Being	 a	 pilot	 project,	 initially	 Local	 bodies	 did	 not	 issue	 any	 demand	 note	 for	

processing	fee,	annual	rent	etc.	while	granting	one-time	special	permissions	for	the	

selected	 street	 furniture.	 Thereafter,	 a	 demand-note	 as	 per	 the	 tower	 policy	 of	

Madhya	Pradesh	Government-2019,	Rs	50,000	is	issued	for	Bus	stop	shelter	where	

additional	pole	was	erected	by	Indus	Tower.

	 	 	 If	there	is	a	policy	in	place	then	use	of	street	furniture	for	small-cell	deployment	may	

be	possible	in	a	routine	way,	and	such	extra	efforts	may	not	be	required.	Therefore,	in	

the	absence	of	such	a	policy,	it	is	not	possible	to	deploy	small-cells	on	street	furniture	

on	a	regular	basis	in	the	present	circumstances.	Thus,	there	is	a	need	for	policy	to	be	

farmed	by	all	State	Governments.	Accordingly,	directions	to	be	issued	to	all	concerned	

local	authorities	such	as	Municipal	bodies,	DISCOM,	Traffic	police,	Metro	Rail,	City	bus	

service	 operator,	 special	 areas,	 industrial	 area,	 PWD,	 Advertising	 agencies	 for	

hoarding	 etc.	 to	 make	 sure	 framing	 of	 rules	 and	 regulations	 as	 per	 the	 policy	

directives.

	 	 	 There	 is	 a	 procedure	 and	 charges	 for	 normal	 RoW	 permission	 exist	 for	 sites	

owned/hired	by	TSPs/IPs	and	it	is	@	Rs	1000	per	location	as	processing	fee	only.	For	

Govt.	Land/property	there	is	processing	fee	of	Rs1000	and	one-time	usage	charge	of	

Rs	50000	per	location	for	urban	areas.	At	present	there	is	no	charge	fixed	for	using	

street	furniture,	hence	street	furniture	is	likely	to	be	charged	by	treating	it	as	a	normal	

tower.

	 12.2	 Learning	from	time	and	cost	point	of	view	to	RFS	small	cell	(For	Smart	Pole	small	

cell).
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13.	 Recommendations	of	Working	Group	

	 13.1	Coordination	and	collaboration

	 	 i.	 To	address	coordination	and	collaboration	between	all	 stakeholders	and	 to	bring	

uniformity	in	the	different	processes/policies	followed	by	different	authorities,	there	

is	 a	 critical	 need	 of	 having	 a	 uniform	 and	 a	 single	 state	 portal	 for	 all	 RoW	 and	

authorization	to	use	related	approvals	etc.	The	said	portal	should	also	provide	for	

communication	 including	 notices	 in	 between	 the	 concerned	 stakeholders	 like	

TSP/IPs	and	appropriate/administrative/local	authorities.

	 	 	 The	e-application	should	be	through	an	online	portal	only	with	prescribed	nominal	

processing/license	fees.	A	list	of	all	the	street	furniture	to	be	made	available	on	the	

portal	 itself	 and	 to	 be	 updated	 from	 time	 to	 time.	 A	 nodal	 officer	 on	 behalf	 of	

appropriate	 authority	 to	 be	 nominated	 along	 with	 provision	 of	 single	 window	

clearance.

	 	 	 The	e-application	form	should	be	as	simple	as	possible.	Document	such	as	copy	of	

license,	 technical	 details,	 feasibility	 report,	 structural	 report	 etc.	 should	 not	 be	

required	as	it	is	a	repetition	and	unnecessarily	increasing	collection	of	papers.	For	

structural	 suitability	 and	 calculation	 of	 wind	 load	 etc.	 should	 be	 the	 sole	

responsibility	 of	 concerned	 TSPs/IPs	 and	 at	 the	 time	 of	 application	 a	 simple	

undertaking	in	this	regard	may	be	obtained	in	e-application	itself.		

	 	 	 There	should	be	provision	of	single	e-application	for	bulk	permission	and	payment	of	

rent	if	any	may	also	be	allowed	on	yearly	basis.	There	should	be	deemed	approval	

provision	if	formal	permission	is	not	granted	in	one-week	time.

Learning	from	time	and	cost	point	of	view	to	RFS	small	cell	(For	Bus	Stop	small	cell).

Learning	from	time	and	cost	point	of	view	to	RFS	small	cell	(For	Billboard	small	cell).
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	 	 	 Notices	 should	 be	 issued	 through	 a	 digitized	 process	 before	 taking	 any	 adverse	

action.	TSPs/IPs	should	be	given	ample	chances	to	present	their	case.	Also,	before	

taking	 any	 action	 of	 closer	 of	 sight	 the	 advice	 of	 TERM	 cell	 may	 be	 taken	 into	

consideration

	 Recommendations:	

	 a)	 Smart	City	authorities	should	first	align	their	RoW	policies	and	charges	as	per	latest	Indian	

Telegraph	Right	of	Way	(Amendment)	Rules,	2022,	issued	by	the	DoT	on	17th	August	2022.		

	 b)	 Smart	City	Authorities	and	other	street	furniture	asset	owning	agencies	should	onboard	

DoTs	GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal	immediately	to	handle	all	RoW	permissions	centrally	and	

uniformly	 and	digitally.	 For	 this	 Smart	 City	Authority	 should	 coordinate	with	Dept.	 of	

Telecom,	New	Delhi.	Also,	DoT	should	issue	guidelines	to	MoHUD	–	Smart	City	Mission	to	

instruct	 all	 Smart	 City	 Authorities	 to	 expedite	 the	 integration	 with/onboarding	 on	

GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal.	

	 c)	 	Deployment	of	Small	Cells	involved	various	challenges	with	regard	to	permissions	from	

Single	and	multiple	agencies	at	different	locations.	For	example,	Smart	City	Bhopal	was	

having	 the	 unique	 problem	 of	 multiplicity	 of	 street	 furniture	 ownerships.	 Seeking	

approvals	from	each	of	these	agencies	for	deployment	of	Smart	Cells	was	a	challenge.	State	

Governments	should	decide	that	the	ROW	permissions	for	street	furniture	assets	owned	

by	various	state	Govt	entities	should	be	cleared	by	a	single	coordinating	lead	agency,	say	

Smart	City	Administration	using	the	above	online	facility.

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	MoHUD-Smart	City	Mission,	Smart	City	Authorities,	and	DoT

	 	 ii.	 The	 ownership	 of	 the	 street	 furniture	must	 be	 clearly	 defined.	A	 list	 of	 available	

furniture	along	with	name	of	single	approving	authority	to	be	made	available	on	the	

Central	GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	MoHUD-Smart	City	Mission,	Smart	City	Authorities,	State	

Governments.

	 	 iii.	 Geo-tagging	of	all	the	street	furniture	to	be	completed	in	a	time-bound	manner.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	MoHUD-Smart	City	Mission,	Smart	City	Authorities,	State	

Governments.

	 	 iv.	 There	were	multiple	 agencies	 involved	 such	 as	 Smart	 City,	 Bhopal	 City	 Link	 Ltd	

(BCLL),	Bhopal	Municipal	 Corporation,	DISCOM	 (MPMKVVCL),	Traffic	 Police,	 and	

Bhopal	Metro	Rail.	In	some	cases,	private	partners	are	also	involved	e.g.,	in	case	of	

Advertising	board	private	advertising	agencies.

	 	 v.	 In	view	of	the	above,	the	power	of	granting	permission	and	collecting	charges	should	

lie	with	one	agency	only.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Smart	City	Authorities

	 	 vi.	 There	 should	 not	 be	 any	 exclusive	 tie-ups	 between	 local	 governing	 body/state	

Government	 etc.	 with	 Telecom	 infrastructure	 provider/TSP	 on	 using	 the	 street	
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furniture.	Any	such	exclusivity	may	create	monopolistic	hold	over	a	particular	area,	

thereby	 denying	 the	 access	 to	 other	 TSPs	 to	 deploy	 small	 cells	 or	 making	 it	

commercially	unviable,	resulting	in	loss	of	enriched	experience	for	customers	of	such	

TSPs.	Sharing	helps	a	lot	in	terms	of	bringing	in	scale,	reducing	costs	which	further	

results	 in	 saving	a	 lot	 of	 capital,	which	 in	 turn	 can	be	utilized	 for	other	network	

deployment	related	activities.	

	 	 vii.	 Therefore,	 it	 is	 recommended	 that	 smart	 Cities	 Authority	 shall	 not	 extend	 any	

exclusive	right	over	any	street	furniture	to	any	entity	and	extend	the	access	to	street	

furniture	in	non-discriminatory	and	transparent	manner	to	all.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Smart	City	Authority

	 	 viii.	 A	 standardized	 agreement	 format	 to	 be	 entered	 between	 TSPs/IPs	 and	 street	

furniture	owners	for	this	purpose.	Single	agreement	may	be	allowed	to	be	executed	

for	multiple	street	furniture.	The	agreement	should	be	made	electronically	with	e-

sign/digital	sign	and	the	need	for	registration	of	such	agreement	may	be	exempted.	

To	implement	this,	DoT	may	prepare	a	model	draft	agreement	for	this	purpose	which	

may	be	utilized	by	all	Smart	City	Authorities.	The	draft	agreement	shall	be	made	

available	on	DoTs	GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Smart	City	Authority	and	DoT

	 13.2	 Electrical	Power:	

	 	 Challenges	 and	 key-findings:	 Separate	 electrical	 connection	 was	 obtained	 for	 each	

location,	and	same	got	 in	4-5	days’	post	application.	There	are	2	ways	 to	apply	 for	EB	

permissions	 online	 &	 Offline.	 Not	 faced	 any	 major	 challenges	 in	 obtaining	 individual	

electricity	connections.

	 	 Street	 furniture	has	 limited	space	available	and	deploying	 large	battery	banks	 for	 long	

power	backup	is	generally	not	feasible.

	 	 Taking	individual	connections	and	putting	separate	electricity	energy	meters	is	tedious,	

time	consuming	and	not	a	cost-effective	solution.	Fixing	the	meter	required	some	space	

and	security	is	also	a	concern.

	 	 Learning:

	 	 a)	 Highly	reliable	and	stable	AC	power	would	be	required	for	deployment	of	small	cell	

for	providing	reliable	mobile	services.

	 	 b)	 A	 common	 application	 for	 obtaining	 electricity	 connection	 for	 multiple	 street	

furniture	may	be	accepted.	And	also,	a	single	power	consumption	bill	may	be	issued	

for	multiple	street	furniture.	Accordingly,	the	number	of	small	cell	sites	which	are	

going	to	be	installed	on	street	furniture	will	be	beneficial	as	a	lot	of	effort	will	be	

wasted	if	a	bill	is	issued	on	a	pole-by-pole	basis.

	 	 c)	 It	is	suggested	that	DISCOM	should	make	a	one-time	calculation	for	each	type	of	small	

cell	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 average	 power	 consumptions	 and	 come	 up	 with	 a	 model	
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depending	upon	the	consumption	and	accordingly	energy	charges	to	be	fixed	without	

taking	meter	reading	into	account,	with	this	arrangement	there	is	no	need	to	install	

separate	energy	meter	on	each	street	furniture.	If	this	arrangement	is	not	possible	

then	use	of	a	prepaid	meter	may	be	considered.

	 	 d)	 The	energy	charges	to	be	in	accordance	with	rate	applicable	for	industrial	connection	

instead	of	commercial,	as	telecom	service	is	industrial	activity.

	 	 	 Recommendations:	 To	 handle	 the	 above	 challenges,	 it	 is	 recommended	 that	 DoT	

should	 take-up	above	 issues	with	respective	SERC’s.	SERC’s	may	be	persuaded	to	

implement	policies	suitable	for	cost-effective	and	quick	deployment	of	small	cells	e.g.,	

implementation	of	one	company	one	bill,	only	fixed	charges	for	low	power	radio	small	

cells,	industrial	tariff	for	electricity	consumed	by	small	cells,	provisioning	of	power	

for	small	cells	on	priority,	allow	sub	meter	on	street	furniture,	processing	of	bulk	

application	for	electricity	provisioning	for	small	cells,	etc.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT	and	SERC

	 	 	 	Issues	related	to	Department	of	Telecommunications:

	 	 	 Challenges	and	key-findings:	

	 	 	 SACFA:	SACFA	Application	takes	approx.	4-5	days.	However,	NOC	of	the	same	takes	2-

3	months.	However,	there	is	no	need	to	wait	for	NOC	and	TSPs	to	be	allowed	to	carry	

out	deployment.	SACFA	charges	for	the	new	site	is	Rs	1000/-.	In	the	existing	site	for	

additional	BTS/Cells	it	is	Rs	100/	Since	small	cells	will	be	deployed	on	street	furniture	

there	will	not	be	any	fire	safety	issues	hence	the	requirement	for	obtaining	SACFA	

clearance	does	not	serve	any	relevant	purpose.		

	 	 	 Learning	&	Recommendations:

	 	 	 Under	 revised	 SACFA	 guidelines,	 only	 intimation	 is	 required	 for	 small	 cells	 of	

radiating	capability	EIRP	<=100	W.	During	pilot	TSP	deployed	small	cells	of	various	

transmitted	radio	power,	depending	upon	the	requirement,	however	in	general	TSPs	

were	having	availability	of	small	cells	of	power	ranging	between	52	to	57.5	dBm.	

Considering	this	DoT	should	consider	waiving	off	SACFA	clearance	for	EIRP	up	to	600	

watts	to	ensure	faster	deployment	of	small	cells.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT	

	 	 	 Technical	Issues

	 	 	 i.	 Cabinet	for	equipment	housing:	

	 	 	 Challenges	and	key-findings:	

	 	 e)	 There	is	limited	space	available	in	outdoor	street	furniture	and	it	depends	on	location	

to	location.	Even	for	market	and	congested	areas	this	availability	of	space	will	be	more	

challenging	and	problematic.
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	 	 f)	 Indus	 tower	 and	Reliance	 Jio	 designed	 their	 own	 cabinet	 and	 fixtures	 and	 found	

completely	 different.	 Reliance	 used	 a	 single	 cabinet	 for	 small	 cell	 equipment	

including	 transmission	 equipment,	 power	 plant	 and	 battery	 and	 has	 capacity	 to	

house	three	to	four	small	cells	with	both	AC	and	DC	power	backup.	Whereas	Indus	

used	 two	cabinet	housing,	one	 for	battery	and	another	 for	equipment	and	power	

plant.	Reliance	JIO	cabinet	 is	occupying	less	space	on	the	ground	as	 it	 is	heighted	

vertically	compared	to	Indus	cabinet.

	 	 g)	 Street	 furniture	 is	generally	not	capable	enough	to	hold	the	weight	of	cabinets	 in	

cantilever	 position,	 however,	 cabinets	 are	 fixed	 on	 ground	 support	 by	 making	

concrete	 base.	 In	 some	 types	 of	 furniture	 e.g	 Street	 light	 poles	 when	 structural	

feasibility	 was	 worked	 out	 by	 taking	 loads	 of	 cabinet	 and	 equipment	 along	 the	

antenna	it	was	found	not	suitable.

	 	 h)	 Different	types	of	furniture	have	different	diameter/shape	of	pole	and	one	type	of	

fixture	 cannot	be	used	 for	 all	 types	of	 furniture.	 	Design	of	 fixtures	 to	match	 the	

aesthetic	of	the	furniture	is	a	challenging	task.

	 	 	 Learning	&	Recommendations:

	 	 	 The	structural	feasibility	of	all	types	of	street	furniture	is	also	to	be	worked	out	in	

coordination	with	street	furniture	owning	authority/agency.		This	work	as	a	one-time	

exercise	 is	 to	 be	 carried	 out	 for	 each	 type	 of	 furniture	 	 and	 the	 same	 should	 be	

submitted	to	the	concerned	authority	to	whom	the	furniture	belongs.	The	concerned	

authority	may	analyze	 it	 and	 if	 any	modification/upgradation	of	 important	 street	

furniture	is	required,	the	same	may	be	carried	out	by	a	street	owning	agency.	

	 	 	 Recommendation:	The	details	of	street	furniture	which	is	structurally	safe	for	Small	

Cells	and	Aerial	Fiber	deployment	with	their	structural	strength	parameters	may	be	

listed/catalogued	on	portal	so	that	TSPs	may	identify	and	apply	for	using	so	identified	

street	furniture	without	multiple	physical	visits	and	interactions.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Smart	City	Authorities	and	TSPs

	 	 ii.	 Backhaul:	

	 	 	 Challenges	and	key-findings:	

	 	 i)	 Existing	IP	provider	was	not	having	sufficient	backhaul	capacity	and	OF	cable	laying	

was	not	possible	upto	the	street	furniture.	Faced	many	challenges	during	fiber	work	

such	as	permissions	and	approvals	from	municipal	corporations	and	MPVVSCNL

	 	 j)	 There	was	a	challenge	 in	 laying	 the	cable	 from	the	nearest	manhole	 to	 the	street	

furniture	because	no	digging	space	is	available	along	the	road.	

	 	 k)	 TSPs/IPs	laid	overhead	aerial	fiber	to	the	nearest	fiber	PoP,	and	used	existing	DISCOM	

poles	for	laying	down	fiber.	
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	 	 	 Learning	&	Recommendation:

	 	 v.	 As	the	project	was	driven	by	TRAI,	permissions	were	easily	received	but	in	normal	

cases	it	took	a	lot	of	time	and	ROW	permissions	were	also	required	for	road	cutting	

and	Ariel	fiber	laying.	There	should	be	provision	of	Aerial	Cable	in	ROW	policy	of	local	

bodies	 and	 provision	 of	 deemed	 permissions	 after	 a	 certain	 period.	 The	 recent	

amendment	to	RoW	Rules	2016	in	August	2022	has	relevant	provisions	for	efficient	

deployment	of	small	cells	on	street	furniture,	so	alignment	with	central	policies	may	

be	done	on	Priority.	Every	Smart	City	administration	should	endeavor	to	ensure	that	

in	their	designs	for	new	street	furniture	to	be	deployed-	electric	poles,	street	light	

poles,	 traffic	 signals,	 advertisement	 hoardings	 should	 have	 adequate	 structural	

strength	to	be	able	to	bear	the	load	of	Small	Cells.	Prior	coordination	with	TSPs/IP1s	

be	done	to	design	such	new	street	furniture	assets.	

	 	 	 Recommendation:	it	is	recommended	that	Smart	City	authorities	should	align	their	

RoW	 policies	 as	 per	 latest	 RoW	 2016	 Rules	 as	 notified	 by	 notification	 dated	

17.08.2022	of	Dept.	of	Telecommunication.	

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	MoHUD	–	Smart	City	Mission,	Smart	City	Authorities

	 	 	 Security	and	physical	aspects	related	issues	using	specific	street	furniture’s:	

	 	 	 Challenges	and	key-findings:	

	 	 a)	 Twin-Cabinet	is	used	by	Indus	Tower,	which	was	locally	fabricated	and	occupies	more	

space	on	the	ground.

	 	 b)	 Smart	pole	visual	integration	is	appreciable	but	there	is	heating	issue	in	underground	

chamber	and	antenna	housing.	It	was	informed	by	Indus	tower	that	the	underground	

chamber	is	designed	for	heat	dissipation	of	650	watt	and	antenna	housing	for	1100	

watt.	Therefore,	It	can	accommodate	only	3	cells	of	20	Watt	and	4	to	5	cells	of	5	Watt	as	

per	the	information	given	by	AIRTEL	and	VODA-IDEA.

	 	 c)	 Energy	meters	are	installed	in	a	separate	box,	which	is	fixed	on	a	nearby	electricity	

pole.

	 	 d)	 Security	of	equipment	is	a	major	challenge	as	all	equipment	is	placed	in	open	space.

	 	 e)	 As	such,	all	available	furniture	is	not	designed	to	accommodate	small	cells,	and	hence	

some	fixtures	and	external	cabinets	are	used.

	 	 f)	 The	need	for	densification	of	the	network	will	continue	to	increase	as	we	move	to	even	

higher	spectrum	bands	in	5G	and	later	for	6G.	This	necessitates	advance	planning	

which	requires	that	the	design	of	all	types	of	new	street	furniture	should	factor	in	the	

need	to	have	convenient	plug	and	play	for	installation	of	small	cells	and	their	power	

supply	needs.	

	 	 	 	Learning	&	Recommendation:

	 	 i.	 The	smart	pole	heating	issue	due	to	non-availability	of	ventilation	in	the	ducts	and	

extreme	hot	weather	conditions,	needs	to	be	addressed	suitably.
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	 	 ii.	 Prepaid	energy	meters	may	be	installed	in	the	equipment	cabinet	itself.

	 	 iii.	 To	address	security	of	the	equipment,	good	quality	internal	lock	with	remote	alarm	

facility	may	be	considered.

	 	 iv.	 In	future,	design	of	new	street	furniture	may	be	considered	to	accommodate	plug	and	

play	small	cell	and	fiber	laying.

	 	 	 Maintenance	Requirements	(Operational	Challenges)

	 	 	 Learnings:

	 	 a)	 Maintenance	coordination	between	structure	owners	and	small-cell	owners	must	be	

clearly	defined.

	 	 b)	 Availability	of	Cherry	pickers	for	operations	should	be	there	on	time.

	 	 c)	 Uninterrupted	power	supply	to	ensure	AC	operated	small	cells.

	 	 d)	 Security	of	equipment	installed	on	the	street	furniture	should	be	ensured	by	TOCO.	As	

they	are	easily	accessible	to	the	general	public,	which	increases	the	probability	of	

theft.		

	 	 e)	 Damage	of	structures	because	of	the	installation	of	small	cells	should	not	occur,	and	

there	should	be	no	interference	with	any	other	equipment	used	by	a	public	safety	

agency.

	 	 f)	 Proper	work	signage	shall	be	used	for	safety

	 	 g)	 Fences,	parking,	and	other	security	measures	may	be	permitted

	 	 h)	 24*7	access	should	be	granted	by	the	owner	of	street	furniture	to	OEM/TSPs/IP’s	for	

doing	the	regular	maintenance	activity.

	 	 i)	 Fiber	 maintenance	 is	 also	 required	 with	 RoW	 permission	 to	 rectify	 the	 fault	 to	

maintain	RNA.

	 	 j)	 Availability	of	Fiber	to	be	ensured	24x7	basis	or	incase	if	any	fiber	cut	is	happening,	

need	to	restore	on	urgent	basis.

	 	 k)	 To	access	the	small	cells	on	street	poles,	the	maintenance	team	required	cranes	or	

High	ladder.

	 	 l)	 On	street	furniture,	5G	sites	are	running	on	a	single	energy	source	(MPEB	supply)	

with	limited	Battery	Backups	and	no	space	of	alternate	power	source	like	DG,	So,	it	

required	alternate	power	source	too.

	 	 	 Recommendations:	

	 	 	 TSPs	 and	 Street	 owning	 authorities	 should	 agree	 on	 mutually	 acceptable	

maintenance	procedures	considering	safety	and	criticality	of	small	cells	and	ensuring	

24*7	access	for	maintenance	personnel.	
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	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Smart	City	Authorities	and	TSPs

14.	 Project	Conclusion

	 TRAI	Pilot	Project	 for	deployment	of	5G	Small	Cell	and	Aerial	Fiber	on	Street	Furniture	was	

undertaken	in	12	locations	of	Bhopal	smart	city,	16	number	of	5G	small	cells	and	15	number	of	4G	

small	cells	were	successfully	deployed	under	this	pilot	project	on	various	types	of	street	furniture	

such	as	street	light	poles,	traffic	signal	poles,	billboards,	road	signage,	direction	board,	smart	

poles	and	foot	over	bridge	within	the	specified	timeline.	It	is	evident	from	this	study	that	street	

furniture	available	in	the	city	can	be	used	for	5G	small	cell	deployment.	

	 The	learnings	of	the	study	will	help	in	enabling	small	cell	deployment	at	the	other	cities	of	the	

country	on	street	furniture.	Various	challenges	encountered	and	their	solutions	found	 	during	

the	execution	of	the	project	will	be	very	useful	for	roll	out	of	5G	services	in	the	cities.	

	 It	is	learnt	in	the	project	that	street	furniture	owning	local	bodies	must	not	see	it	as	a	source	of	

earning	revenue	and	must	make	available	the	existing	street	furniture	infrastructure	to	the	TSPs	

and	telecom	infrastructure	providers	for	deployment	of	5G	small	cells.	There	is	a	need	for	a	new	

kind	of	partnership	between	local	authorities	and	TSPs.	

	 In	this	pilot	project	in	many	sites	TSPs	shared	street	furniture,	site	assets,	cabinets,	backhaul,	

power	and	hardware.	It	 is	a	way	out	to	significantly	reduce	the	cost	of	rollout	of	the	project.	

Infrastructure	sharing	in	street	furniture	is	very	much	required	for	cost	effective	deployment	of	

5G	small	cells	in	the	cities	because	there	will	be	a	requirement	of	thousands	of	small	cells	for	all	

the	TSPs	to	densify	their	5G	network.

	 Summary	of	Action	Points:

	 i.	 States	 should	 notify	 and	 implement	 the	 Indian	 Telegraph	 Right	 of	Way	 (Amendment)	

Rules,	2022.issued	on	17th	August	2022.	Any	charges	by	the	street	asset	owning	authority	

should	be	in	consonance	with	these	Rules.	

	 ii.	 States/	Municipal	bodies	should	have	enabling	policies	in	order	to	support	the	deployment	

of	 telecom	 infrastructure	 for	 broadband	 coverage	 throughout	 the	 entire	 country.	 The	

policy	should	call	for	the	use	of	street	furniture	for	the	deployment	of	telecom	networks	on	

the	same.	Instructions	should	be	given	to	all	relevant	local	authorities,	including	municipal	

bodies,	DISCOM,	traffic	police,	metro	rail,	city	bus	service	operator,	special	areas,	industrial	

areas,	 PWD,	 advertising	 agencies	 for	 hoardings,	 in	 order	 to	 ensure	 that	 rules	 and	

regulations	are	framed	in	accordance	with	the	policy	directives	are	able	to	be	implemented	

on	ground.	

	 iii.	 As	 the	 area	of	 a	 Smart	City	 is	much	wider	 covering	various	 aspects	 of	 town	planning,	

multiple	authorities	are	involved	in	giving	approvals	in	case	of	a	Smart	City.	It	is	important	

that	all	these	bodies	should	be	under	one	roof	and	there	should	be	one	Nodal	Officer	in	the	

Smart	City	Secretariate	who	will	coordinate	internally	and	will	issue	the	final	approval/	

permission.

	 iv.	 There	is	a	need	to	have	an	online	portal	where	all	applications	/	permissions	/	approvals	

are	made	available	in	a	time	bound	manner.
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	 v.	 A	GIS	mapping	of	all	the	street	furniture	should	be	made	available	on	a	single	State	portal	

itself	and	updated	from	time	to	time.	This	portal	should	also	provide	for	communication	

including	notices	between	the	concerned	stakeholders	like	TSP	/	IPs	and	appropriate	/	

administrative	/	local	authorities.	This	data	should	be	mapped	on	the	GatiShakti	Sanchar	

Portal		as	an	overlay.

	 vi.	 Every	Smart	City	administration	should	endeavor	to	ensure	that	in	their	designs	for	new	

street	 furniture	 to	 be	 deployed-	 electric	 poles,	 street	 light	 poles,	 traffic	 signals,	

advertisement	hoardings	should	have	adequate	structural	strength	to	be	able	to	bear	the	

load	of	Small	Cells.	Prior	coordination	with	TSPs/IP1s	be	done	to	design	such	new	street	

furniture	assets.	

	 	 At	last,	it	is	to	be	mentioned	here	that	there	was	a	close	coordination	among	the	various	

stakeholders	 of	 the	 project	 i.e.,	 TRAI	 Regional	 office	 Bhopal,	 DOT,	 Bhopal	 Smart	 City	

authority,	Bhopal	Municipal	corporation	authority,	Bhopal	District	collector,	Bhopal	Police	

commissioner,	Airtel,	Reliance	Jio,	VIL.	and	Indus	Towers	Ltd.	in	completion	of	the	project.
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CHAPTER	-	VII
Pilot	Project	for	deployment	of	Small	Cell	and	

Aerial	Fiber	on	Street	Furniture	under	aegis	of	TRAI
Metro	–	Bengaluru	(Namma	Metro)

1.	 Introduction:

	 The	adoption	of	5G	networks	in	India	has	the	potential	to	transform	industrial	sectors	and	deliver	

significant	 economic	 benefits	 across	 the	 verticals.	 One	 of	 the	 major	 pillars	 of	 economic	

development	in	any	country	including	India	is	the	Metro	infrastructure	of	that	country.	A	robust	

and	 state	of	 the	 art	Metro	 infrastructure	 is	 essential	 to	meet	 aspirations	of	 faster	 economic	

development.	Equipping	our	Metro	infrastructure	with	latest	communication	technologies	are	

essential	 to	 attract	 foreign	 investment	 and	 to	 enable	 Indian	Metros	 to	 compete	with	 global	

players.

	 The	Metro	Train,	(Metro	hereinafter	for	sake	of	brevity)	can	take	advantage	of	5G	to	provide	

accurate	route	maps	and	proximity-based	digital	signage	that	can	be	updated	in	near	real-time,	

allowing	 travelers	 to	make	 the	most	of	 their	 time	before	entering	 the	Metro.	 It	 is	of	utmost	

importance	 for	 Metro	 operators	 and	 travelers	 to	 implement	 effective	 and	 comprehensive	

security	measures.	Metros	can	use	5G	networks	to	implement	high-definition	video	surveillance,	

which	feeds	into	AI-powered	security	monitoring	services	that	analyze	situational	data	in	near	

real-time.

	 For	the	success	of	next	stage	digital	transformation	through	upcoming	5G	small	cell	deployment,	

TRAI	is	working	on	a	futuristic	Policy	Framework	for	enabling	next	generation	communication	

infrastructure	 at	 critical	 places	 with	 special	 focus	 on	Metros.	 Therefore,	 to	 understand	 the	

requirements/challenges	involved	in	deployment	of	small	cells	and	aerial	fiber	in	the	challenging	

environment	of	Metros,	it	was	thought	to	carry	out	a	pilot	project	at	Namma	Metro,	Bengaluru.	

The	study	is	supposed	to	bring	out	issues	faced	in	mounting	small	cells	on	existing	infra,	Right	of	

Way,	Security,	Backhaul,	power	etc.

	 The	findings	of	the	study	are	supposed	to	help	in	enabling	small	cell	and	aerial	fiber	deployment	

at	Metros	using	existing	street	furniture	such	as	Platform	area	(Angular	Structure),	cable	tray	and	

shaft,	Terrace	Space,	Building	Space,	among	others.	The	pilot	aims	to	identify	the	operational	

challenges	and	to	put	in	place	the	enabling	regulatory	and	policy	framework	for	all	stakeholders	

ahead	of	the	actual	deployment.

	 One	of	the	objectives	of	the	pilot	was	to	understand	the	challenges	of	 laying	a	cross	sectoral	

collaboration	policy	framework	which	can	enable	cooperation	between	Metro	authorities	and	

telecom	companies	by	unlocking	the	benefits	of	sharing	brownfield	Metro	Street	furniture	to	

deploy	5G	networks.

	 To	achieve	this	goal,	TRAI	initiated	the	pilot	study	at	Namma	Metro,	Bengaluru	on	7th	April	2022.		
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2.	 Goal	of	the	Pilot:

	 The	goal	of	the	pilot	is	to	develop	an	enabling	regulatory	and	policy	framework	for	cost-effective	

deployment	of	small	cells	and	aerial	fiber	using	street	furniture	of	Metros.

3.	 Objectives	of	the	Pilot:

	 3.1	 To	identify	the	existing	Street	Furniture	of	Metros	suitable	for	deployment	of	Small	Cells	

and	Aerial	fiber	of	Metros.

	 3.2	 To	develop	and	recommend	best	practices	for	sharing	of	Metro	Street	Furniture,	Small	Cell,	

and	aerial	fiber	among	multiple	IP-1s/TSPs	in	most	efficient	and	cost-effective	manner	

including	mechanisms	that	need	to	be	put	in	place	to	enable	collaboration	to	achieve	the	

objective	of	mutually	beneficial	sharing	of	infrastructure	among	various	sectors.

	 3.3	 Recommend	model	maintenance	practices	(including	Safety	rules)	for	each	category	of	

Metro	Street	furniture.

	 3.4	 To	prepare	details	of	the	various	permissions	required	and	the	Metro	authorities	to	grant	

those	permissions	along	with	local	rules,	timelines	for	permissions,	challenges	faced,	fees	

charged	by	the	Metro	authorities.

	 3.5	 Identify	 the	 list	 of	 Right	 of	 Way	 (RoW)	 issues	 faced	 at	 Metros	 including	 charges	 for	

deployment	of	small	cells	and	recommending	best	RoW	practices	which	are	affordable	and	

efficient	in	processing	the	access	requests.

	 3.6	 To	recommend	Regulatory	and	Policy	related	interventions	required	to	ensure	an	enabling	

and	all-encompassing	framework	for	Small	Cell	deployment	at	Metros.

	 3.7	 To	submit	a	framework	strategy,	design	guidelines,	and	expected	cost	for	the	use	of	street	

furniture	at	Metros.

	 	 The	learnings	from	this	pilot	will	help	in	enabling	small	cell	deployment	at	various	Metros	

in	 India	using	 existing	 street	 furniture	 such	 as,	Metro	piers,	 cable	 trays,	 etc.	 In	 lieu	of	

building	 new	 towers,	 TSPs	 can	 leverage	 existing	 infrastructure	 to	 deploy	 networks	 at	

minimal	cost,	which	will	ultimately	result	in	cost	effective	and	quick	deployment	of	high-

capacity	networks.

	 	 5G	connectivity	with	the	use	of	small	cells	can	scale	up	the	potential	of	metros	by	making	

greater	use	of	automation,	cutting	costs	but	also	removing	human	error,	promoting	greater	

safety,	enhancing	passenger	experience	and	improving	operational	efficiency	manifold.	It	

can	support	various	critical	applications	essential	for	metro	movements	and	safety	or	a	

legal	obligation,	such	as	emergency	communications,	trackside	maintenance,	automatic	

metro	 operation	 ,	 control	 and	 protection	 It	 can	 also	 support	 Performance	 based	

applications	 that	 help	 to	 improve	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 metro	 operation,	 such	 as	

departure	procedures	and	telemetry	 	and	Business	applications	that	support	the	metro	

business	operation	in	general,	such	as	wireless	internet	and	ticketing	support.	

	 	 The	resulting	benefits	are	not	just	for	Metro	customers/passengers	through	enabling	high	

speed	broadband	on	metro	but	also	 for	Metro	authorities	who	are	able	 to	 launch	new	

business	cases	for	providing	better	passenger	services/experience.
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	 *BSNL	was	part	of	the	Joint	survey	carried	out	for	the	pilot	project.	Their	further	involvement	was	

restricted	due	to	unavailability	of	spectrum	and	equipment	within	the	project	period.	

5.	 Working	Group	to	carry	out	pilot:

	 A	working	group	was	formed	by	TRAI	to	oversee	and	coordinate	the	pilot	regarding	“Deployment	

of	 Small	 Cell	 and	Aerial	 Fiber	on	 Street	 Furniture”	 including	Department	of	Telecom	 (DoT),	

4.	 	Project	Snapshot:
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Telecommunication	 Engineering	 Center	 (TEC),	 Bengaluru	Metro	 Rail	 Corporation	 (BMRCL),	

COAI,	Telecom	Service	Providers	(TSPs)	namely	Reliance	Jio	Infocomm	Ltd.	(RJIL),	BSNL,	Bharti	

Airtel	Ltd.	(BAL)	&	Vodafone	idea	Ltd.	(VIL).	

	 Initially,	there	were	only	two	participant	TSPs	i.e.	RJIL	and	BSNL.	The	pilot	was	scheduled	to	be	

completed	within	120	days	from	its	start	date.	Subsequently,	on	16th	May	and	31st	May	2022,	

TRAI	included	Vodafone	Idea	Ltd.	and	Bharti	Airtel	Ltd.	respectively	as	participant	TSPs	for	the	

Pilot.	RJIL	was	the	lead	TSP	and	also	the	IP-1	for	the	Namma	Metro,	Bengaluru	Pilot	Project.

	 Role	of	working	group	members:

	 i.	 TRAI:	Overall	supervision	and	report	approval.

	 ii.	 DoT:	Policy	related	feedback	and	suggestions	related	to	telecom.

	 iii.	 TEC:	Standard	and	compliance	related	feedback	and	suggestions	for	telecom.

	 iv.	 RJIL/BAL/VIL/BSNL:	Conduct	the	pilot.

	 v.	 COAI:	Coordination	with	TSPs	and	report	finalization

	 vi.	 BMRCL:	Provide	Street	furniture	at	Metro,	grant	permissions,	give	policy	related	feedback	

and	suggestions	related	to	Metro

6.	 Site	selection	to	carry	out	pilot:

	 Finalized	locations	for	conducting	the	pilot	at	Bengaluru	Namma	Metro	(M	G	Road	Station)	post	

consultation	with	all	the	participating	TSPs,	IP-1	and	BMRCL:

	 i.	 Entry	&	Exit	area

	 ii.	 Platform	area

	 iii.	 Indoor	Coverage-DAS	(Ground	Floor	&	Concourse	level)

	 The	Geo-coordinates	of	the	above	selected	three	locations	are	as	mentioned	below:
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	Targeted	Coverage	Area	(Layout)	–	Indoor	(Ground	Floor	&	Concourse)

	Targeted	Coverage	Area	(Layout)	–	Platform
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The	photograph	of	the	selected	three	locations:

MG	Road	Metro	Station	Entry	&	Exit	area

a)					Rack		

b)					Rack	Fully	installed		

c)						6	m	Pole		
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e)						Outdoor	Small	Cell	(VIL)		

f)						Outdoor	Small	Cell	(BAL)

d)						Outdoor	Small	Cell	(RJIL)
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i												MG	Road	Metro	station	–	Platform

a)									Platform	–	1			

b)								Platform	–	2		

g)						Ladder	installed	to	access	terrace	ODSC
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ii										MG	Road	Metro	Station	-	Indoor	Coverage-DAS	(Ground	Floor	&	Concourse	level)	

a)									Rack		

ii.									RRH		

c)									Platform	–	1

											BAL	(4G)		
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iv.									DAS	Antenna	#	2		

v.									DAS	Antenna	#	3

iii.									DAS	Antenna	#	1		
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7	 Selection	of	street	furniture	for	the	deployment	of	Small	Cells	and	aerial	fiber:

	 Working	group	considered	following	parameters	for	selecting	street	furniture:

	 i	 Proximity	to	an	area	(within	100	m)	frequented	by	passengers.

	 ii	 Adequate	structural	strength	(load	bearing	and	wind	load)	to	bear	the	load	of	multiple	

small	cells	and	aerial	fiber.

	 iii	 Proximity	with	location	for	tapping	already	laid	cable	(OFC),	if	any.

	 iv	 Proximity	with	location	for	tapping	power.

	 v	 Ease	of	operation-	easy	accessibility	for	operation	and	maintenance.

	 vi	 Adequate	Security-	to	ensure	security	of	equipment.

	 vii	 Ease	of	granting	permission	by	Metro	authorities.

	 viii	 Aesthetic	requirement.

	 ix	 Space	availability	at	Metro	Stations

	 x	 Metro	operations	and	security	concerns

	 The	 participants	 TSPs	 held	 several	 rounds	 of	 discussions	 and	 meetings	 with	 concerned	

stakeholders	 i.e.,	 BMRCL,	 COAI,	 DoT	 and	 TRAI.	 After	 doing	 the	 joint	 field	 survey,	 analyzing	

locations	w.r.t	maximum	customer	presence,	 structural	viability	and	strength	analysis	of	 the	

available	street	furniture	and	availability	of	necessary	infrastructure	related	to	fiber	connectivity	

and	power	of	the	selected	three	locations	below	is	the	list	of	assets/street	furniture	identified	

which	was	used	for	the	deployment	of	small	cell.

	 List	of	Street	furniture

	 a.	 Accepted	as	useful	for	mounting	of	small	cells

	 	 i.	 Platform	Area	(Angular	Structure)	

	 	 ii.	 Cable	Tray	&	Shaft

	 	 iii.	 Terrace	Space

	 	 iv.	 Building	Space

	 b.	 Rejected	as	not	found	suitable	for	mounting	of	small	cells

	 	 i.	 Metro	Cable	duct	along	the	track	(Not	utilized,	since	there	was	no	permission	from	

BMRCL	for	Fiber	cable	laying	using	Metro	Cable	duct	due	to	safety	concerns.	The	HT	

electric	cables	and	signaling	cables	are	laid	along	the	track	

	 	 ii.	 Telecom/BBRS	Poles	between	stations	(Not	utilized,	since	there	was	no	permission	

from	 BMRCL	 for	 Small	 cell	 fixing	 using	 BBRS	 poles	 due	 to	 structural	 stability	

concerns)

	 	 iii.	 Metro	Pier	(Not	utilized,	since	there	was	no	permission	from	BMRCL	for	Small	cell	

fixing	and	Aerial	Fiber	cable	laying	on	Metro	Piers)
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	 	 	 Assets	ownership		

	 	 i.	 Pole	–	Owned	by	Lead	TSP	(RJIL)

	 	 ii.	 Rack	-	Owned	by	Lead	TSP	(RJIL)

	 	 iii.	 Small	Cell	-	Owned	by	TSPs	(RJIL,	BAL,	VIL)

	 	 iv.	 Indoor	DAS	Infrastructure	-	Owned	by	Lead	TSP	(RJIL)

	 	 v.	 Fiber	–	Owned	by	TSPs	(RJIL,	BAL,	VIL)

	 	 vi.	 Power	-	By	BMRCL.	Power	connected	from	existing	ATC	(CDMA)	room.

	 Photograph	of	each	type	of	asset	used:

	 The	photographs	of	assets	used	by	all	TSPs	on	all	the	selected	three	locations	are	enclosed	as	

below.

	 a.	 Photo	Graphs	of	assets	used	at	Platform	Location:
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	 b.	 Photo	Graphs	of	assets	used	at	CDMA	room	and	inside	station:

DAS	Antenna#1																														DAS	Antenna#2																													DAS	Antenna#3

c.									Photo	Graphs	of	assets	used	at	Terrace	location	:
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d.									Fiber	Execution	process	:

8	 Small	cell	deployment	details:

	 All	participant	TSPs	evaluated	the	list	of	identified	street	furniture.	Below	are	the	requirements	

of	TSPs	to	deploy	the	Small	Cells:

	 Rack	requirement:

	 i.	 RJIL	used	2	Rack-42U	(150	KG,	4	KW)	at	the	terrace	location	&	1	Rack	at	CDMA	room.

	 ii.	 BAL	&	VIL	shared	the	same	racks.	

	 Power	requirement:	

	 i.	 RJIL,	BAL	&	VIL	shared	the	same	Infra

	 ii.	 Power	requirement	–	4	KW	per	rack	*	3	Nos.	=	12	KW	

	 Backhaul,	power	and	cost:	
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RJIL					 VIL

Airtel

	 FOR	OUTDOOR

	 a.	 For	Station	Entry	&	Exit	

	 RJIL:	

	 i.	 Incremental	fiber	was	laid	for	last	mile	connectivity	from	a	nearby	PoP	location.	Similarly,	

access	to	tap	power	from	their	existing	power	source	location	was	provided	for	connecting	

the	infrastructure	deployed	without	any	consumption	charge.

	 VIL:	

	 i.	 Incremental	fiber	was	laid	for	last	mile	connectivity	from	a	nearby	PoP	location.

	 BAL:		

	 i.	 Incremental	fiber	was	laid	for	last	mile	connectivity	from	a	nearby	PoP	location.	Similarly,	

access	to	tap	power	from	their	existing	power	source	location	was	provided	for	connecting	

the	infrastructure	deployed	without	any	consumption	charge.

	 b.	 For	Platform	

	 FOR	INDOOR	

	 i.	 Distributed	Antenna	installation	for	indoor	coverage	–	Antenna	installation,	coaxial	cable	

laying,	RRH,	Connectors,	Splitters,	etc.

	 Small	Cell	installation	photograph	-	enclosed	as	below

	 d.	 Small	cells	installed	at	Station-Entry	&	Exit	area
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e.										Small	cell	installed	at	Platform

RJIL					 VIL

Airtel

	 f.	 DAS	Antennas	installed	inside	the	station	–	Ground	Floor	&	Concourse	area	(Same	

infra	can	be	shared	by	VIL	&	Airtel)
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	 Common	methodology	was	adopted	for	the	Pilot	project	execution.	RJIL	was	the	lead	TSP	and	also	

IP-1	for	this	project.	The	complete	infrastructure	was	shared	with	the	other	TSPs	(VIL	and	BAL)	

excluding	active	equipment.	The	Last	mile	connectivity	(LMC)	was	also	shared	with	them.	Small	

cells	were	installed	at	following	locations:

9	 Structural	Specifications	of	street	Furniture/Process/Time	to	install

	 Location	(Entry	&	Exit	area)	–

	 a)	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	Space	at	terrace,	Existing	cable	trays	

	 b)	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Civil	base	foundation	for	42U	Racks,	2	no’s	(42	U	Rack)	

lifting	 to	 terrace,	Racks	 installation	work	 including	 SMPS	&	BB	 commissioning,	 Power	

connectivity	from	CDMA	room	to	42	U	racks,	6	m	pole	foundation	&	erection,	MS	ladder	(10	

m)	fixing	from	terrace	to	roof	top,	new	cable	tray	installation	from	42U	rack	to	small	cells	

locations,	Power	&	CPRI	cable	laying	using	newly	installed	Cable	trays,	OFC	Laying.

	 c)	 Timelines	for	installation	of	Small	Cells	–	7	Days	

	 Location	(Platform)	–

	 a)	 Specifications	of	selected	Street	Furniture	–	12	Inch	Iron	structure	(beam)	at	platform,	

Cable	trays

	 b)	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	Cell	–	Based	on	BMRCL	requirements	&	specifications	-	8	

No’s	of	new	type	of	Clamps	with	75	mm	diameter	Pole	structure	were	designed,	fabricated	

and	fixed	on	the	platform	iron	structure	 for	small	cell	 installation.	Power	&	CPRI	cable	

laying	using	existing	Cable	trays	and	on	newly	extended	cable	trays.	Removal	and	re-fixing	

of	metal	panel	ceiling	structure	for	Power	cable,	CPRI	&	OFC	cable	laying.

	 c)	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cells	–	4	Days	
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11	 Process	flow	followed	to	execute	project:

	 Exploring	existing	operational	practices	and	optimizing	it	as	per	pilot's	requirement	was	one	of	

the	 major	 objectives	 of	 the	 pilot.	 Therefore,	 finding	 an	 optimized	 process	 workflow	 for	

installation	of	small	cells	and	aerial	fiber	on	suitable	street	furniture	at	Namma	Metro	was	an	

essential	requirement.	The	process	flow	finally	followed,	after	incorporating	necessary	changes,	

is	here	as	under:

	Specifications	of	small	cells	are	as	follows:	

	 Location	(Indoor)	–

	 a)	 Specifications	 of	 selected	 Street	 Furniture	 –	 DAS	 Antennas	 (3	 No’s)	were	 installed	 on	

existing	cable	tray	fixtures		

	 b)	 Process	of	Installation	of	Small	cell	–	Coaxial	cable	laying	using	existing	Cable	trays,	Fixing	

of	DAS	Antennas	using	ladder

	 c)	 Timelines	for	installation	of	small	cell	–	2	days

10	 Specifications	of	Small	Cell	used	by	TSPs:	
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	Details	of	Annexures	in	project	process	flow

	 Applications	 and	 forms	 with	 simplified	 format	 were	 used	 and	 in	 most	 cases	 e-mail	

correspondences	were	considered	for	granting	formal	approval	to	expedite	the	whole	process.	

All	such	simplifications	efforts	made	during	the	pilot	resulted	in	significant	time	saving	for	all	

pilot	participants.	Therefore,	if	metro	authorities	decide	to	have	a	formal	application	for	RoW	

permissions	and	security	clearances	for	future	commercial	deployments,	it	should	be	simplified	

one	and	should	ask	for	as	little	data	as	possible.

	 It	 was	 observed	 that	 the	 process	 of	 filing	 applications	 and	 processing	 them	 for	 granting	

permissions	was	a	manual	process.	To	automate	the	same,	BSNL	developed	a	prototype	portal	for	

Namma	Metro.	It	had	provisions	to	keep	track	of	all	project	activities	and	RoW	permissions.	Some	

of	the	images	of	the	webpages	of	the	portal	are	as	follows:
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	 Due	to	paucity	of	time,	the	end-to-end	functionality	of	the	portal	could	not	be	tested	during	the	

pilot	period.	However,	it	was	felt	that	a	full-fledged	portal	for	this	purpose	can	be	developed	and	

the	same	can	be	integrated	with	central	RoW	portal	i.e.	GatiShakti	Sanchar	portal.	This	would	

result	in	much	faster	implementation	for	large	commercial	deployments	in	future.

12	 Details	of	sharing	of	Street	furniture	(if	any):

	 a)	 At	Entry	&	Exit	area:

	 	 a.	 Terrace	space,	Cable	trays,	Power	from	ATC	

	 	 b.	 No	fee	charged	by	BMRCL	for	using	street	furniture.

	 b)	 At	Platform:

	 	 a.	 Platform	beam	structure,	Cable	trays,	Power	from	ATC	

	 	 b.	 M/s	ATC	(IP-1)	has	charged	for	electricity	

	 c)	 At	Station	(Indoor	Coverage)

	 	 a.	 Cable	trays,	Power	from	ATC	(No	fee	by	BMRCL),	

	 	 b.	 M/s	ATC	(IP-1)	has	charged	for	electricity	

13	 Various	permissions	required	from	local	bodies	and	other	cross	sectoral	collaborations:

	 i	 Trial	spectrum	from	DoT	

	 ii	 SACFA	clearance	from	DoT

	 iii	 Availability	of	Space	and	Power	from	BMRCL

14	 Detail	of	activities	undertaken	to	install	Small	Cell	and	aerial	fiber:

	 The	detailed	Project	execution	plan	is	enclosed	as	

	 i	 Copy	of	sample	Permission	to	Work	(PTW)	–	Annexure-D3

	 ii	 Internal	process	of	BMRCL	to	provide	permission-	Annexure-D4
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	 The	above	table	clearly	reflects	that	the	broadband	speeds	achieved	post	deployment	of	Small	

Cells	can	lead	to	a	better	customer	experience	and	provide	seamless	coverage	in	the	area.	Higher	

speeds	due	to	the	small	cells	network	will	enable	metro	rail	authorities	to	reap	the	benefits	of	low	

latency	in	managing	auto	driven	trains.

	 15.4	 Drive	Test	report	–	Enclosed	as	Annexure-D2

16	 Challenges	and	Enablers	

	 16.1	 Challenges

	 a)	 Challenges	faced	during	Project	Execution:	

	 The	 initial	 project	 plan	 was	 prepared	 and	 submitted	 to	 BMRCL	 on	 1st	 April	 2022	 seeking	

permission	for	project	implementation,	post	Joint	survey	with	all	respective	stakeholders.	

Subsequently	there	were	multiple	meetings	conducted	with	BMRCL	along-with	respective	

stakeholders	for	the	project	discussions	(7th	Apr’22,	20th	May	’22,	21st	Jun	'22	and	3rd	

July	’22).	Mockup	installation	was	conducted	at	platform	#	2	based	on	BMRCL	instructions	

to	ensure	that	it	meets	the	overall	aesthetics	and	specifications.	Recommendations	and	

	 15.2	 Provisioning	of	Small	Cells:

	 	 Site	Commissioning	Date

	 15.3	 Broadband	Speeds	–	Achievements:

15	 Provisioning	of	small	cells

	 15.1	 Frequency	band	deployed:
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suggestions	from	BMRCL	and	respective	stakeholders	were	incorporated,	and	the	revised	

project	plan	was	re-submitted.	The	permission	was	received	on	4th	July	2022	from	BMRCL

	 b)	 	Issues	faced	during	obtaining	building	permit	

	 	 There	are	multiple	internal	units	within	BMRCL	which	are	part	of	decision	making	viz.	–	

Operations,	Project-	Civil,	S&T	and	Electrical	teams	which	are	involved	during	work	permit	

and	access	permission.	

	 c)	 Issues	faced	in	obtaining	electric	power	supply

	 	 i	 BMRCL	advised	lead	TSP	to	take	power	supply	from	M/s	ATC	(IPCOLO)	with	whom	

BMRCL	 is	 having	 agreement	 for	 providing	mobile	 coverage	within	Metro	 station	

premises	(DAS	Solutions).

	 	 ii	 M/s	 ATC	 provided	 power	 for	 this	 pilot	 project.	 However,	 this	 arrangement	 is	

temporary	for	the	pilot	project	only

	 d)	 Issues	faced	in	obtaining	backhaul	connectivity

	 	 i	 For	LMC	(Last	Mile	Connectivity)	execution	at	the	Exit	gate	of	MG	Road	Metro	station	

near	Chai	point,	Church-Street	was	carried	out	with	existing	BBMP	permission.	The	

major	challenge	was	in	LMC	execution	as	the	area	was	fully	crowded.	The	LMC	activity	

was	executed	in	the	late-night	window	between	(1	am	–	3	am)	and	the	restoration	

activity	was	completed	immediately	after	the	fiber	laying	activity.	

	 	 ii	 BMRCL	advised	for	a	single	OFC	(Optical	Fiber	Cable)	entry	to	MG	road	Metro	station	

for	all	TSPs	(RJIL,	VIL	&	BAL).	Finally,	based	on	the	suggestions	by	TRAI	and	BMRCL,	

RJIL	shared	the	LMC	fiber	from	common	manhole	(Outside	Metro	station)	to	Inside	

Metro	 station	 (Rack	 location)	with	 VIL	&	 BAL.	 This	 action	 avoided	multiple	 OFC	

entries	into	the	station.

	 	 iii	 Fiber	routing	was	a	challenge	inside	and	outside	the	station	due	to	existing	cable	

installations	and	delicate	 false	ceiling.	 Joint	visit	was	done	along	with	 the	BMRCL	

team.	The	 fiber	 routing	was	 discussed,	 agreed	 and	 finalized,	 keeping	 in	 view	 the	

execution	challenges.

	 e)	 Issues	faced	during	installation	(Indoor	&	Outdoor)	&	cable	routing	through	ceiling

	 	 i	 Since	the	false	ceiling	in	Metro	stations	was	quite	delicate	and	prone	to	damage	in	

repeated	openings,	BMRCL	had	expressed	constraints	to	open	the	metal	false	ceiling	

to	route	the	Power,	CPRI	(Common	Public	Radio	Interface)	and	OFC	Cables	from	Rack	

to	Small	cells	planned	locations.	

	 	 ii	 BMRCL	suggested	tying	up	with	their	internal	vendor	(who	has	expertise)	for	cable	

routing	activity	for	this	critical	stretch.	But	the	proposed	cost	was	very	high.

	 	 iii	 After	raising	the	concern	to	BMRCL,	they	had	given	go	ahead	for	this	critical	stretch	

and	also	one	dedicated	resource	of	BMRCL	was	assigned	to	monitor	and	for	ensuring	

the	smooth	execution.
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	 	 iv	 The	work	was	executed	during	the	window	made	available	from	12	am	to	4	am	(mid	

night),	outside	Metro	operation	hours.	

	 	 v	 Getting	 PTW	 (Permit	 to	 Work)	 from	 the	 Operations	 department	 was	 quite	 a	

challenging	activity.	For	 initial	days,	 it	 took	30-45	min	 later	 it	was	streamlined	 in	

closed	coordination	with	BMRCL	team.

	 	 vi	 BMRCL	insisted	on	the	common	Installation	methodology	by	all	TSPs.	The	work	was	

finally	executed	by	RJIL	vendor.	VIL	&	BAL	registered	the	same	vendor	&	accordingly	

the	work	order	was	released	for	Installation	activities.

	 f)	 Physical	aspects	(like	wind	load)	related	issues	using	specific	street	furniture	–	During	

Mockup	activity	the	clamps	and	pole	fixtures	were	installed	at	the	platform	iron	angular	

structure	multiple	times	as	it	was	not	meeting	the	BMRCL	operational	specifications.	Poles	

and	 clamps	 were	 powder	 coated	 and	 painted	 with	 similar	 color	 meeting	 the	 visual	

requirements	of	the	station.

	 g)	 Space	availability	for	project	materials	storage	–	There	was	a	challenge	in	storage	of	the	

project	material	at	the	station.	With	the	support	from	BMRCL,	the	dedicated	space	was	

earmarked	and	allocated	for	the	same.	It	took	24	hrs.	for	the	resolution	of	the	issue.

	 16.2	 	Enablers	of	Project:	

	 a)	 This	pilot	was	conducted	under	the	support	&	supervision	of	TRAI,	therefore	participant’s	

i.e.,	 TSPs	 did	 not	 experience	 any	 major	 challenges	 in	 getting	 the	 necessary	

permissions/approvals	required	from	respective	authorities.

	 b)	 Although	the	RoW	and	related	charges	issues	may	arise	during	the	commercial	rollout	of	

small	cells	after	the	spectrum	auction.	In	normal	course	there	are	challenges	in	getting	

permissions	from	the	concerned	authorities	at	Metros	for	rolling-out	of	their	own	fiber	by	

telecom	networks	within	their	premises.	Metro	authorities	may	only	allow	the	TSPs	to	

connect	 with	 their	 own	 fiber	 infrastructure	 on	 non-negotiable	 terms	 which	 usually	

involves	higher	costs.	Also,	 there	will	be	discrimination	 in	 terms	while	providing	 fiber	

access	to	multiple	TSPs

	 c)	 The	success	of	utilization	of	street	 furniture	 in	greater	numbers	 to	provide	ubiquitous	

connectivity	of	5G	services	to	the	customers	would	heavily	depend	upon	the	costs	involved	

in	getting	the	access	to	such	infrastructure.	Hence,	it	would	be	necessary	that	necessary	

policies	should	be	in	place	to	avoid	the	burden	on	TSPs	by	imposing	exorbitant	rates/tariffs	

by	the	relevant	authorities	who	will	grant	access	to	such	street	infrastructure.

	 d)	 Currently,	for	this	pilot	project,	the	Street	furniture	used	was	Space	&	Cable	trays.	There	is	a	

lot	of	opportunity	to	use	existing	street	 furniture	–	Power,	Metro	piers,	Telecom/BBRS	

poles	along	Metro	track,	OFC	laying	across	Metro	piers.

17	 Recommendations	of	Working	Group:	

	 This	pilot	study	has	helped	in	identification	of	various	problem	areas	and	steps	taken	to	mitigate	

the	same.	Below	are	the	problem	statements	experienced	during	this	pilot	or	to	be	expected	

during	commercial	rollout	and	its	corresponding	recommendations	for	the	same.	
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	 17.1	 Right	of	Way

	 i	 RoW	permissions

	 	 Problem	Statement:	Getting	PTW	(Permit	to	Work)	from	BMRCL	Operations	department	

was	quite	a	challenging	activity,	since	multiple	TSPs	scenarios	existed	in	this	project.	All	

operators	 had	 to	 apply	 PTW	 separately	 for	 carrying	 out	 individual	works,	which	was	

creating	a	lot	of	coordination	issues.	

	 	 BMRCL	insisted	on	the	common	Installation	methodology	by	all	TSPs.	The	work	was	finally	

executed	 by	 a	 single	 vendor	 ecosystem.	 All	 operators	 registered	 the	 same	 vendor	 for	

Installation	 related	 activities	 &	 accordingly	 the	work	 order	was	 released.	 In	 practical	

operating	conditions	this	may	not	be	possible.		

	 Recommendations:	

	 In	a	practical	operating	scenario	as	the	work	may	be	carried	out	by	different	TSPs	at	different	

points	of	time	as	per	their	deployment	plans,	it	will	not	be	possible	to	carry	out	coordinated	work	

through	a	single	vendor.	 	Therefore,	such	a	condition	should	not	be	mandated	for	execution	of	

work.		

	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities	

	 ii	 Process	for	Grant	of	RoW	Permissions

	 Problem	Statement:	Delay	in	granting	the	permission	resulted	in	delay	in	rollout	(BMRCL	has	not	

charged	any	ROW	/	Permission	charges	for	this	Pilot)

	 Recommendations:	

	 a)	 Permission	 should	 be	 provided	 in	 a	 time	 bound	manner	 with	 a	 provision	 of	 deemed	

approval	 after	 7	 days.	 For	 commercial	 rollout,	 RoW	 /	 Permission	 charges	 must	 be	

prescribed	only	to	cover	administrative	cost	of	allowing	the	access	and	should	be	extended	

to	all	TSPs	in	transparent	and	non-discriminatory	manner.

	 b)	 Validity	of	Permission	issued	by	Metro	authorities	will	be	co-terminus	with	the	License	

validity	of	the	applicant.

	 c)	 Single	window	permission	through	an	online	portal	to	be	provided	by	Metro	authorities.	A	

prototype	 online	 portal	 was	 developed	 in	 collaboration	 with	 BSNL	 to	 expedite	 the	

permission,	coordination	and	approval	process.	There	should	be	provision	of	email-based	

permission	to	get	the	PTW	from	the	Metro	Operations	department.	

	 d)	 Metro	authorities	should	align	 their	RoW	policies	and	charges	as	per	 the	 latest	 Indian	

Telegraph	Right	of	Way	(Amendment)	Rules,	2022,	issued	by	the	DoT	on	17th	August	2022.	

	 e)	 All	Metro	authorities	to	be	on-boarded	on	DoTs	GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal	to	handle	all	RoW	

permissions	 centrally	 and	 uniformly	 and	 digitally.	 For	 this	 Metro	 Authorities	 should	

coordinate	with	Dept.	of	Telecom,	New	Delhi.	Also,	DoT	should	issue	guidelines	to	all	Metro	

Authorities	 to	 expedite	 the	 integration	 with/onboarding	 on	 DoTs	 GatiShakti	 Sanchar	

Portal.
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	 f)	 Metro	 authorities	 should	 carry	 out	 an	 exercise	 to	 identify	 the	 routes	 which	 can	 be	

permitted	 to	 lay	 OFC	 by	 TSP’s.	 The	 information	 of	 availability	 of	 such	 routes	 and	

availability	of	spare	capacity	in	common	ducts	(if	available)	may	be	provided	to	TSP’s	so	

that	the	same	may	be	accounted	for	while	planning	the	small	cell	network	for	the	metro	

areas.

	 g)	 Fiber	available	with	the	Metro	authorities	should	be	shared	on	a	zero-cost,	open	access,	

uniform	 rules	 basis	 to	 all	 applicants,	 for	 unhindered	 access	 to	 cable	 operation	 and	

maintenance	teams.

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:		Metro	Authorities	and	DoT

	 iii	 Limited	Space	Availability	on	the	Terrace

	 	 Problem	Statement:	During	execution,	the	initial	plan	was	revised	due	to	space	constraints	

for	Pole	and	Rack	Installations	on	the	terrace.	BMRCL	also	has	planned	to	deploy	Solar	

panels	which	would	 affect	 the	 deployment	 of	 telecom	 structure	 /	 installations	 on	 the	

terrace	areas	in	the	future.

	 	 Recommendations:	It	is	recommended	that	the	Metro	authorities	set	aside	a	portion	of	the	

Terrace	 space	 for	 the	 telecom	 structure	 or	 installations	 when	 planning	 any	 future	

development	projects,	such	as	the	installation	of	solar	panels.

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities

	 iv	 Cataloging	of	street	furniture	on	RoW	Central	Portal:

	 	 Selections	of	suitable	sites	for	deploying	large	no.	of	small	cells	may	be	a	time-consuming	

process	if	done	manually.

	 	 Recommendations:	

	 a)	 Metro	authorities	must	catalog	their	available	street	furniture	on	DoTs	GatiShakti	Sanchar	

Portal	so	that	TSP’s	may	pick	and	choose	suitable	street	furniture	as	per	their	bandwidth	

capacity	and	coverage	requirement	and	physically	visit	those	selected	sites	only.	This	will	

greatly	help	in	speeding	up	the	deployment.	Metro	authorities	must	provide	all	relevant	

information	like	height,	width,	load	bearing	capacity	etc.	of	the	street	furniture	which	may	

help	TSPs	in	speedy	selection	of	appropriate	street	furniture	through	the	portal.	

	 b)	 The	Department	of	Telecom	may	make	suitable	modifications	in	the	Central	RoW	portal	to	

ensure	 cataloging	 of	 street	 furniture	 owned	 by	Metro	 authorities	 on	 RoW	 portal	 and	

handling	of	end-to-end	RoW	permissions.	

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities	and	DoT

	 17.2	 Visual	integration	requirement	regarding	use	of	Street	furniture	

	 Problem	Statement:	During	Mockup	activity	the	clamps	and	pole	fixtures	were	installed	at	the	

platform	iron	angular	structure	multiple	times	as	 it	was	not	meeting	the	BMRCL	operational	

specifications.	Using	the	different	colors	affected	the	visual	surrounding	of	the	internal/outdoor	

structures.		
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	 Recommendations:	

	 The	Metro	Authorities	and	TSPs	should	mutually	work	out	suitable	solutions	 to	address	 the	

needs	of	installation	practices	of	small	cells,	wherever	feasible.

	 For	Greenfield	Metro	projects	suitable	planning	and	design	be	done	in	advance	to	address	this	

requirement.	

	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities	and	TSPs

	 17.3	 Backhaul	(Last	Mile	Connectivity	-	LMC)

	 Problem	Statement:	All	TSPs	had	to	lay	their	own	LMC	cables	for	Backhaul	connectivity	which	

was	causing	multiple	OFC	cable	entry	issues	inside	the	Metro	station.	LMC	execution	was	also	

quite	challenging	since	the	outside	vicinity	was	fully	crowded.

	 Recommendations:	

	 a)	 BMRCL	advised	for	a	single	OFC	(Optical	Fibre	Cable)	entry	to	MG	road	Metro	station	for	all	

TSPs.	

	 b)	 Finally,	based	on	the	suggestions	by	TRAI	and	BMRCL,	RJIL	shared	the	LMC	fiber	 from	

common	manhole	(Outside	Metro	station)	to	Inside	Metro	station	(Rack	location)	with	

other	TSPs.	This	action	avoided	multiple	OFC	entries	into	the	station.

	 c)	 It	is	recommended	that	Metro	authorities	provide	their	existing	Fiber	network	for	station-

to-station	connectivity	on	rental	basis.	However,	the	LMC	execution	to	be	carried	out	by	the	

respective	TSPs	on	sharing	basis	to	avoid	multiple	fiber	cable	entries	into	the	station.

	 d)	 For	greenfield	areas	being	developed	by	the	metro	authorities,	provision	of	common	duct	

which	can	accommodate	cables	of	at	least	3	to	4	TSPs	may	be	made	so	that	to	avoid	any	

digging	for	laying	the	cable	by	the	TSPs.

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities	and	TSPs

	 17.4	 Electric	Power	Constraints

	 Problem	 Statement:	 BMRCL	 did	 not	 agree	 to	 provide	 separate	 electric	 power	 for	 this	 Pilot	

Project.	M/s	ATC	(IPCOLO	Provider)	which	had	agreement	with	BMRCL	provided	electric	Power	

on	temporary	basis

	 Recommendations:	

	 a)	 It	is	recommended	that	there	should	be	provision	from	the	Metro	authorities	to	provide	

reliable	electric	power	for	the	telecom	projects	at	industrial	rates.		

	 b)	 Metro	Authorities	should	extend	power	connection	at	the	earliest	and	not	later	than	15	

days	to	the	TSPs	site.	Power	should	be	charged	on	Pay	as	you	use	(usage)	basis	and	there	

should	not	be	any	installation	or	monthly	fixed	charge.
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	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities

	 17.5	 Operations	and	Maintenance	support

	 Problem	Statement:	The	Metro	premises	is	under	surveillance	with	24/7	operations,	however,	

still	there	could	be	access	and	security	related	concerns.	Telecom	infrastructure	may	be	damaged	

during	 regular	 operations	 and	maintenance	 of	 non-telecom	 infrastructure	 by	 Metro	 staff	 /	

Vendors.	

	 Limited	time	window:	The	work	was	executed	during	the	window	made	available	from	12	am	–	4	

am	(Mid	night),	outside	metro	operations	hours.	

	 Recommendations:	

	 a)	 Metro	authorities	may	lay	down	necessary	policy	frameworks	to	ensure	access	of	street	

furniture	and	cable	on	24x7	basis	to	TSP’s.	Nodal	officer	tasked	with	the	responsibilities	of	

facilitating	smooth	operation	and	maintenance	may	be	appointed.	This	nodal	officer	shall	

be	responsible	to	arrange	all	security	clearances	in	a	timely	manner	without	requiring	

TSPs	to	directly	connect	with	respective	agencies	ultimately	responsible	for	granting	such	

permissions.

	 b)	 Nodal	 officer	may	 also	 ensure	 that	 any	other	 agency	 tasked	with	 the	 responsibility	 of	

maintaining	street	furniture	should	not	damage	the	small	cell	installation	and	if	required,	

necessary	 guidelines	 and	 instructions	 to	 such	 maintenance	 agencies	 may	 be	 issued	

beforehand	to	avoid	any	incidence	of	damage	to	small	cells	by	3rd	Party	entities.	

	 c)	 Proper	work	signage	to	be	used	for	safety.	Fences,	parking,	and	other	security	measures	

may	be	permitted	by	Metro	authority	to	O&M	team	of	TSPs.	24*7	access	should	be	granted	

by	 the	Metro	 authority	 to	 OEM/TSPs/IP’s	 for	 doing	 the	 regular	maintenance	 activity.	

Availability	of	Fiber	to	be	ensured	24x7	basis	or	in	case	of	any	fiber	cut,	it	needs	to	be	

restored	on	urgent	basis.

	 d)	 Metro	may	be	a	difficult	area	to	install	and	operate	small	cells	as	the	area	has	serious	safety	

concerns	due	to	HT	electric	cables	running	along	the	track	(750	V	direct	current	traction	

system).	The	working	hours	for	deployment	were	very	restricted	(12	am	-	to	4	am)	and	

work	was	executed	during	their	Power	Shutdown	maintenance	window	ONLY.	Considering	

the	criticality	of	 telecom	infrastructure	such	permissions/clearance	should	be	through	

automated	processes	to	avoid	any	delay	due	to	manual	intervention.	

	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities

	 17.6	 Policy	and	Regulatory	Issues

	 Problem	Statement:	The	deployment	timelines	are	heavily	dependent	upon	the	grant	of	SACFA	

approvals.	 The	pilot	 study	 consisted	 of	 limited	deployment	whereas	 the	 commercial	 rollout	

involves	huge	quantities	of	small	cells.	There	is	a	need	for	a	common	duct	for	laying	optical	fibers	

along	the	metro	routes	and	stations.

	 Presently,	before	installing	any	radio	equipment	SACFA	permission	is	required	as	per	the	present	

regulation.	Only	intimation	is	required	for	small	cells	of	radiating	capability	EIRP	<=100	W.	For	

more	than	100	W	radio	permission	is	granted	with	a	provision	of	deemed	approval	within	30	
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days.	On	Average	SACFA	clearance	took	30	days	which	seems	to	be	considerably	high	considering	

the	requirement	that	in	case	of	5G	small	cell,	there	would	be	large	no.	of	dense	installations.

	 TRAI	in	its	recommendations	on	“Roadmap	to	Promote	Broadband	Connectivity	and	Enhanced	

Broadband	 Speed”	 dated	 31.08.2021,	 has	 suggested	 in	 para	 7.31	 various	 measures	 for	

facilitating	the	sharing	of	Telecom	infrastructure.

	 Recommendations:	

	 As	per	latest	SACFA	guidelines,	only	intimation	is	required	for	small	cells	of	EIRP	<=100	W.	For	>	

100	W	 radio,	 permission	 is	 granted	 with	 a	 provision	 of	 deemed	 approval	 within	 30	 days.	

Provision	 of	 30	 days	 for	 granting	 deemed	 approvals	 is	 high	 considering	 the	 fo	 large	 scale	

deployment	 of	 small	 cells.	During	pilot	 TSPs	deployed	 small	 cells	 of	 different	 	 radio	 power,	

however	in	typical,	TSPs	were	having	small	cells	available	for	deployment	ranging	between	52	to	

57.5	dBm.	Considering	this	DoT	may	consider	waiving	off	SACFA	clearance	for	EIRP	up	to	600	

watts.	This	will	help	in	reducing	administrative	overhead	and	lead	to	cost	effective	and	timely	

deployment	of	small	cell	networks.

	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	DoT

	 i	 Policy	related

	 	 a)	 Metro	authorities	should	ensure	provisions	of	having	a	common	duct	for	the	Metro	

stations.

	 	 b)	 Issue	necessary	instructions	to	adopt	TRAI	recommendations	dated	31.08.2021	as	

envisaged	in	para	7.31.

	 	 	 Action	to	be	taken	by:	Metro	Authorities	and	DoT

18.	 Project	Conclusion:	

	 TRAI	Pilot	Project	for	deployment	of	5G	Small	Cell	and	Aerial	Fiber	on	Street	Furniture	at	Namma	

Metro,	Bengaluru	has	been	completed	within	the	specified	timelines.	The	findings	of	the	study	

will	help	 in	enabling	small	 cell	deployment	at	 the	other	Metro	stations	of	 the	country	using	

existing	 street	 furniture.	 The	 project	 identified	 the	 operational	 challenges	 and	

recommended/suggested	enabling	regulatory	and	policy	framework	for	all	stakeholders	much	

ahead	of	the	actual	deployment.	

	 Summary	of	Action	Points:

	 i.	 The	application	process,	fees	or	charges	prescribed	for	the	use	of	Street	Furniture	should	

be	as	specified	in	the	Indian	Telegraph	Right	of	Way	(Amendment)	Rules,	2022.

	 ii.	 There	should	be	a	provision	for	carrying	out	emergency	repairs/replacement	of	telecom	

equipment	 in	 the	 Metro	 premises	 at	 the	 times	 which	 are	 otherwise	 limited	 post	 the	

movement	of	Metro	trains.

	 iii.	 Provision	should	also	be	made	available	for	Cell	on	Wheels	(CoWs)	to	be	positioned	inside	

the	 Metro	 premises	 (car	 parking	 or	 open	 areas)	 with	 necessary	 plug	 and	 play	

infrastructure	whenever	required,	for	a	specified	time	period	to	ensure	seamless	coverage	

and	better	customer	experience	at	the	Metro	locations.
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	 iv.	 There	should	be	a	centralized	portal	with	the	respective	Metro	Authorities	 for	seeking	

permissions	and	approvals	by	the	respective	TSPs/IPs	 for	utilizing	the	street	 furniture	

owned/available	in	the	Metro	premises.	

	 v.	 A	detailed	list	of	existing	street	furniture	should	be	available	with	all	Metro	Authorities	to	

enable	the	respective	TSPs/IPs	to	utilize	the	same	for	deployment	of	Small	Cells	 in	the	

respective	locations.	A	GIS	overlay	giving	the	location	of	the	Street	Furniture	owned	by	

Metro	Authorities	should	be	put	on	GatiShakti	Sanchar	Portal	.

	 	 The	successful	completion	of	the	Pilot	project	was	due	to	synchronous	coordination	and	

contribution	among	all	the	stakeholders	which	include	-	TRAI,	DoT,	TEC,	BMRCL,	COAI,	

RJIL,	BAL,	VIL	and	BSNL.	
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	 Details	of	safety	briefing	provided	to	the	workers	before	commencement	of	works:

1.	 All	workers	on-site	will	undergo	a	safety	induction	program	by	the	Supervisor.

2.	 All	accidents	and	incidents	will	be	reported	as	per	the	DIAL	Accident	and	Incident	Report	form.

3.	 Workers	will	be	issued	with	a	safety	kit	to	be	worn	for	the	duration	of	the	works.	This	will	include	

a	safety	helmet,	safety	jacket	and	protective	shoes.	Persons	using	welding	and	cutting	appliances	

will	use	proper	eye	protection.

4.	 During	a	change	in	shift	there	will	be	a	safety	briefing	given	from	one	site-in-charge	to	the	other.

5.	 There	will	be	a	first	aid	kit	available	at	all	times	within	the	retail	unit	premises.

6.	 All	combustible	and	volatile	materials	to	be	locked	away	when	not	in	use.

7.	 Safety	training	and	awareness	of	all	employees	including	a	start	of	shift	safety	talk.

8.	 Safety	procedures	will	be	exercised	when	in	proximity	to	traffic.

9.	 Alcohol	and	drugs	policy.	Alcohol	and	drugs	will	not	be	permitted	or	tolerated	at	the	work	sites.

10.	 The	 safety	 roles	 and	 responsibilities	 of	 supervisors:	 a	 clear	 description	 of	 the	 safety	

responsibilities	of	the	works	supervisors.

11.	 Monthly	safety	meetings:	a	commitment	to	convene	monthly	safety	meetings	to	discuss	planned	

works,	 safety	 issues	 and	 safety	 incidents.	 The	 focus	 to	 be	 on	 risk	 elimination	 and	 accident	

prevention.	DIAL	Safety	shall	be	provided	with	the	minutes	of	these	safety	meetings.

12.	 Smoking	is	prohibited	at	the	worksite	and	within	the	Passenger	Terminal	Building.

13.	 Use	of	safety	signage	during	fit	out	work	is	mandatory.

Declaration

I	/we	hereby	undertake	that	I/we	will	not	hold	GMR	Delhi	International	Airport,	its	employees	

for	any	injury/damage/loss	arising	out	the	above	mentioned	work.

I	/we	also	assure	that	work	will	be	carried	out	strictly	as	the	proposal	only.	

Remarks	by	team	Safety	DIAL:	Signature	&	Name

GENERAL

Name/	Signature	of	the	person	on	behalf	of	the	contractor	Mobile/	TeleDuty	Manager	TOPS	is	to	

refer	to	the	work	proposal	before	issuing	the	work	permit.	DIAL	has	a	zero	tolerance	alcohol	

and	drugs	policy.

All	PTB	works	are	to	have	the	safety	goal	of	“zero	injuries,	zero	accidents”.

All	incidents,	incidents	and	near	misses	are	to	be	reported	immediately	to	the	AOCC	and	Safety	

Department.	Works	deemed	to	be	unsafe	or	below	standards	will	be	suspended.

Remarks	by	GM/AGM/	TM	Operations/	ODM

Approved/Not	Approved
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S.	No.		 	Acronym	 Description

1	 3GPP	 3rd	Generation	Partnership	Project

2	 4G	 Fourth	generation

3	 5G	 Fifth		generation

4	 6G	 Sixth	generation

5	 AC	 Alternating	Current		

6	 ACDB	 AC	Distribution	Board	

7	 AISG	 Antenna	Interface	Standards	Group

8	 Amps	 Amperes

9	 APT	 Asia	Pacific	Telecommunity

10	 ATC	 Amercian	Tower	Company

11	 ATM	 Automated	teller	machine

12	 B2B	 Business-to-Business

13	 B2C	 Business-to-Consumer

14	 BAL	 Bharti	Airtel	Limited

15	 BBRS	 Broadband	Radio	System

16	 BCLL	 Bhopal	City	Link	Limited

17	 BMRCL	 Bangalore	Metro	Rail	Corporation	Limited

18	 BSCDCL	 Bhopal	Smart	City	Development	Corporation	Limited

19	 BSNL	 Bharat	Sanchar	Nigam	Limited

20	 BTS	 Base	Transceiver	Station

21	 BW	 Bandwidth

22	 CCTV	 Closed-Circuit	Television

23	 CDMA	 Code-Division	Multiple	Acces

24	 CEO	 Chief	Executive	Officer

25	 CISF	 Central	Industrial	Security	Force

26	 COAI	 Cellular	Operators	Association	of	India

27	 CoWs	 Cell	on	Wheels

28	 CPRI	 Common	Public	Radio	Interface

29	 DAS	 Distributed	Antenna	System

30	 DC	 Direct	current

31	 DIAL	 Delhi	International	Airport	Limited

32	 DISCOM	 Distribution	Company

33	 DoT	 Department	of	Telecommunications

34	 DPA	 Deendayal	Port	Authority

35	 EAC	 Extended	Access	Control

36	 EAC	 Electronic	Access	Control

37	 EB	 Electricity	Board

38	 EIRP	 Equivalent	Isotropically	Radiated	Power



39	 EMF	 Electromagnetic	Field

40	 FDB	 Fiber	Distribution	Box

41	 FDD	 Frequency-Division	Duplexing

42	 FOB	 Foot	over	bridge

43	 FOC	 Free	of	Charge

44	 G2B	 Government-to-Business

45	 G2C	 Government	to	Citizens

46	 Gbps	 Gigabit	per	second

47	 GIS	 Geographic	Information	System	

48	 HD	 High	definition

49	 HDD	 Horizontal	Directional	Drilling

50	 HQ	 Head	Quarter

51	 HT	 High	Tension

52	 HU	 Hardware	unit

53	 IETF	 Internet	Engineering	Task	Force	

54	 IoT	 Internet	of	things

55	 IPCOLO	 Infra	Provider	Co-Location

56	 IP	 Infrastructure	Providers

57	 ISBT	 Inter-State	Bus	Terminus

58	 ISP	 Internet	service	provider

59	 IT	 Information	technology

60	 ITU	 International	Telecommunication	Union	

61	 KPI	 Key	performance	indicator	

62	 KPT	 Kandla	Port	trust

63	 LMC	 Last	mile	connectivity

64	 LPBTS	 Low	Powered	Base	Stations

65	 LTE	 Long	term	Evolution

66	 M2M	 Machine	to	Machine

67	 MLCP	 Multi	Level	Car	Parking

68	 MM	 Millimetre

69	 MPEB	 Madhya	Pradesh	Electricity	Board

70	 MPMKVVCL	 Madhya	Pradesh	Madhya	kshetra	Vidhyut	Vitran	Company	Limited

71	 MS	 Mild	Steel

72	 MUX	 multiplexer

73	 NOC	 No	Objection	Certificate

74	 O&M	 Operations	&	Maintenance

75	 ODSC	 Outdoor	Small	Cell

76	 OEM	 Original	Equipment	Manufacturer

77	 OF	 Optical	Fibre	
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78	 OFC	 Optical	Fibre	Cable	

79	 OPEX	 Operational	Expenditure

80	 POC	 Point	of	contact

81	 POP	 Point	of	Presence

82	 PSUs	 Public	Sector	Undertakings

83	 PTW	 Permission	to	work

84	 PWD	 Public	Works	Department

85	 RFAI	 Ready	for	Actice	Installation

86	 RFS	 Ready	for	Service

87	 RJIL	 Reliance	Jio	Infocomm	Limited

88	 RNA	 Radio	access	network

89	 RO	 Regional	Office

90	 RoW	 Right	of	Way

91	 RRH	 Remote	Radio	Head

92	 RRU	 Remote	Radio	Unit

93	 RX	 Receive

94	 S&T	 Signal	&	Telecommunication

95	 SACFA	 Standing	Advisory	Committee	on	Radio	Frequency	Allocation

96	 SC	 Small	cell

97	 SCFT	 Single	Cell	Functionality	Test

98	 SERC's	 State	Electricity	Regulatory	Commissions

99	 SFP	 Small	Form-factor	Pluggable

100	 SMC	 Small	cell

101	 SME	 Subject	Matter	Expert

102	 SMPS	 Switched	Mode	Power	Supply

103	 SPOC	 Single	point	of	contact

104	 SST	 Sample	Structure	stability

105	 TAT	 Turnaround	Time

106	 TEC	 Telecom	Engineering	Center

107	 TELCOs	 Telephone	Companies

108	 TERM	 Telecom	Enforcement	and	Resource	Monitoring

109	 TOCO	 Tower	Company

110	 TRAI	 Telecom	Regulatory	Authority	of	India

111	 TSPs	 Telecom	Service	Providers	

112	 TSSR	 Technical	Site	Survey	Report

113	 TX	 Transmit

114	 UPS	 Uninterruptible	power	supply

115	 VIL	 Vodafone	India	Limited

116	 WPC	 Wireless	Planning	and	Coordination
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